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Abstract 

The importance of animals having positive experiences is essential for animal 

welfare as the balance of positive and negative affective states can be seen as 

critical to determining an animal’s quality of life. However, a traditional focus on 

alleviating negative affective states has meant that the complete assessment of 

animal welfare is hindered by a relative lack of validated models of positive 

affective states. This disparity between the measurement of positive and negative 

affective states is particularly evident in rodents used for research. With over 1.9 

million rats used for research purposes in the UK, USA and EU per annum as of 

2018, contribution towards this gap in knowledge on positive affective states is vital 

to improving their welfare.  As such, the aims of this doctoral research were 

twofold; first, to develop models of inducing a positive affective state in rats, and 

second, to investigate whether play is sensitive to the manipulation of affective 

state as an indicator of PAW. 

Playful handling is a recently developed approach to positive interactions between 

humans and rats which aims to incorporate the diversity and unpredictability of 

juvenile rat social play. To validate the use of playful handling as a method of 

inducing a positive affective state in juvenile male rats, two independent cohorts 

were either playfully handled or control handled over successive days, as 

individuals or pairs. In response to playful handling, rats showed increased 

production of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs)  compared to control rats, a 

type of vocalisation associated with positive affect. Approach behaviour towards 

the experimenter was higher when rats were playfully handled as individuals 

compared to controls. I also measured rat preference for a high concentration 

(20%) of sucrose over water as a prospective behavioural test of positive affect. 

This was an adaption of the sucrose preference test which is a validated test of 

negative affect which measures preference for a low concentration (<1%) of 

sucrose over water. Rats which were playfully handled as individuals drank more 
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sucrose solution than control rats. Thus, there is potential for using a high-

concentration sucrose preference test as a measure of behavioural and neural 

changes induced by a positive experience. This increase in indicators of positive 

affect provides further evidence for the use of playful handling to induce a positive 

affective state in rats. 

Presentation of positively valenced rat-produced USVs in playback paradigms is a 

novel method of altering affective state. This method is based on the premise that 

as vocalisations have a communicative function associated with affective state, the 

presentation of positive vocalisations will stimulate positive emotions in the 

recipient. Four independent cohorts were used to develop a novel paradigm in 

which acoustic stimuli could be presented in low-stress conditions. Across these 

experiments, four acoustic stimuli were used; positively valenced 50-kHz USVs, 

negatively valenced 22-kHz USVs, White Noise, and Background Noise. Across all 

four experiments using the novel playback paradigm, the presentation of 50-kHz 

stimuli increased subject-produced positively valenced 50-kHz USVs compared to 

Background Noise. A single presentation of White Noise also increased 50-kHz 

USVs to match those produced when presented with 50-kHz compared to 

Background Noise. This effect of White Noise on USV production was not seen 

after subsequent presentations, with USV production lowering to that of 

Background Noise on day five. When the speaker was placed on the side of the 

cage, there was also an increase in approach behaviour in response to 50-kHz 

stimuli compared to 22-kHz and Background Noise. The differences in measures of 

affective state in response to the auditory stimuli across cohorts provide evidence 

that playback is a promising method of stimulating a positive affective state in rats.  

Play behaviour is proposed to be a promising indicator of positive emotions and 

welfare in domesticated animals.  To investigate whether play changes with the 

manipulation of affective state, home cage behaviour was recorded before and 

after experiencing successive days of handling treatments or presentation of 

acoustic stimuli. After five days, there was an increase in play in the home cage 
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prior to the experience in response to both playful handling and the playback of 50-

kHz USVs. As these effects were specific to behaviour in the home cage occurring 

before the positive experience, this suggests that play may in part reflect a form of 

anticipatory behaviour. In the playback paradigm, the absence of a human-rat 

interaction also allowed the assessment of play during the presentation of acoustic 

stimuli. After five days of presentation with 50-kHz USVs, rats expressed more 

social play than those exposed to control stimuli. These results suggest there is a 

positive relationship between concurrent and pre-existing positive affective state 

and play.  

Overall, this work provides support for the use of playful handling and presentation 

of 50-kHz USVs in a novel playback paradigm as methods to induce a positive 

affective state in rats. The successful manipulation of indicators of affective state 

allowed the investigation of play as an indicator of positive affect. As play was 

sensitive to increases in positive affect, there is evidence that play represents more 

than just the absence of a negative affective state and supports the use of play as 

an indicator of positive welfare.  
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Lay Summary 

Scientists have accumulated a wealth of evidence that animals can feel a range of 

emotions, from pain to pleasure. However, there has been a traditional focus on 

investigating negative emotions like fear and anxiety. This focus has meant that 

there is a shortage of research investigating positive emotions in animals, such as 

enjoyment and happiness. This shortage of research is particularly evident in rats, 

despite being one of the most commonly used species for scientific research. With 

over 200 thousand rats used annually in the UK alone, investigating positive 

experiences is essential for rats to have a good life or a living worth living. As such, 

the aims of this research were; 1) to develop ways of stimulating a positive 

emotional state in rats and 2) to investigate whether rats in a positive emotional 

state express more play. 

The first way of stimulating a positive emotional state I investigated was playful 

handling. Playful handling is a method of human-rat play that tries to mimic rat 

social play characteristics. During playful handling, the experimenter plays with a 

rat using a mixture of touching, tickling, chasing, and infrequent short pins. Across 

two experiments, I found that playfully handled rats were in a more positive 

emotional state than those who were not playfully handled. Playfully handled rats 

produced more 50-kHz ‘positive’ vocalisations, spent more time approaching the 

experimenter, and drank more of the rewarding sugary solution. The increase in 

my measurements of positive emotional state suggests that playful handling is a 

positive experience for rats.   

The second way of stimulating a positive emotional state I investigated was the 

playback of positive vocalisations. This idea is based on the idea that as 

vocalisations allow animals to communicate how they are feeling, the presentation 

of positive vocalisations will stimulate positive emotions in the animals hearing 

them. Across four experiments, I found that rats presented with positive 

vocalisations were in a more positive emotional state than those presented with 
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neutral or negative vocalisations or noise. Rats presented with positive 

vocalisations produced more 50-kHz ‘positive’ vocalisations themselves and spent 

more time approaching the speaker from whom the vocalisations were presented. 

The increase in my measurements of positive emotional state provides evidence 

that playback of 50-kHz positive vocalisations is a positive experience for rats.   

As playful handling and playback of 50-kHz positive vocalisations were a positive 

emotional experience, I could investigate whether rats in a more positive emotional 

state conducted more play. Play is a promising indicator of positive emotions and 

welfare; it is an enjoyable experience and disappears when animals experience 

poor living conditions. However, there is only a small body of evidence 

investigating the relationship between positive emotions and play. I investigated 

whether the rats which were in a more positive emotional state conducted more 

play during the experience and in the home cage before and after the handling or 

playback experience. After five days, I found that rats which were playfully handled 

or presented with 50-kHz vocalisations played more in the home cage before 

handling than those who experienced control handling or were presented with 

other neutral acoustic stimuli. The increase in play occurred before the experience, 

suggesting that rats positively anticipated the enjoyable experience. I also found 

that rats that were presented with 50-kHz vocalisations also played more during 

the experience than rats exposed to other neutral noises. These results suggest a 

relationship between a positive emotional state and play.  

Overall, this research provides new ways to stimulate a positive emotional state in 

rats. Researchers can use playful handling and the presentation of 50-kHz to 

promote positive emotions and improve the welfare of rats. This research also 

provides evidence that a positive emotional state encourages rats to express more 

play. As such, play can sometimes indicate when rats are in a positive emotional 

state and are experiencing good welfare.  
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Chapter 1: Positive animal welfare: how can we induce 

and assess positive affective states in rats? 

Animal welfare science is a multidimensional field that encompasses all factors that 

may influence an animal's physical and emotional well-being. Relatively recently, 

from this broad remit came the development of positive animal welfare (PAW) 

(Yeates and Main, 2008), which is a facet of animal welfare science that 

emphasises the capacity for animals to have positive mental experiences. Despite 

the growing recognition of the importance of positive aspects of animal lives, the 

vast majority of animal welfare research has been and continues to be, 

concentrated on negative aspects (Lawrence et al., 2018). As such, the focus of 

this thesis is to contribute to the PAW literature by developing models of inducing 

positive affective states and indicators of PAW in juvenile male Wistar rats.  

Positive animal welfare: what is it, and how can we assess it? 

What is positive animal welfare?  

The first formal use of PAW may have been in 2007 by Boissy et al. in their review 

of the evidence of positive emotions in animals. A year later, in 2008, Yeates and 

Main developed PAW into a distinct concept within animal welfare science by 

beginning discussions on methods to assess PAW. Since then, the concept of 

PAW has received increasing attention from animal welfare scientists, such that it 

is now regarded as an important facet of animal welfare science (Edgar et al., 

2013; Jirkof et al., 2019; Lawrence et al., 2018, 2019; Makowska and Weary, 2020; 

Mellor, 2012, 2014a; Mellor and Beausoleil, 2015; Rault et al., 2020, 2022; Vigors, 

2019).  
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The concept of animal emotions is related to terms such as 'feelings', 'mood' and 

'affect' (Mendl and Paul, 2020). The definition and use of these terms in relation to 

animals are still a source of debate (Paul et al., 2019), with the distinctions 

between these terms proving difficult to separate with empirical testing (Lawrence 

et al., 2019; Vere and Kuczaj, 2016). The terms ‘affect’ and ‘affective state’ have 

been used widely across literature concerned with animal emotions (e.g., Boissy et 

al., 2007; Jirkof et al., 2019; Mendl and Paul, 2020; Paul et al., 2005; Turner, 2019; 

Webb et al., 2019) as it encompasses both short-term, targeted emotions and 

longer-term, diffused moods (Paul et al., 2019). As such, I will use 'affective state' 

as the overarching term from this point.  

While there is no universally agreed definition of PAW, the capacity of animals to 

experience positive affective states is central to the development of PAW as a 

concept within animal welfare (Lawrence et al., 2019). The recognition of positive 

behaviours and experiences dates back to the modern period of concern for animal 

welfare, for example, in the Brambell Report (Brambell, 1965). In the time since the 

Brambell Report, there has been mounting evidence and acceptance of the 

capacity of animals to experience positive affective states across different scientific 

fields, including neuroscience, psychology, and animal welfare science (Mellor, 

2012; Phillips, 2008). With this evidence has come increased interest in 

approaches to conceptualise animal affective states (Lawrence et al., 2019).  

There are two main approaches to conceptualising emotions which originate from 

human psychology; the discrete or categorical approach and the dimensional 

approach (Mendl and Paul, 2020). The discrete approach states that there are a 

small set of fundamental or ‘basic’ emotions, such as joy, sadness, fear, disgust, 

and anger, which arise in response to a specific event (Panksepp, 1998). While 

advocates of this model disagree on the number of discrete emotions, researchers 

agree that each state is mediated by specific neural circuitry and generates 

behavioural and physiological responses (Mendl and Paul, 2020). In contrast, the 

dimensional approach, such as the core affect model by Russell (2003), 
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categorises affective states along two continuous, dimensional scales referred to 

as ‘valence’ and 'arousal' (Russell, 2003). Whilst valence refers to the extent to 

which an affective state is positive or negative, arousal refers to the level of activity 

associated with the affective state. Thus, according to this approach, each basic 

emotion emerges from a combination of the valence and arousal dimensions 

(Russell, 2003). For example, sadness would be defined as negative valence/low 

arousal, while joy would be defined as positive valence/high arousal (Mendl et al., 

2010).  

Mendl et al. (2010) have extended these models to the assessment of animal 

affective states by providing a framework that integrates discrete and dimensional 

approaches. They argue that there is an underlying bi-directional relationship 

between these approaches, such that discrete emotions influence affective states 

and vice versa (Mendl et al., 2010). As a result of this interdisciplinary approach, 

many of the terms used to describe positive affective states in animals are 

synonymous with those used in reference to humans (Lawrence et al., 2019; 

Proctor et al., 2013; Rault et al., 2020), such as pleasure (Berridge and 

Kringelbach, 2015), fun (Berridge and Kringelbach, 2015; Trezza et al., 2010) and 

enjoyment (Boissy et al., 2007). 

In conjunction with the conceptualisation of animal affective states, there is also a 

need within the literature to understand the function of positive affective states and 

their relationship with PAW (Lawrence et al., 2019). Of primary focus has been the 

intrinsic functional link between positive affective states and behaviour (Lawrence 

et al., 2019). Whilst there are multiple proposed ideas to describe this relationship, 

such as the motivational affective states concept proposed by Fraser and Duncan 

(1998) and positive affective engagement by Mellor (2015), there is considerable 

overlap between these concepts. These concepts share the premise that positive 

affective states are involved in motivating goal-directed behaviour towards 

rewarding stimuli (Fraser and Duncan, 1998; Mellor, 2014b). In turn, the 

expression of these behaviours indicates the presence of positive affective states 
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and PAW (Boissy et al., 2007; Yeates and Main, 2008). This opportunity to express 

and complete positively motivated behaviours is central to PAW (Lawrence et al., 

2019) and the wider animal welfare concepts of ‘a good life’ and a ‘life worth living’ 

(Edgar et al., 2013) 

How can we assess positive animal welfare?  

The optimal approach for welfare assessment involves a combination of both 

resource-based and outcome-based approaches (Edgar et al., 2013). Relative to 

the assessment of negative affective states and associated implications for 

welfare, there is a lack of validated methods of assessing PAW (Keeling et al., 

2013). This overview will present the current approaches used to assess positive 

affective states and their role in the practical assessment of PAW. 

Resource-based approaches determine the welfare of an animal in terms of inputs 

into the animal’s environment, such as space, food, and environmental enrichment 

(Yeates and Main, 2008). Assessment of PAW is based on the premise that the 

provision of these resources allows the expression of motivated behaviours and 

expression of natural behaviours (Bracke and Hopster, 2006) which involves 

positive affect and, thus, indicates PAW (Rowe and Mullan, 2022). The use of a 

resource-based approach is a valuable tool for the practical assessment of PAW 

(Lawrence et al., 2018), with some authors arguing that this resource-based 

approach is currently the most promising method of assessing PAW (Rowe and 

Mullan, 2022). However, validation of the resource-based approach relies on using 

animal-based outcome measures to determine whether the resources provided are 

effective in eliciting positive affective states in animals (Yeates and Main, 2008).  

Outcome-based approaches use the measurement of an animal’s physiology and 

behaviour (Fraser, 2008; Webb et al., 2019) and are thus regarded as a more 

direct measure of welfare (Yeates and Main, 2008). In this approach, welfare is 

assessed through the assumption that emotional states alter physiological markers 
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and motivate behavioural responses (Boissy et al., 2007), i.e., animals react 

differently when experiencing putatively positive affective states than negative 

states and in response to positive versus negative stimuli (Yeates and Main, 2008). 

As such, physiological markers and behavioural expressions are used as proxies 

for contrastingly valenced affective states (Makowska and Weary, 2013; Paul et al., 

2005). Thus, through direct measurement of physiology and behaviour, we can 

extrapolate the valence of the underlying affective state and make inferences about 

the welfare status of the animal (Lawrence et al., 2018).  

The use of physiological measures to determine affective state is based on 

changes in neuroendocrine, immunological, cardiovascular, and molecular 

parameters associated with affective states (Kremer et al., 2020). In terms of 

assessing PAW, the assessment of neuroendocrine function has been the most 

widely investigated physiological marker for PAW. This method typically relies on 

using peripheral hormones as a proxy for brain events and correlating the 

production of these hormones in the blood with the brain since the direct 

assessment of neuroendocrine factors is difficult or often impossible (e.g., Huff and 

Davies, 2002, Vedhara et al., 2003). For example, dopamine has been widely 

implicated in determining the motivational value of rewarding behaviours, such as 

positive anticipation (Berridge and Robinson, 1998). However, dopamine release in 

the brain is difficult to assess directly (although see Hori et al., 2013). While 

physiological measures can be easily quantified, several potential confounds are 

introduced during sampling and interpretation (Kremer et al., 2020). These 

confounds place constraints on their use in the context of assessing positive affect 

in the assessment of PAW.  

Confounds are first introduced when sampling physiological markers, as this often 

requires conducting aversive procedures: for example, in rodents, blood is 

collected through an incision in the tail (Broom and Johnson, 2019). In turn, the 

stress induced by sampling has potential effects on the physiological markers 

themselves, including changes in neuroendocrine levels (e.g., Gärtner et al., 1980; 
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Haemisch et al., 1999; Riley, 1981), immunological parameters (Padgett and 

Glaser, 2003) and heart rate (Gärtner et al., 1980; Hubbard et al., 1986). As a 

result, the stress induced by the collection of physiological measures can confound 

data collection and mask the true impact of stimuli on affective state (Broom and 

Johnson, 2019). Further, physiological markers are sensitive to diurnal variation in 

baseline levels, such that the timing of collection in relation to the event of interest 

must take account of this variation (Axelrod and Reisine, 1984; Paul et al., 2005).  

Interpretation of physiological measures is also challenging as both putatively 

positive and negative stimuli can induce the same response (Paul et al., 2005). For 

example, heart rate (Chabot et al., 1996; Marchant et al., 1995; Zupan et al., 2016) 

and glucocorticoid levels (Rushen, 1986; Starcevic et al., 2016) increase in 

response to both positive and negative situations. Further, while physiological 

markers may be able to distinguish changes in arousal, these markers may not be 

able to detect differences in valence (Kremer et al., 2020). This creates a further 

confound for the interpretation of the effect of stimuli on affective states. Overall, 

physiological measures are not yet reliable for assessing positive affective states 

(Webb et al., 2019) and, thus, cannot currently be used alone to determine the 

PAW status of an animal.   

Behavioural measures are the most promising direction for the assessment of 

PAW, with behaviour regarded as the closest proxy to positive affective states 

(Lawrence et al., 2018). Accordingly, as the behavioural measures focus on the 

specific animal, it is important to be aware of species-typical nuances in behaviour, 

i.e., knowledge of the ethological and ecological characteristics of the subject in 

question (Paul et al., 2005). The assessment of PAW can be conducted by 

observing and quantifying behaviour that occurs in the home environment or under 

staged test conditions (Kremer et al., 2020; Lawrence et al., 2019). In addition to 

these quantitative behavioural approaches, it is also important to briefly recognise 

another promising method to assess PAW, which uses a qualitative approach. This 

approach, known as qualitative behavioural assessment (QBA), focuses on the 
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qualities associated which the expression of all behaviours instead of the physical 

characteristics (Wemelsfelder et al., 2000). 

The expression of behaviours under home conditions is based on a traditional 

ethological approach: hypotheses are tested by analysing parts of the repertoire of 

behaviours which animals are free to express spontaneously within the constraints 

of their home pen or cage. Using this method, several promising parameters have 

been identified for the assessment of affective states. These parameters either 

focus on the whole animal, such as approach behaviour (Elliot and Thrash, 2002; 

Paul and Mendl, 2018), socio-affiliative behaviour (Boissy et al., 2007; Proctor and 

Carder, 2015) and play (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017; Boissy et al., 2007; Held and 

Špinka, 2011; Paul et al., 2005), or on more specific expressions of the animal, 

such as facial expressions (Finlayson et al., 2016; Ross et al., 2008), ear postures 

(Raoult and Gygax, 2018; Reimert et al., 2013) and vocalisations (Hinchcliffe et al., 

2020; Laurijs et al., 2021). Some of these specific expressions, such as the 

production of vocalisations, have also been used in the context of staged tests 

(Rygula et al., 2012). 

The expression of behaviour under staged tests is stimulated by the test 

conditions: hypotheses are tested by asking questions about how animals express 

specific behaviours in a controlled artificial environment. As such, staged tests act 

can act as proxies for showing effects we would otherwise expect to find from 

longer-term ethological observation.  Due to the relative efficiency of conducting 

staged tests compared to the observation of home cage behaviour, this method 

has been widely used to assess animal welfare (Paul et al., 2005). The most 

promising tests for the assessment of PAW are preference tests (animals show a 

preference for positively perceived resources) (Jensen et al., 2008), motivation 

tests (animals will work harder to achieve access to positively perceived resources) 

(Manser et al., 1996), and cognitive bias tests (animals in a positive affective state 

judge ambiguous stimuli as positive) (Saito et al., 2016).  
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While behavioural measures are the most promising direction for the assessment 

of PAW, as with physiological measures, they are not without limitations. One 

limitation is the reliance of behavioural measures on situational interference, i.e., 

whether a stimulus or experience is classified as positive or negative is based on 

the human observer’s evaluation (Mendl and Paul, 2020). As such, this poses the 

risk that the human observer perceives a situation differently from the animal 

subject. Further, interpretation of behavioural measures can be difficult since some 

behaviours are elicited in response to contrastingly valenced stimuli. For example, 

play occurs in response to both putatively stressful (Norscia and Palagi, 2011) and 

rewarding experiences (Hammond et al., 2019). However, these limitations can be 

addressed by using a range of behavioural measures. 

Positive animal welfare for rats: why is it important, and how can 
we measure it? 

The importance of promoting PAW for rats 

The majority of the formal literature on PAW highlights the importance of positive 

experiences for farmed species, with a particular focus on birds and mammals 

such as poultry, pigs, cows, and sheep (Edgar et al., 2013; Lawrence et al., 2018; 

Proctor and Carder, 2015; Rowe and Mullan, 2022). However, the application of 

PAW and our responsibility to provide ‘a good life’ to laboratory species, 

particularly rodents, has been overlooked until relatively recently (Makowska and 

Weary, 2020). This discrepancy has meant that the current welfare standards for 

rodents have a basic and limited focus on mitigating unnecessary pain, harm, or 

distress (Makowska and Weary, 2020). Further, compared to studies using 

mammals, rodents are used in higher numbers for more invasive procedures and 

are less likely to receive pain relief (Makowska and Weary, 2013). While mice are 

currently the most widely used species in research, the number of rats used for 

scientific purposes is thought to bypass the number of both mice and fish (Abbott, 
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2009). This is partially due to advances in rat genomics which may reverse the 

decline in rat use relative to mice and the behavioural and neural complexity of rats 

compared to mice (Abbott, 2009). Considering that a conservative estimate 

reported that over 1.9 million rats were used for research purposes in the UK, USA 

and EU per annum as of 2018 (Carbone, 2021; UK Home Office, 2016), 

contributions toward understanding positive affective states and how to induce 

them can be seen as vital to improving rat welfare. Consequently, this project uses 

rats as the species of choice. 

How can we measure the presence of positive affect in rats? 

There are several proposed methods of assessing affective states in rats (for a 

review, see (Jirkof et al., 2019; Makowska and Weary, 2013). In line with the wider 

literature on PAW, as previously discussed, I believe that the most promising 

direction for the assessment of PAW in rats uses an outcome-based approach to 

assess behaviour under both home cage and staged test conditions. While some 

of the behavioural measures have been widely validated (e.g., vocalisations, 

approach-avoidance behaviour, and preference tests), there is a need for further 

work to confirm the validity of others (e.g., anticipatory behaviour) as measures of 

positive affect. Here, I will provide an overview of the three measures I will use in 

my thesis; ultrasonic vocalisations, approach and avoidance behaviour, and 

sucrose consumption. 

Ultrasonic Vocalisations  

The use of vocalisations as a potential indicator of animal welfare has gained 

momentum in the past twenty years across domestic species (e.g., pigs: Briefer et 

al., 2022; cattle: Watts and Stookey, 2000; poultry: Marx et al., 2001; horses: Pond 

et al., 2010; dogs: Pongrácz et al., 2010 and rodents: Wöhr and Schwarting, 2013). 

As such, there is now considerable evidence across a variety of mammalian 

species that the underlying affective state influences the production of 
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vocalisations (Brudzynski, 2013; Laurijs et al., 2021; Mendl and Paul, 2020). 

However, within animal welfare science, there is a significant bias towards the 

study of vocalisations under the context of negative affective states, such that the 

production of vocalisations in response to positive stimuli remains relatively 

unexplored (for a review, see Briefer, 2012). An exception to this is the study of 

vocalisations produced by rats.  

In rats, the majority of vocalisations occur within the ultrasonic range, that is, of a 

high frequency, typically between 20 – 100-kHz, out with the human audible range 

of up to 20-kHz (Brudzynski and Zeskind, 2018). Since the initial discovery during 

the mid-20th century (Anderson, 1954; Noirot, 1968), these vocalisations, known as 

USVs, have been extensively studied with respect to their function as social 

signals, their underlying emotional context, and the role of fundamental brain 

mechanisms in their production (Schwarting et al., 2018). Although initially 

hypothesised as merely a by-product of locomotion (Blumberg et al., 1992), there 

is now considerable evidence for the role of USVs as a direct and non-invasive tool 

for measuring rat affective state. 

Rats produce two distinct types of USVs, which differ in acoustic structure in terms 

of frequency, amplitude, and duration (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009) and 

encompass several subtypes (Burke et al., 2017; Jennifer M. Wright et al., 2010). 

These broad types of USVs are evidenced to be associated with contrastingly 

valenced affective states through the different brain structures responsible for their 

initiation, the putative valence of the situations in which they are produced, and 

through pharmacological manipulation (e.g., Barker, 2018; Brudzynski, 2013; 

Burgdorf et al., 2008; Burman et al., 2007; Knutson et al., 2002; Wöhr and 

Schwarting, 2013). USVs in the 30 – 90-kHz range, known as 50-kHz USVs, are 

associated with positive affect, and USVs in the 18 - 30-kHz range, known as 22-

kHz USVs, are associated with negative affect. 
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The production of 50-kHz USVs is particularly relevant for the assessment of the 

presence of positive affective states in rats. These calls are modulated by the 

mesolimbic dopaminergic system (i.e., the main reward pathway) (Brudzynski, 

2013) and are produced in anticipation and receipt of hedonic stimuli, such as play 

(Knutson et al., 1998), sex (Barfield and Geyer, 1972) and opioid drugs (Burgdorf 

et al., 2011). As such, the presence of 50-kHz USVs is argued to reflect high 

arousal and positively valenced affective states, such as excitement and joy 

(Knutson et al., 1999). Some authors have even suggested that 50-kHz USVs are 

an ancestral homolog of laughter in humans (Panksepp, 2005; Panksepp and 

Burgdorf, 2003).  

Over the past decade, there has been increasing evidence that the production of 

50-kHz USVs can be used as a quantitative index of positive affect (Hinchcliffe et 

al., 2020). The majority of this evidence comes from neurobiological studies using 

the administration of psychostimulants, such as cocaine, or stimulation of brain 

areas associated with reward, which show that 50-kHz USV production is directly 

related to the amplitude of administration (Browning et al., 2011; Burgdorf et al., 

2011, 2007; Meyer et al., 2012). However, there is more recent evidence of the 

graded nature of 50-kHz USVs, which does not rely on pharmacological 

manipulation or invasive brain procedures; Hinchcliffe et al. (2020) demonstrated 

that the number of 50-kHz USVs produced by individuals in response to short-term 

positive stimuli (i.e., tickling by a human experimenter) was correlated with an 

independent test of affective state (an Affective Bias Test). As such, 50-kHz USV 

production is thought to act on a graded scale, such that individuals who produce 

the high rates of USVs in response to certain stimuli are in a more positive affective 

state and associate a higher value to the presented reward. As such, the 

production of 50-kHz USVs is a valuable method of measuring positive affect in 

rats.   
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Approach-avoidance behaviour 

All species, from single-cell amoebae (Schneirla, 1965) to humans (Elliot and 

Thrash, 2002), show at least a basic form of approach and avoidance behaviour 

(Jones and Gosling, 2014). The ability to decide whether to approach or avoid 

certain stimuli is fundamental to survival by driving movement toward beneficial 

stimuli and away from potentially harmful stimuli (Kurt, 1936). As such, the 

perceived valence of specific stimuli (i.e., positive or negative) underpins whether 

an animal will exhibit approach or avoidance movement (Kurt, 1936). As an 

evolutionarily conserved behaviour (Tooby and Cosmides, 1990), the balance 

between approach and avoidance is based on each species' innate strategy for 

survival and shows consistent species-specific responses (Elliot, 2013). Approach-

avoidance is also sensitive to individual variation (Elliot, 2013), such that individual 

differences in approach and avoidance have been considered as measures of 

personality (Elliot, 2013) and individual motivation for specific stimuli (Greenberg, 

2003).  

In rodents, approach and avoidance behaviour have typically been assessed in 

standardised tests of negative affect, such as the Light-Dark Box and the Elevated 

Plus Maze (Bailey and Crawley, 2009). Rats have conflicting motivations to explore 

the environment to search for resources (i.e., to approach positive stimuli) versus 

avoiding potentially harmful threats, such as predators (i.e., to avoid negative 

stimuli) (Laricchiuta and Petrosini, 2014; La-Vu et al., 2020). Behavioural assays 

such as the Elevated Plus Maze measure the balance between these motivations 

and how induction of negative affect changes this balance (Paul et al., 2005). The 

potential of using approach and avoidance behaviour to evaluate positive stimuli 

has yet to be widely recognised. The balance between approach and avoidance 

can aid PAW measurement by providing insight into rat perception of specific 

stimuli (i.e., rats will approach stimuli if perceived as positive) (Paul et al., 2005).  
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Sucrose preference test 

In animal models of human psychiatric disorders, researchers have developed a 

range of tests for the assessment of depressive-like behaviours (Scheggi et al., 

2018). One of the core symptoms of major depressive disorder and other 

psychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia, is anhedonia (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013). Anhedonia is defined as the reduced ability to feel pleasure 

from positive stimuli and is characterised by a lack of seeking such pleasurable 

situations (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). As anhedonia results from 

disruption within the reward-processing system, it can be assessed by testing the 

reaction to rewarding stimuli (Scheggi et al., 2018). The sucrose preference test is 

the most widely used method for assessing anhedonia (Scheggi et al., 2018), 

which uses the innate preference of rats for sweet substances (Corsini, 2002). 

Animals in putatively negative affect states consistently consume less sucrose than 

controls and show a decreased preference for sucrose over water (Papp et al., 

1991; Willner, 1997; Willner et al., 1992).  

While the sucrose preference test has traditionally been used as a behavioural 

assay for rodent models of psychiatric disorders, it has more recently been applied 

to assess animal welfare, focusing on the assessment of negative affective states. 

For example, Clarkson et al. (2018) found that sucrose preference was influenced 

by the handling method of mice, either the aversive method of tail handling or the 

refined method of tunnel handling. In response to tail handling, mice drank less 

sucrose, displaying more evidence of anhedonia and anxiety than when handling 

using a tunnel (Clarkson et al., 2018). While relatively unexplored, there is the 

potential for using this test to assess positive affective states and PAW, as the 

motivation to seek rewards is sensitive to both negative and positive affective 

states (Forbes and Dahl, 2005).  
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How can we induce positive affective states in rats?  

Selected rat models of affective state  

As a result of the wide use of rodents to study the behavioural and neurobiological 

implications of psychiatric disorders in humans (Ellenbroek and Youn, 2016), there 

are well-established models of inducing negative, but not positive, affective states 

in rats (Makowska and Weary, 2013; Scheggi et al., 2018). One such model is the 

Chronic Mild Stress Model, in which individuals are exposed to multiple mild 

stressors (i.e., negatively perceived stimuli) over a prolonged period in an 

unpredictable and unrelenting sequence (Antoniuk et al., 2018; Willner, 2016). 

Logically, a model of inducing positive affect could be created by predictably 

presenting individuals with positively perceived stimuli. Two promising methods of 

inducing a positive affective state in rats are playful handling and playback of 

USVs.  

Playful handling 

Playful handling is a form of heterospecific play between rats and humans, 

developed from the Panksepp method of tickling (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000). 

Panksepp describes tickling as 'vigorous whole-body playful tickling (focusing on 

the ribs and ventral surface), with animals being repeatedly pinned four to six 

times, throughout the fifteen-second interval' (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000) 

(Figure 1.1ii). Since the development of tickling over 20 years ago, more than 70 

scientific articles on rat tickling have been published (Bombail et al., 2021). The 

majority of these published experiments report positive responses during tickling, 

i.e., increased 50-kHz USV production, increased approach behaviour towards the 

human hand (LaFollette et al., 2017) and decreased indicators of anxiety and fear 

in standardised tests, such as the elevated plus-maze (Mällo et al., 2007) and the 

open-field test (Cloutier et al., 2013). Tickling also appears to mitigate the negative 

affective state induced by common procedures in rats (Cloutier et al., 2018). For 
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example, when rats were exposed to restraint and intraperitoneal injection, those 

who had experienced tickling showed fewer markers of stress and less fear toward 

human handlers (Cloutier et al., 2012; Cloutier and Newberry, 2008).  

However, there is growing evidence for individual variation in response to being 

tickled, primarily indicated by USV production (Bombail et al., 2021; Kõiv et al., 

2016; Rygula et al., 2012). As previously discussed, USVs can act as a measure of 

affective state, such that the frequency of 50-kHz USVs can indicate the level of 

response during tickling. Using an affective bias test, Hinchcliffe et al. (2020) found 

that USVs correlated with responses to the affective bias test in a graded way, 

suggesting that high-calling rats found tickling a more positive experience than low-

calling rats. However, some rats fail to produce 50-kHz USVs during tickling and 

exhibit behaviours indicative of a negative experience, such as freezing and 

production of 22-kHz USVs (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2010; Schwarting et al., 

2007). Thus, while tickling can induce a positive affective state in rats, there is 

evidence that the approach can potentially be improved (Bombail et al., 2021).   

Rat social play is a fluid, complex interaction that involves many different 

behaviours, including chasing, pouncing, darting, wrestling, boxing, jumping, and 

pinning (e.g., Whishaw et al., 2021) (Figure 1.1i). Each rat shows variation in the 

frequency and sequence of these behaviours, such that play does not follow a 

strict structure (Thor and Holloway, 1984). However, in the standard tickling 

protocol, the complexity seen during play is compromised by emphasising the need 

to deliver a set amount of pinning (Bombail et al., 2021). 

Both the act of being involuntarily pinned and the frequency of its occurrence may 

explain why tickling is perceived by some rats less positively (Bombail et al., 2021). 

Pinning is a marker of social dominance between rats (Panksepp, 1981; Parent et 

al., 2013), with a high frequency of pinning marking the shift from positively 

valenced play to negatively valenced serious fighting (Boice and Adams, 1983). 

The standard tickling approach involves a high frequency of repeated pinning (four 
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to six times during 15 seconds) (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2010), which sharply 

contrasts with social play (less than ten pins per pair during five minutes) 

(Panksepp, 1981). Social play begins with one rat directing an attack toward the 

nape of the partner's neck from either the front or back (Pellis and Pellis, 2013). 

The defending rat will conduct a full rotation onto its back in response to this attack, 

allowing the attacking rat into the pinned position (Pellis and Pellis, 2013). Thus, 

during play, rats have a choice as to which behaviour they conduct, whereas, 

during tickling, the rat loses the ability to choose whether to be pinned, spending 

much of the 15-second interval being somewhat restrained on its back. This limits 

the capacity of the rat to express other playful behaviours and reduces the 

behaviours by which the experimenter can assess the response of the rat to the 

interaction (Bombail et al., 2021).  

Schwarting et al. (2007) were one of the first to identify the opportunity to include a 

more expansive repertoire of behaviours into the tickling interaction. Their protocol 

involved using eight distinct types of manipulations that bear similarities to those 

seen in social play, such as the 'tail chase' and 'neck tickle'. However, this protocol 

did not adjust to the individual's response, as the sequence of manipulations was 

identical for each rat, with each manipulation applied for a defined number of times 

and duration (Schwarting et al., 2007). This strict procedure, similar to ticking, may 

explain why some individuals still produced 22-kHz USVs.  

Playful handling is an alternative method of tickling that considers the complexity of 

play and takes into account individual variation. During playful handling, the 

experimenter responds to the individual rat by altering the interaction using a 

mixture of touching, tickling, and chasing and infrequent short pins (Bombail et al., 

2019)(Figure 1.1iii). In this way, the rat chooses how they respond to a play 

solicitation by the experimenter and whether they want to solicit play themselves 

through gentle nips on the fingers. Thus, the interaction moves closer to 

heterospecific play and is likely to be a promising potential alternative to tickling 

(Bombail et al., 2021). So far, the evidence supports playful handling as an 
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improved alternative to tickling. By incorporating more aspects of play and 

adjusting to the individual rat, Bombail et al. (2019) found that rats produced 233 

USVs per minute on average during the fifth playful handling session. This is 

considerably more than the approximately 90 USVs per minute during the fourth 

session found by Burgdorf et al. (2005) using the Panksepp method. However, 

evidence for this method is in the early stages, and more validation is required for 

the use of playful handling as a model of positive affective state in rats. 
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of the behaviours seen in rats during i) social play (Pellis and Pellis, 2013), ii) the 
Panksepp variation of tickling (Cloutier et al., 2018) and iii) playful handling (Bombail et al., 2021). 
Letters indicate behaviours that share similar physical characteristics; A) pouncing, B) nape contact, C) 
pinning, D) chasing, E) boxing, and F) flipping. During social play (i) or playful handling (iii), 
behaviours can occur in any order and do not always occur in each bout. During tickling, the sequence 
of behaviour is always B), F), and then C).  
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Playback of USVs 

Emotional contagion is thought to be a basic form of empathy and is described as 

the process through which the affective state of one subject changes as a result of 

perceiving and matching the affective state of another (Hatfield et al., 1993; 

Nakahashi and Ohtsuki, 2015; Panksepp et al., 2001; Waal, 2008, 2007). It is this 

transfer of affective state which distinguishes emotional contagion from mimicry, 

which is defined as the involuntary copying of another’s physical appearance or 

behavioural contagion (Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; Kennedy and Thorpe, 1964). 

Thus, a measure of affective state is required in order to distinguish emotional 

contagion from other empathy-related phenomena of behavioural contagion or 

mimicry (Adriaense et al., 2020; Pérez‐Manrique and Gomila, 2021). Considering 

the adaptive value of emotional contagion through the promotion of behavioural 

and emotional synchronisation within social groups (Špinka, 2012; Spoor and 

Kelly, 2004) and the ability of the affective state from just a few individuals to 

influence entire social groups (Held and Špinka, 2011; Reimert et al., 2013; 

Špinka, 2012), this process is highly relevant for animal welfare.  

Despite the potential of using emotional contagion to spread positive affective 

states and improve animal welfare, relatively few studies have explored this 

phenomenon across species. This is particularly evident in studies on emotional 

contagion in rats, where there is a considerable bias toward investigating negative 

emotional contagion (Pérez‐Manrique and Gomila, 2021). For example, there are 

multiple studies evidencing negative emotional contagion through a ‘fear 

observation’ paradigm in which one demonstrator animal receives an electric shock 

resulting in increases in the freezing behaviour of a watching conspecific (Atsak et 

al., 2011; Carrillo et al., 2019, 2015; Han et al., 2020). One of the few available 

studies directly investigating emotional contagion of positive affective states in rats 

uses the playback of USVs.  
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In this study, Saito et al. (2016) investigated the presence of emotional contagion 

by testing the response of rats to playback of 50-kHz USVs or 22-kHz produced by 

a conspecific via a cognitive bias task. This experiment was based on the premise 

that as 50-kHz USVs are associated with a positive affective state, rats 

experiencing playback of these USVs prior to the cognitive bias task are likely to be 

in a positive affective state and show a positive ‘optimistic’ response towards an 

ambiguous cue (i.e., pressing the reward lever). Whereas, as 22-kHz USVs are 

associated with a negative affective state, rats experiencing playback of these 

USVS prior to the cognitive bias task are likely to be in a negative affect state and 

show a negative ‘pessimistic’ response towards an ambiguous cue (i.e., pressing 

the lever to avoid punishment). Saito et al. (2016) found that USV playback prior to 

the cognitive bias test had a stimulus-specific effect on performance, with 50-kHz 

USV playback leading to a more optimistic response compared with more 

pessimistic responses after playback of 22-kHz calls. As the performance of the 

rats in the judgement bias test matched the affective state of the playback stimuli, 

there is evidence that playback of vocalisations can facilitate emotional contagion.  

A wealth of evidence of the effect of the playback of USVs on behaviour has been 

generated using the radial maze playback paradigm (Bigelow et al., 2022; 

Schwarting, 2018; Schwarting et al., 2018; Seffer et al., 2014; Wöhr et al., 2016; 

Wöhr and Schwarting, 2013). Although the primary purpose of this paradigm was 

to develop a behavioural assay to assess rodent models of neurodevelopmental 

disorders in humans (Wöhr et al., 2016), results from these studies offer valuable 

insight into the potential of USVs to alter rat affective state. In this paradigm, an 

individual rat is placed in the centre of an elevated eight-arm maze and exposed to 

playback from a speaker at the end of one of the arms (Wöhr et al., 2016). Across 

studies, there are two main outcome measures: (1) the total distance travelled as 

an indicator of social exploratory behaviour and (2) the time spent on arms closest 

to the speaker versus distal arms as a measure of social approach (Schwarting et 

al., 2018). However, in a paper describing the protocol of the radial maze, Wöhr et 
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al. (2016) also identify a third outcome measure: (3) the number of USVs produced 

by the subject individual (Wöhr et al., 2016). This third outcome measure is 

underexplored, despite the potential of USV production to offer an additional insight 

into affective state during the test. 

In response to rat-produced 50-kHz positive calls, the radial maze paradigm has 

been successful in eliciting consistent behavioural responses, with both juvenile 

and adult rats showing increased approach behaviour and social exploration 

compared to background noise (Schwarting et al., 2018). The strength of this effect 

is consistently dependent on the rat's developmental stage, being much stronger in 

juveniles than adults (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009), which is in line with the critical 

prosocial role of 50-kHz USVs during social play, which has the same sensitive 

period (Knutson et al., 2002). In contrast, behavioural responses to 22-kHz calls in 

the radial maze have been less consistent. Rats display behaviours indicative of 

the fight or flight system in response to computer-generated sine-wave tones, yet 

rat-produced calls show no or weak effects on behaviour (Sadan et al., 2008; 

Schwarting et al., 2018; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007). This may be due to a 

confound between acoustic stimuli, where sine-wave calls are both artificial and 

presented at a louder volume with a longer duration per call (Schwarting et al., 

2018). In addition to the effects on behaviour, receivers of these USVs also show 

matched activation of the brain structures implicated in the production of such 

USVs, i.e., playback of 50-kHz USVs activated the mesolimbic dopaminergic 

system, whereas playback of 22-kHz USVs activated the mesolimbic cholinergic 

system (Parsana et al., 2012; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007). 

The use of a playback paradigm offers several practical advantages as a method 

of inducing a positive affective state in rats. Studies investigating emotional 

contagion in rats typically involve a demonstrator animal (Hernandez-Lallement et 

al., 2020; Pérez‐Manrique and Gomila, 2021). However, as previously discussed, 

the behavioural matching of one observer animal to the demonstrator animal 

indicates behavioural contagion rather than emotional contagion (Kennedy and 
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Thorpe, 1964; Zentall, 2001). Thus, in order to confer emotional convergence 

between the two animals, the affective state of the demonstrator animal must also 

be measured and known in addition to the subject animal. However, the literature 

rarely reports the measurement of the behaviour of the demonstrator animal and 

even less so the measurement of the affective state of such animals (Pérez‐

Manrique and Gomila, 2021). Investigation of emotional contagion using 

demonstrator animals also invariably requires the use of more individuals. This is 

contrary to the aims of reducing the number of animals in research, especially 

considering that the majority of demonstrator animals experience negative stimuli, 

such as foot shock or long-term fear conditioning (e.g., Atsak et al., 2011; Knapska 

et al., 2010). As playback paradigms present pre-recorded tracks of known 

affective state from other studies without the presence of a demonstrator animal, 

these potential problems are mitigated. As such, playback of USVs appears to be a 

promising method to induce positive affective states in rats through the process of 

emotional contagion.  

Play as a promising potential indicator of positive animal welfare  

Why is play a promising indicator of PAW? 

Happiness is never better exhibited than by young animals, such as puppies, kittens, 

lambs, etc., when playing together, like our own children (Darwin, 1872, p.47) 

Despite the assistance of Charles Darwin in legitimising the study of animal 

behaviour, it was not until the early 1980s that non-human play received real 

scientific attention (Bekoff, 1984). Since then, ethologists, comparative 

psychologists, and evolutionary biologists alike have primarily focused on 

describing the forms and functions of play (Graham and Burghardt, 2010). While 

these questions are still the topic of current research (e.g., Dawson et al., 2022), 

play undoubtedly represents a promising indicator of PAW (e.g., Boissy et al., 

2007; Held and Špinka, 2011). In addition, specific qualities of play are beneficial 
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for the assessment of PAW under practical conditions; play is widely seen across 

species, rapidly identifiable, and occurs spontaneously (Burghardt, 2005; Fraser 

and Duncan, 1998; Held and Špinka, 2011). 

Much of the initial investigation into play in domestic animals has focused on 

laboratory rodents (Pellis and Pellis, 2013). Rats are relatively cheap, being both 

small and short-lived, and as a widely used research animal, have the largest 

repository of detailed physiological, behavioural, neurological, and genetic 

information available for any mammal (Burghardt, 2009). Held and Špinka (2011) 

propose four aspects by which play is a promising direction to assess PAW. Here I 

provide the evidence for these aspects seen in rats.  

First, play indicates when animals are under favourable conditions, as it is reduced 

and can even disappear when the animal’s potential ability to survive is challenged 

(Held and Špinka, 2011; Boissy et al., 2007; Lawrence, 1987). For example, 

physical restraint for 30 minutes has been shown to completely suppress 

subsequent home cage play in rats (Klein et al., 2010). In contrast, enhanced 

conditions achieved through providing environmental enrichment promote play. For 

example, in juvenile rats that had experienced prenatal stress, increased space 

allowance and provision of different novel objects stimulated social play (Morley‐

Fletcher et al., 2003). 

Second, play is a positively valenced affective experience, as indicated by the 

intrinsic motivation to play and its rewarding nature (Held and Špinka, 2011). Play 

can serve as a reward for juvenile rats during conditioned place preference testing 

and during operant conditioning (Rolls, 2005). Further, subcortical brain regions 

and neurotransmitter systems that mediate reward also play a central role in 

regulating social play (for full reviews, see Knutson et al., 1998; Siviy, 1998; Trezza 

et al., 2010). For example, the injection of opioid agonists, such as morphine, into 

the nucleus accumbens (an area associated with the mesolimbic reward pathway) 
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increases hedonistic responses in rats to a sucrose solution and increases social 

play (Normansell and Panksepp, 1990).  

Third, from an evolutionary perspective, as play has energetic costs, this must be 

balanced by some benefit to fitness (Held and Špinka, 2011). Many different 

hypotheses for the function of play have been generated, with the overarching 

theme that the functional benefits of play can have a positive impact in both the 

short and long term (Held and Špinka, 2011). In the shorter term, play may act as a 

coping mechanism to help individuals deal with immediate conditions which are 

causing a negative affective state (e.g., Cloutier et al., 2014), and in the longer 

term, play may help individuals become more resilient to such environments (e.g., 

Pellis and Pellis, 2013).  

Finally, play can spread a positive affective state and promote PAW through its 

contagious nature (Held and Špinka, 2011). Play is considered an example of 

behavioural contagion in that the expression of play can stimulate play in others 

(Bekoff, 2001; Held and Špinka, 2011). For example, in rats, high-playing 

individuals induced more play in their partner than low-playing individuals (Pellis 

and McKenna, 1992). As play is associated with a positive affective experience 

and the stimulation of play in another animal is also likely to result in a positive 

affective state, play can also be considered a form of emotional contagion 

(Hammond et al., 2019; Held and Špinka, 2011; Špinka et al., 2016). Considering 

that play contagion would result in the spread of positive affective state, stimulating 

the expression of play behaviour is a promising method of promoting PAW (Held 

and Špinka, 2011; Špinka, 2012). 

The current state of play as an indicator of PAW 

The majority of research has focused on the impact of negative affect and negative 

welfare conditions on play (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). Across animal species, 

there is evidence that play is suppressed by poor welfare conditions, such that the 
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absence of play is now widely considered an indicator of a negative affective state. 

However, in a review of the evidence on the impact of positive affective states on 

play, Ahloy-Dallaire et al. (2017) argue that there is insufficient evidence to 

conclude whether play is sensitive to increases in positive affect. 

To fill this gap in understanding the relationship between play behaviour and PAW, 

we must study animals that are unambiguously not experiencing situations 

associated with negative affect and develop methods of inducing a positive 

affective state (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). We can then assess the impact of this 

experimentally induced positive affect on play behaviour and make conclusions 

about the potential use of play as an indicator of PAW. This research is particularly 

important for my model species, as rodents are widely used under experimental 

conditions yet typically receive a lower standard of care than other mammals 

(Makowska and Weary, 2013; Makowska and Weary, 2020). Thus, a key direction 

for achieving a good life for rats under our care is to develop methods of inducing 

and assessing positive affective states in rats.  
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Thesis Aims and Outline 

The aims of this doctoral research were twofold: 

1. To develop methods of inducing a positive affective state in rats. 

2. To investigate whether play is sensitive to the manipulation of affective state 

as an indicator of PAW. 

In all experiments, the main measures of affective state were USV production and 

approach-avoidance behaviour, with the addition of a sucrose preference test in 

Chapters 2 and 5. 

In Chapter 2, I investigate the response of rats to a recently developed method of 

heterospecific play named playful handling. All rats were playfully handled, or 

control handled for five days as individuals in an arena. The successful induction of 

a positive affective state in playfully handled rats allowed the investigation of play 

in the home cage before and after handling as an indicator of PAW.  

In Chapter 3, I investigate rats' responses to playful handling under a different 

environmental context. All rats were playfully handled, or control handled for three 

days as pairs in the home cage. This protocol reduced the time investment 

required per rat, which has been cited as the main barrier to the uptake of 

heterospecific play in laboratory staff. 

In Chapter 4, I investigate the response of rats to the playback of acoustic stimuli 

in the home cage as a method of altering affective state. Acoustic stimuli were 50-

kHz and 22-kHz USVs, as well as man-made White Noise and Background Noise. 

Using two cohorts, all rats were presented with all acoustic stimuli in a Latin 

Square design across three days. Assessment of play as an indicator of PAW was 

conducted during playback in the home cage.  

Following the initial support for the use of playback to induce a positive affective 

state in rats in Chapter 4, in Chapter 5, I investigate the response of rats to the 
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repeated playback of 50-kHz USVs, White Noise, and Background Noise over five 

days. The assessment of play as an indicator of PAW was conducted both during 

playback and in the home cage before and after playback. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, I critically examine how my research has addressed these 

two aims and highlight potential areas for future research to expand our 

understanding of positive affective states to ultimately promote PAW.  
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Chapter 2: Application of playful handling as individuals 

in an arena to induce a positive affective state and 

measure changes in play in juvenile male Wistar rats 

Abstract 

A promising method for inducing positive affective states in laboratory rats is 

heterospecific play. The Panksepp method of tickling is the most popular method of 

heterospecific play, with some rats demonstrating an increase in markers of 

positive affective state; i.e., increased production of positively valenced 50-kHz 

ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) and increased approach behaviour towards the 

experimenter. However, there is vast individual variation in response to tickling, 

which poses the risk that tickling is aversive for some individuals. Playful handling 

is an alternative to tickling, which incorporates more aspects of social play and 

takes account of individual variation. As a relatively novel method, the aims of this 

study were to validate the use of playful handling to induce a positive affective 

state and investigate variation in responses to playful handling. On the evidence 

that playful handling induced a positive affective state, another aim of this study 

was to investigate whether play can act as a quantifiable indicator of positive affect. 

Play is a promising indicator of affective state in animals. Yet, there remains 

uncertainty on how play changes in response to positive experiences. Juvenile 

male Wistar rats (N = 24; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control cages; 45 days 

old) were housed in pairs and assigned by cage to receive playful handling or 

control handling for five days. All handling was conducted individually in an arena 

separate from the home cage. Playful handling involved the experimenter touching, 

tickling, chasing, and gently pinning the rat. The interaction lasted for two minutes, 

with 15 seconds of active play alternated with 15-second pauses. During the 
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pauses and for the entire interaction for control rats, the hand remained stationary 

on the side of the arena. On the first and last days of handling, rats were also 

exposed to a 30-second free roam test before and after handling as measures of 

anticipation and lasting positive affective state. Affective state in response to 

handling was measured through USV production, approach behaviour, and a high 

concentration (20%) sucrose preference test on the evening of day five as a novel 

measurement of the rewarding properties of heterospecific play. In support of 

previous evidence that playful handling is a positive experience for rats, playfully 

handled rats showed increased markers of positive affect compared to control rats; 

playfully handled rats produced three times more USVs (96.8 vs 29.5 ± 14.1 

USVs/minute on day five; F1, 383 = 61.9, p < 0.001), conducted more approach 

behaviour (6.7 vs 5.3 ±  0.4 seconds/minute on day five; F1, 191 = 5.1, p = 0.05) and 

drank more sucrose than control rats (31.3 vs 19.3 ± 1.7 ml/16 hours; F1,23 = 8.76, 

p = 0.008). Playfully handled rats showed increased variation in response to 

handling than control rats in USV production (CV on day five = 10.4% vs 52.6%) 

but not approach behaviour (CV on day five = 65.6% vs 73.8%) or sucrose 

consumption (CV on day five = 11.5% vs 18.3%). In order to investigate changes in 

play, home cage behaviour was recorded for 15 minutes before and after handling 

on days one and five. Playfully handled rats performed more solitary (4.1 vs 0.8 ± 

0.9 events per 15 minutes on day five; F1,47 = 3.9, p = 0.05) but not social play 

(F1,47 = 0.1, p = 0.6) in the home cage before handling. This was not seen in control 

rats. In general, these results confirm that playful handling is a positive experience 

for rats and suggests that play is sensitive to increases in positive affect. 

Introduction 

Across animal welfare science, it is becoming more widely recognised that it is the 

balance of positive and negative affective states which determines an animal's 

welfare status (Fraser and Duncan, 1998; Green and Mellor, 2011). To achieve a 

state of positive animal welfare, positive affective states should predominate over 
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negative states across an animal's lifetime (Lawrence et al., 2017). However, the 

traditional focus on the study of alleviating negative states has meant this balance 

between affective states cannot be measured. This traditional focus is particularly 

evident in laboratory species, including rats. As a result, while there are well-

established examples of experiences that can induce negative affective states, 

such as the Chronic Mild Stress Model (Willner et al., 1992), there is less 

knowledge of experiences that induce positive affective states (Makowska and 

Weary, 2013).  

One promising method for inducing positive affective states is heterospecific play 

between humans and rats. The predominant form of heterospecific play is the 

Panksepp method of tickling, with over 70 scientific articles published on rat tickling 

as of 2021 (LaFollette et al., 2017). Tickling aims to mimic aspects of social play in 

rats by using the human hand to stimulate areas of the rat's body, which are also 

contacted during social play (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000). This method mainly 

focuses on the rats’ nape of the neck and ventral areas where access to the latter 

is gained through the experimenter repeatedly flipping and pinning the rat onto its 

back (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000). 

Rats often emit positively-valenced ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) in response to 

tickling by a human experimenter (e.g., Burgdorf and Panksepp, 2001; Cloutier et 

al., 2013; Hammond et al., 2019; Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000). USVs are 

recognised as a direct and non-invasive tool for measuring a rat's subjective 

affective state (Barker, 2018; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009), with evidence that USV 

response to tickling acts as a graded measure of positive affect (Hinchcliffe et al., 

2020). As discussed in Chapter 1, rats produce two types of USVs which are 

thought to reflect contrasting affective states; 50-kHz USVs are produced in 

response to a wide range of putatively positive stimuli, such as during mating, 

receipt or anticipation of a food reward, and social play (Burgdorf et al., 2019), 

while 22-kHz USVs are produced in response to negative stimuli, such as in 

response to predator cues and during electric footshock (Wöhr and Schwarting, 
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2013). In addition to the production of 50-kHz USVs, tickled rats also show shorter 

latencies to approach the experimenter’s hand (LaFollette et al., 2017) and 

increased time in contact with the experimenter's hand (Hammond et al., 2019).  

However, there is increasing evidence of individual variation in response to tickling, 

with some rats failing to produce indicators of positive affect (Bombail et al., 2021, 

2019; LaFollette et al., 2017). The graded scale of 50-kHz USVs suggests that 

individuals who produce fewer USVs enjoy tickling less than conspecifics who 

produce more USVs (Hinchcliffe et al., 2020). The number of 50-kHz USVs 

produced in response to tickling varies considerably between individuals 

(LaFollette et al., 2017), such that it is possible to selectively breed for high and low 

callers in response to tickling (Burgdorf et al., 2005). 50-kHz USV responses to 

tickling also tend to be consistent across sessions within individuals, suggesting 

that USV production is a stable individual trait (Bombail et al., 2019; Mällo et al., 

2007). This variation in response to tickling poses a risk that some individuals 

perceive the procedure as neutral or possibly aversive and raises the question of 

whether tickling can act as a universal method of improving rat welfare.  

In Bombail et al. (2021), we suggest that this individual variation in response to 

tickling may be due to the emphasis on pinning and a lack of flexibility in response 

to the behaviour of individual rats. Identifying these potential limitations of tickling 

as a method of heterospecific play led to the development of playful handling 

(Bombail et al., 2021). Playful handling aims to incorporate the diversity and 

unpredictability of social play. The experimenter reacts to the individual rat through 

variation in the type and intensity of behaviours seen in social play, such as 

touching, tickling, chasing, and being chased. In the first research paper that uses 

playful handling, Bombail et al. (2019) reported a significant increase in 50-kHz 

USV production during playful handling compared to days when they were not 

handled and compared with control rats. It is worth noting that although the authors 

use the term 'tickling' throughout, the more flexible method used is what our group 

now terms as playful handling (Bombail et al., 2021). Further evidence of the ability 
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of playful handling to induce a positive affective state in rats is needed to validate 

playful handling as an alternative protocol to tickling. There is also the opportunity 

to investigate other methods of measuring rat perception towards handling in 

addition to USV production and approach behaviour as the primary indicators of 

affective state. For example, the measurement of preference for sucrose over 

water is a widely-used test of anhedonia in rodent models of depression, which 

could be adapted to measure behavioural and neural changes induced by a 

positive experience. 

In addition to the limited methods of inducing positive affective states, there are 

insufficient quantifiable indicators of positive affect in animals (Lawrence et al., 

2017). Play is proposed as a promising potential indicator of affective state and 

welfare in animals (Boissy et al., 2007). There is considerable evidence within 

animals and children that play is sensitive to adverse psychological and 

environmental conditions, such as social structure, food availability, and 

experiencing pain or fear (reviewed in Held and Špinka, 2011). While this evidence 

provides support for lack of play to be used as an indicator of negative affective 

state and poor welfare (Bateson and Martin, 2014; Boissy et al., 2007; Burghardt, 

2005; Held and Špinka, 2011; Lawrence, 1987), there is a relative lack of evidence 

to support the use of play as an indicator of positive affective state and welfare. 

If play were a marker of positive affective state, putatively positive experiences 

would increase the frequency of play (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). However, in a 

review of the current evidence, Ahloy-Dallaire et al. (2019) state there is insufficient 

evidence to support this argument due to the small body of research. The use of 

playful handling to induce a positive affective state in rats and measure changes in 

play would potentially help fill this gap in the literature. While there is currently no 

investigation into the impact of playful handling on spontaneous play, previous 

work has suggested a relationship between tickling and play (Hammond et al., 

2019; Knutson et al., 1998; LaFollette et al., 2018a, 2018b). For example, tickling 

was shown to increase solitary play in the home cage prior to a predicted handling 
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session (Hammond et al., 2019). Logically, playful handling would be expected to 

have a similar or more prominent effect on play as tickling, considering the 

relationship between the two methods of heterospecific play. 

The aims and hypotheses of this study were; 

i) To investigate whether playful handling of individuals in an arena 

induces a positive affective state in rats as indicated by USV production, 

approach behaviour, and sucrose preference. I hypothesised that 

playfully handled rats would produce more 50-kHz USVs, show 

increased approach behaviour towards the experimenter and consume 

more sucrose than control rats as a reflection of their increased positive 

affective state.  

ii) To investigate inter-individual and intra-individual variation in response to 

playful handling as individuals in terms of USV production and approach 

behaviour. I hypothesised that playfully handled rats would show high 

inter-individual variation and low intra-individual variation in USV 

production and approach behaviour. 

iii) To investigate whether the induction of a positive affective state through 

playful handling as individuals in an arena results in a change in play in 

the home cage before and after handling. I hypothesised that the positive 

affective state induced by playful handling, but not control handling, 

would be reflected by an increase in play in the home cage. 

Methods 

Ethics 

This study was conducted in accordance with the European Union directive of 

22nd September 2010 (2010/63/EU), and the UK Animals (Scientific procedures) 
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Act 1986. There was further approval by the local animal experimentation ethics 

committees (Comité d'Ethique en Expérimentation Animale INRA IdF-Jouy-en-

Josas/AgroParisTech (Comethea); permission #16–17), Roslin Institute Animal 

Welfare and Ethical Review Body (AWERB), the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary 

Studies Veterinary Ethical Review Committee (VERC) and SRUC's Animal Ethics 

Committee. 

Animals, housing, and husbandry 

All work was conducted at the National Research Institute for Agriculture, Food and 

Environment (INRAE) at the Île-de-France-Jouy-en-Josas Research Centre in 

France between 1st April and 10th April 2019. Rats were bred and raised in-house 

from primiparous mothers of Wistar strain. Wistar rats are the third most commonly 

used strain in tickling experiments (23%, N = 13) (LaFollette et al., 2017). From 

weaning (21 post-natal days), male Wistar pups (N = 24) were kept firstly in groups 

of four for five days (to reduce stress) then in pairs for the rest of the study (N = 12 

cages). Within pairs, rats were randomly selected across litters and were unrelated 

to prevent the possibility of any affinity or animosity due to shared early life 

experiences. Rats were also matched by weight within 2g to account for the 

relationship between body condition and play behaviour (Hammond et al., 2019).  

Data collection began 37 post-natal days as play shows the highest absolute levels 

between 32 and 40 days of age depending on the rat strain, with the peak of play 

being on the latter end of this range for Albino rats (Panksepp, 1981; Thor and 

Holloway, 1984). Adolescent males show higher frequencies of play fighting (Pellis 

and Pellis, 2013) and more robust responses to tickling than adults (Burgdorf and 

Panksepp, 2001). The sample size was calculated using Mead's resource equation 

(Arifin and Zahiruddin, 2017; Mead, 1988), with 17 total degrees of freedom of the 

error component.  
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Rats were housed in clear plastic cages with a wire lid (Techniplast 1291H, 42.5 × 

26.6 × 18.5cm). Each cage was supplemented with wood chip bedding, ad libitum 

access to food (M25 Extralabo, Dietex France), and water. Cage cleaning was 

carried out by a familiar caretaker once a week at least two hours before any 

experimental procedure taking account of the experimental timeline. Rats were in a 

reverse light cycle, so handling could occur during the dark period when the rats 

are naturally active (lights off at 0900 with handling between 1000 and 1500). Low-

intensity red lighting (4.5 lx measured using an Isotech digital light meter Lux-1337) 

was used during the dark phase to keep the rats within the active dark photoperiod 

and encourage USV production (Knutson et al., 1998). The room was maintained 

at a constant temperature (23 ± 0.3 °C) and humidity (34.5 ± 8.9%). Cages were 

situated on two tiers of a standard cage rack with four cages per rack (N = 12 

cages). Both rats within a cage received marks on the tail using a non-toxic black 

marker for individual identification.  

Experimental design  

Twelve cages were assigned to receive either playful or control handling (N = 6 

playfully handled cages and N = 6 control handled cages). Cages were assigned to 

treatment according to bodyweight by taking an average cage weight after the first 

habituation session and assigning cages of the closest weight to playful or control 

handling. There was a negligible 0.26g difference in average cage weight between 

cages assigned to playful handling and control handling. Overall mean weight and 

standard deviation on the day before handling was 138.3 ± 4.5g. As there is 

evidence that light intensity, noise level, and human activity can impact rat 

behaviour (Cloutier and Newberry, 2010), the distribution of cages on the rack was 

balanced between treatment and control. Within each rack of four cages, two were 

assigned to receive playful handling treatment, and two were assigned to control 

handling. 
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After four days of habituation, rats received five sessions of either playful handling 

or control handling in the arena as individuals across five days. Within these five 

days, days one and five were assigned as recording days, with home cage 

behaviour recorded for 15 minutes before and after handling. These home cage 

recordings allowed for investigation of the effect of playful handling on play and 

other spontaneous behaviour. On non-recording days (days two to four), rats were 

still handled according to the assigned treatment without home cage recording. On 

the evening of day five, rats were given a sucrose preference test.  

Experimental set-up 

All testing was conducted in a different room to the holding room as there is 

evidence that the emotional state of one animal can be transferred (emotional 

contagion) to another through USV production, odours, or another mechanism  

(Hammond et al., 2019). Similar to the holding room, this room was lit with red 

lighting, which delivered a low-intensity illumination (4.5 lx) to keep the rats within 

the active dark photoperiod and encourage USV production (Knutson et al., 1998).  

Rats were handled as individuals in an arena. The experimental arena was made 

of Plexiglass® with an open-top (66 × 41 × 40 cm), lined with a base of woodchip 

shavings to provide a non-slip surface. Any faeces and urine patches were 

removed between rats before the shavings were mixed to evenly spread olfactory 

cues. Across all habituation and handling sessions, the handling order was 

randomised for each session using a random number generator. This 

randomisation was to prevent systematic transmission of cues, e.g., olfactory cues, 

related to treatment. 

Experimental procedures 

Habituation to handling: Habituation was conducted over four days using the same 

equipment and under the same environmental conditions as the handling phase, 
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aiming to expose the rats gradually to test conditions, first as pairs, then 

individually. Rats were habituated to travel to and from the holding room, the 

experimental arena, and general handling to prevent neophobia. When travelling 

between rooms, the home cage was wrapped in a black plastic bag to prevent 

exposure to bright light, considering rats were in the dark photoperiod. Rats were 

not individually handled during transport. This protocol was refined during a 

previous study (Hammond et al., 2019). 

Daily procedure during testing: On recording days (days one and five), before 

handling, each cage was placed on a designated recording rack within the 

homeroom and filmed for 15 minutes. Cages were then transported to the 

procedure room and placed on a bench. After handling, the cage was returned to 

the recording rack and filmed for another 15 minutes. On return, the wire cage lid 

was topped with cardboard to create a barrier for USVs, odours, and other signals, 

which may stimulate emotional contagion, affecting other rats in the homeroom. 

Only one female experimenter (TH) handled the rats for all handling stimulations, 

always wearing the same knitted glove on top of a nitrile glove. 

Free roam test: On days one and five, rats were given a 30-second opportunity to 

approach the experimenter's hand or conduct play before (FR1) and after (FR2) 

handling. The behavioural responses expressed during FR1 on day one would act 

as a baseline measurement as rats had not experienced any handling treatment. 

On day five, the responses during FR1 would act as an indicator of anticipation for 

the respective handling treatments. Responses during FR2 would act as an 

indicator of lasting changes to affective state. The experimenter conducted the 'free 

roam test' by placing her hand on the long side of the arena with her fingertips on 

the bedding against the right-side wall (Figure 2.1). This test was only conducted 

on recording days (days one and five) to preserve novelty. 

Handling treatment: Handling techniques remained the same regardless of the day 

(Figure 2.1). Playful handling involved the experimenter using one hand, covered 
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by a soft knitted glove, to touch, tickle, chase, and gently attempt to pin the rat to 

mimic rough and tumble play (Bombail et al., 2019). Rats were playfully handled in 

this way for repeated bouts of 15 seconds alternated with 15-second "pauses" 

lasting two minutes (adapted from Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2010). During pauses, 

the hand remained stationary on the side of the arena nearest the experimenter 

with the palm flat to measure rat interest in the experimenter's hand. The gloved 

hand moved between resting with the palm flat on two adjacent sides of the arena 

wall nearest the experimenter for control animals. The resting location alternated 

every 15 seconds, resulting in a match with the pause phases in playful handling. 

This allowed for direct behavioural comparison between treatment and control 

animals. 

Recording and analysis of behaviour  

During handling, behaviour in the home cage and arena was recorded using a 

Sony HD camcorder (HDR- PJ810E) and subsequently analysed using Observer 

XT 14 software (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the Netherlands). In 

the home cage, behaviour was recorded for 15 minutes before and after handling. 

During handling, behaviour was coded in sections according to the free-roam and 

pause phases of the experimental procedure; as playfully handled and control rats 

experienced different interactions during the handling phase, the behaviour was 

only compared during the pause phases. Using continuous focal sampling, the 

frequency and duration of each behaviour were coded according to the below 

ethogram (Table 2.1). During the collection of data from videos of home cage 

behaviour, the coder (TH) was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. This blinding 
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was not possible during the videos of handling as the coder could see the 

treatment. 

 

Figure 2.1. Illustration of handling techniques used on individual juvenile male Wistar rats in an arena 
(N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control handled cages). The playful 
handling treatment is in the left pane, and the control is in the right. Steps one and four indicate the 30-
second free roam tests conducted once before handling and once after handling. Steps two to three 
indicate the 30-second handling phase, repeated 4 times. This figure is not to scale. 
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Table 2.1. Ethogram developed for recording behaviour of juvenile male Wistar rats (aged between 39 – 50 days old) in the home cage housed as pairs before and after 
handling and during handling (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control handled cages). The table indicates which behaviours were recorded 
during each phase (the home cage and/or during handling). 

Behaviour Description When scored 

Solitary play Rat conducts fast locomotor movement involving at least one hop by an individual, where hops involve all four paws leaving the ground at 

the same time, not in the direction of a play partner or during a play bout. The behaviour starts with fast running or a hop from stationary 

or during locomotor movement and ceases when this movement stops. (Hammond et al., 2019) 

Home cage and 

during handling 

Social play  One rat jumps or lunges towards the partner's nape, resulting in the partner either chasing the soliciting rat, rearing (in which pairs make 

rapid pawing movements at each other), or rotating so that one rat is on its back with the other standing over it in a pin. The frequency of 

pinning and dorsal contacts within social play was also coded. Multiple pins and dorsal contacts can occur during a single social play 

bout. The behaviour starts with fast running, a jump or lunge towards a play partner and ceases when there is no chasing, rearing, pins or 

dorsal contacts between the play partners. (Kerkhof et al., 2013; Webber et al., 2012) 

Home cage 

Rearing Rat raises both front paws off the ground (can be in contact with the wall or not), standing up on hind legs. Does not include rears 

directed toward the experiment's hand or body. (Lever et al., 2006) 

Home cage and 

during handling 

Approach 

towards 

experimenter 

Rat orients its body and head so that the nose is directed towards the experimenter's hand and within 1cm or touching the hand. 

(Hammond et al., 2019) 

Home cage and 

during handling 

Inactive Any behaviour where the rat's body is unmoving, such as freezing, resting, sitting, or lying still. (LaFollette et al., 2018) Home cage 
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Recording and analysis of subject produced USVs 

USVs were recorded using a high-quality USB microphone (Pettersson M500-384 

USB Ultrasound microphone, Pettersson Electronik; Sweden) connected via a USB 

interface to a PC laptop. This microphone was placed over the centre of the arena 

(height 51cm), pointing downwards from the arena floor. Recorded sound was 

digitised at the sampling rate of 384 kHz and a bit depth of 24 bit using Audacity 

(https://www.audacityteam.org; Audacity, Version 2.1.3, Pennsylvania, United States 

of America). 

USVs were manually counted from spectrograms produced by Audacity and labelled 

as 50-kHz USVs (peak frequency between 30 and 80-kHz and duration between 10–

150ms) or 22-kHz USVs (bandwidth of >4kHz, peak frequency between 20-29 kHz 

and duration of 300ms or more) (Brudzynski, 2009; LaFollette et al., 2018; Wright et 

al., 2010). Overlapping calls were counted as one call (Wright et al., 2010). 

Vocalisations were counted in sections according to the experimental procedure's 

free-roam, handling, and pause phases. USV rate was expressed as the number of 

calls emitted per minute (calls/minute). During data collection from spectrograms, the 

coder (TH) was blinded to treatment to prevent bias.  

Sucrose preference test (SPT) 

Rats were presented with a novel adaptation of the sucrose preference test as an 

additional method of assessing the impact of playful handling on affective state. The 

sucrose preference test is a reward-based test initially developed to measure 

preference for low concentrations of sucrose (0.5 to 1%) over water (Willner et al., 

1987) in rodent models of depression. Following exposure to chronic stress 

protocols, rats will show no preference for the sweet-tasting sucrose over water, such 

that the resulting anhedonic state changes the reward value of the sucrose (Forbes 

et al., 1996; Fraser and Duncan, 1998; Willner et al., 1992, 1987). As I was 

interested in measuring the impact of positive handling and a putatively enhanced 

positive affect on motivation for positive stimuli, I raised the sucrose concentration to 

20% to enhance its rewarding properties. A higher sucrose concentration is typically 
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used in studies examining reward sensitivity (Brennan et al., 2001; Clarkson et al., 

2018; Flaherty et al., 1973; Sclafani and Ackroff, 2003). For example, Wilmouth and 

Spear (2009) used a range of sucrose concentrations from 3.4% to 34% to 

investigate the presence of evolutionary conserved facial reactions to favourable 

tastes in rats. Rodents will also work harder for more concentrated sucrose solutions 

than dilute solutions (Bailey et al., 1986). The concentration of 20% sucrose used in 

this study was based on research examining the naturally occurring variation of 

sucrose consumption according to different concentrations (Brennan et al., 2001). 

The most significant difference between high and low consumers was found at the 

20% concentration, suggesting that 20% is the ideal concentration to measure 

individual differences in reward sensitivity. 

For the first test, rats were presented with two pre-weighed bottles (one containing 

tap water and one containing 20% sucrose solution) in the home cage for two hours 

(1530 to 1730) as a short-term preference test. For the second test, the bottles were 

then weighed and left overnight (16 hours). Each bottle was weighed before and after 

both tests to measure cage-level sucrose and water consumption. Throughout 

testing, rats had ad libitum access to food, and the location of the bottles was 

balanced to prevent any effects of side bias (Strekalova et al., 2004). During the 

weighing of the bottles, the experimenter was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. 

Statistical analysis 

Tests of intra-observer reliability were conducted prior to statistical analysis. As only 

one observer scored all behaviours, inter-observer reliability tests were unnecessary. 

I conducted a repeat scoring of a minimum of 12.5% of the data seven days later. For 

USV data, I conducted Spearman's rank correlations between the first count and 

second count for each spectrogram (Martin and Bateson, 1993). To meet the 

reliability criteria, correlations were above the acceptable cut-off defined by Martin 

and Bateson of 0.7. For behaviour, these correlations were conducted using 

Observer XT 11 software and met a minimum Cohen's kappa of 0.8 with a 

percentage agreement of 64% (McHugh, 2012). 
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All data were analysed in Genstat 19.1 using General Linear Models (GLM), linear 

regression models, and correlations. Figures were generated using GraphPad Prism 

(ver 9.2). Assumptions of these models were tested on the residuals using Bartlett's 

test for homogeneity of variances and the Anderson-Darling test for normality. 

Tukey's honest significance difference (HSD) procedure was conducted for multiple 

comparisons on significant differences (a = 0.05). Means (M) and standard errors of 

the mean (SEM) reported were back-transformed to the original scale for biological 

significance. For all tests, the level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.   

Data on home cage behaviour were taken from the first and fifth consecutive days of 

handling. As rats were tested together in the home cage, the frequency and duration 

of each rat's behaviour were summed to give a cage level of expression. To 

investigate the effect of handling treatment on behaviour in the home cage, handling 

treatment (playful handling or control handling), the timing of the recording in relation 

to handling (before or after), and day (one or five) were modelled as the main effects 

with additional interactions between the three main effects. As behaviour in the home 

cage was recorded in pairs, the blocking factor was the cage. For all measurements 

of solitary play, pinning, and dorsal contacts, I only recorded the frequency due to the 

short duration of these events. This was to reduce the likelihood of false positives, as 

coding would depend on the coder's reaction time.   

USV data were taken from the first and fifth consecutive days of handling. USV 

counts were converted into a rate per minute to compare USV production between 

the free roam tests and handling phases of different durations. In all periods, the 

production of 22-kHz USVs was too infrequent to fit to a GLM. To investigate USV 

production during handling, handling treatment (playful handling or control handling), 

handling phase (during handling or pauses), and day (one or five) were modelled as 

the main effects with additional interactions between the three main effects. To 

investigate USV production and behaviour during the free roam tests, handling 

treatment (playful handling or control), the timing of the free roam test (before or after 

handling), and day (one or five) were modelled as the main effects with additional 

interactions between the three main effects. To investigate behaviour during the 

pauses in handling, handling treatment (playful handling or control) and day (one or 
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five) were modelled as the main effects with additional interactions between the two 

main effects. As responses to handling were as individuals in the arena, the blocking 

factor was (cage number/rat) for all of the models above. This blocking structure 

reflected that each rat was tested alone and was nested within a cage, with this 

identification remaining unchanged across all test days. Pearson's correlation was 

used to investigate the relationship in USV production during handling and pauses 

within each treatment on day five. 

As previously discussed in Chapter 1 and the introduction of this chapter, there is 

considerable individual variation in measured responses to heterospecific play 

(LaFollette et al., 2017). To investigate this, I present the coefficient of variation as a 

statistical measure of the difference in variation between the two treatments for USV 

production, approach behaviour, sucrose preference, and play. 

Linear regression was used to determine whether there was evidence of anticipation 

for handling in the free roam test prior to handling on day five on an individual level. 

The number of USVs or the duration of approach towards the experimenter during 

the free roam test before handling on day five were fitted as the explanatory variable, 

and the number of USVs or the duration of approach towards the experimenter 

during handling day five were fitted as the response variable. 

To investigate the relationship within measures of affect (USV production and 

approach behaviour) across handling treatments, these variables were summed 

across pause phases on an individual level. Linear regression was used to determine 

whether responses to handling on day one predicted responses on day five within 

each treatment. The number of USVs or the duration of approach towards the 

experimenter on day one was fitted as the explanatory variable. The number of USVs 

or the duration of approach towards the experimenter on day five was fitted as the 

response variable.  

For the SPT, the main effects of the GLM were the volume of substance consumed 

(20% concentration of sucrose or water) and handling treatment with additional 

interactions between the two main effects. The weight of rats three days before the 

test was also fitted as a covariate. As rats were tested as pairs in the home cage and 
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were likely to influence each other's behaviour, the cage was fitted as the blocking 

factor. 

I created a Pearson's correlation matrix within each treatment to investigate the 

relationship between measures of affect during handling (USV production and 

approach behaviour), sucrose consumption, and home cage play. All responses were 

taken on a cage level from day five, using the average USV production and approach 

behaviour during handling, sucrose consumption, and the frequency of solitary play 

or duration of social play in the home cage play before handling. Data were taken at 

a cage level as rats were housed in pairs. 

Results  

Playfully handled rats produced more 50-kHz USVS than controls during handling 
on day five  

There was a tendency towards a significant main effect of handling treatment on USV 

production during handling, with playfully handled rats producing more USVs than 

controls across both days (F1, 383 = 4.7, p = 0.06; Figure 2.2). There was a significant 

main effect of day, with rats across both treatments producing more USVs on day 

five than on day one (F1, 383 = 139.5, p < 0.001). There was also a significant 

interaction between treatment and day (F1, 383 = 61.9, p < 0.001), with playfully 

handled rats showing a higher magnitude of increase in USV production from day 

one to five than control rats. Tukey's HSD test indicated that playfully handled rats 

produced more USVs than control rats on day one (T = 2.74, p = 0.03) and day five 

(T = 10.51, p < 0.001). USV production increased from day one to five in playfully 

handled (T = 9.71, p < 0.001) but not control rats (T = 1.95, p = 0.21).  

The number of USVs emitted by playfully handled rats on day one predicted the 

number of USVs produced on day five (T = 3.07, p = 0.01, r2 = 48.5%). The number 

of USVs emitted by control rats on day one did not predict the number of USVs 

produced on day five (T = 2.07, p = 0.07, r2 = 29.9%). The coefficient of variation for 

USVs differed between the two handling treatments, with higher variation in playfully 

handled rats compared to control rats on both days. On day one, the coefficient of 
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variation for playfully handled rats was 54.4% and 16.5% for control rats. On day five, 

the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 52.6% and 10.4% for control 

rats. 

Rats produced USVs during both the handling and pause phases when the hand was 

resting on the inside of the cage. There was no significant main effect of handling 

phase (during handling or pauses) on the number of USVs produced (F1, 383 = 1.4, p 

= 0.19). USV production was influenced by a significant interaction between 

treatment, handling phase and day (F1, 383 = 6.9, p = 0.009; Figure 2.3). Tukey's HSD 

test indicated that playfully handled rats produced more USVs during pauses than 

handling on day one (T = 6.38, p < 0.001), which was reversed on day five (T = 6.86, 

p < 0.001). There was no difference in USV production between handling and pause 

phases for control rats across both testing days (T = 0.01, p = 1.0). The number of 

USVs between the handling and pause phases on day five were strongly correlated 

for both playfully handled rats (Rp = 0.96; p < 0.001) and control rats (Rp = 0.90; p < 

0.001).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute 
produced by individual juvenile male rats (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 
control handled cages) during the handling sessions on the first and fifth handling days. Rats received 
playful handling (left pane; green circles) or control handling (right pane; blue squares). Values reflect 
means for each rat, with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day.  
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Figure 2.3. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute 
produced by individual juvenile male rats (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 
control handled cages) during the first and fifth handling days during handling and pauses in handling. 
White background bars indicate the number of USVs produced during pause phases, and grey bars 
indicate when rats were handled. Rats received playful handling (left pane; green circles) or control 
handling (right pane; blue squares). Values reflect means for each rat, with the black bar indicating the 
mean ± SEM for each treatment by day.  

Playfully handled rats expressed more approach behaviour towards the experimenter 
than control rats  

Results of the GLM modelling of rat behaviour during the pause phases of playful 

handling are shown in Table 2.2. Rearing and solitary play were not influenced by 

the main effects of treatment of day. The only behaviour that was influenced by the 

main effect of treatment was approach behaviour towards the experimenter's hand, 

with playfully handled rats conducting more approach behaviour than control rats. 

There was also a significant effect of day on approach behaviour, with a decrease on 

day five compared to day one. The duration of approach behaviour by playfully 

handled rats on day one did not predict approach behaviour on day five (T = 0.25, p 

= 0.81, r2 = 0.6%).  The duration of approach behaviour by control rats on day one 

also did not predict approach behaviour on day five (T = 1.52, p = 0.16, r2 = 18.7%). 

The coefficient of variation for the duration of approach behaviour did not differ 

between treatments. On day one, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats 
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was 47.1% and 45.1% for control rats. On day five, the coefficient of variation for 

playfully handled rats was 65.6% and 73.8% for control rats. 

Figure 2.4. Graph showing the mean a) frequency and b) duration (s) of approach behaviour towards the 
experimenter's hand (s) by individual juvenile male rats (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled 
cages and 6 control handled cages) during pauses on the first and fifth days of handling. The treatments 
comprised either playful handling (left pane; green circles) or control handling (right pane; blue squares). 
Values reflect means for each rat, with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by 
day.  

Table 2.2. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of behaviours 
expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control 
handled cages) during pauses in handling. Significant P values are indicated in bold script. 

 

Variable Treatment Day (1 or 5) 

Behaviour   F1,191 p-value F1,191 p-value 

Approach towards 

experimenter 

frequency 7.61 0.02 12.82 0.002 

duration 5.12 0.05 22.13 <0.001 

Rearing 

frequency 3.43 0.54 0.11 0.96 

duration 5.67 0.32 0.54 0.32 

Solitary play frequency 2.91 0.13 0.34 0.68  
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There was no relationship between USV production and approach behaviour during 
the pauses in handling 

To determine whether there was a relationship between the two measures of 

affective state, I conducted correlations between USV production and the duration of 

approach behaviour during pauses in handling on day five; day five was chosen as 

the responses to handling treatments would be expected to be established by that 

point. There was no significant relationship between USV production and the duration 

of approach behaviour towards the experimenter for playfully handled (Rp = - 0.07, p 

= 0.84) or control rats (Rp = - 0.06, p = 0.86). 

Playfully handled rats maintained the number of USVs produced across the free roam  
tests 

There was a significant main effect of treatment on USV production during the free 

roam tests (F1, 95 = 5.2, p = 0.04), with playfully handled rats producing more USVs 

compared to control rats. There were also significant main effects of timing of the free 

roam test (i.e., whether it was applied before or after handling) (F1, 95 = 76.8, p < 

0.001; Figure 2.5) and day (F1, 95 = 6.9, p < 0.001), with rats producing more USVs 

during FR1 than FR2  and more USVs on day five compared to day one.  

The coefficient of variation of USV production differed between the two handling 

treatments, with greater variation in playfully handled rats compared to control rats in 

both free roam tests. During FR1, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats 

was 61.1% and 46.3% for control rats. During FR2, the coefficient of variation for 

playfully handled rats was 73.9% and 49.9% for control rats.  

The number of USVs emitted by playfully handled rats during FR1 on day five 

predicted the number of USVs emitted during handling (T = 3.55, p = 0.005, r2 = 

55.7%). Likewise, the number of USVs emitted by control rats during FR1 on day five 

also predicted the number of USVs emitted during handling (T = 4.49, p = 0.001, r2 = 

66.8%).  
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Figure 2.5. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute 
produced by individual juvenile male rats (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 
control handled cages) during free roam(FR) tests on the first and fifth days of handling. These tests 
provided a 30-second opportunity for the rat to express anticipation, approach the hand or conduct other 
behaviours before and after receiving handling treatments. White background bars indicate the number of 
USVs produced during FR1 (before handling), and grey background bars indicate the number of USVs 
produced during FR2 (after handling). The treatments consisted of either playful handling (left pane; 
green circles) or control handling (right pane; blue squares). Values reflect means for each rat, with the 
black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day.  

Rearing and solitary play were influenced by the timing of the free roam test   

Results of the GLM modelling rat behaviour during free roam tests are shown in 

Table 2.3. There was no significant effect of treatment or day on approach behaviour 

towards the experimenter, rearing, or solitary play. There was a main effect of timing 

of the free roam test (before or after handling) on rearing, with rats conducting more 

rearing during FR2 than FR1 (42.3 vs 32.0  1.85 seconds per minute). Solitary play 

was also influenced by the timing of the free roam test, with solitary play occurring 

more frequently during FR1 than FR2 on both days (0.4 vs 0.0  0.2 events per 

minute). There was no main effect of the timing of the free roam test on approach 

behaviour. The duration of approach behaviour by playfully handled rats during FR1 

on day five did not predict the duration of approach behaviour during handling on day 

five (T = 1.02, p = 0.33, r2 = 9.4%). The duration of approach behaviour by control 
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rats during FR1 on day five also did not predict the duration of approach behaviour 

during handling on day five (T = 1.21, p = 0.25, r2 = 12.8).  

The coefficient of variation for the duration of approach behaviour did not differ 

between the two handling treatments. During FR1, the coefficient of variation for 

playfully handled rats was 45.6% and 42.8% for control rats. During FR2, the 

coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 44.5% and 42.6% for control 

rats. 

Table 2.3. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of behaviours 
expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control 
handled cages) during free roam (FR) tests on the first and fifth handling days. These tests provided a 30-
second opportunity for the rat to express anticipation, approach the hand or conduct other behaviours 
before (FR1) and after (FR2), receiving either playful handling or control handling. Significant P values are 
indicated in bold script. 

 

Variable Treatment Day (1 or 5) Timing of test 

(before or after) 

Behaviour   F1, 95 p-value F1, 95 p-value F1, 95 p-value 

Approach 

towards 

experimenter 

frequency 0.21 0.73 0.27 0.63 3.22 0.19 

duration 0.52 0.58 2.65 0.17 0.89 0.37 

Rearing 

frequency 0.05 0.87 6.78 0.78 28.78 0.03 

duration 0.26 0.56 0.32 0.36 7.69 0.04 

Solitary play frequency 0.32 0.62 0.68 0.47 6.14 0.02 

There was no relationship between USV production and approach behaviour during 
the free roam tests 

To determine whether there was a relationship between the two measures of 

affective state during the free roam tests, I conducted correlations between USV 
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production and duration of approach behaviour during free roam tests on day five. 

Day five was chosen as the responses to handling treatments would be expected to 

be established by that point. During FR1, there was no relationship between USV 

production and approach towards the experimenter for playfully handled (Rp = 0.13, p 

= 0.70) or control rats (Rp = 0.13, p = 0.70). During FR2, there was also no 

relationship between USV production and approach towards the experimenter for 

playfully handled (Rp = 0.26, p = 0.42) or control rats (Rp = 0.10, p = 0.75). 

Playfully handled rats conducted more solitary play in the home cage before handling 
than control rats  

Solitary play was measured by frequency alone due to the short duration of events. 

There was no main effect of handling treatment on solitary play (F1,47 = 2.3, p = 0.14). 

There was a main effect of the timing of recording (before or after handling), with 

solitary play occurring more frequently before handling than after (F1,47 = 24.4, p < 

0.001). There was a main effect of day on solitary play, with rats across both 

treatments conducting more play on day five compared to day one (F1,47 = 4.1, p = 

0.05). Solitary play was influenced by an interaction between treatment and the 

timing of recording (F1,47 = 3.9, p = 0.05; Figure 2.6). Tukey's HSD test indicated that 

playfully handled rats conducted more solitary play events than control rats before 

handling (T = 3.66, p < 0.001) but not after handling (T = 0.01, p = 1.00).  

The coefficient of variation for the frequency of solitary play was higher in playfully 

handled rats than control rats on both days. On day one, the coefficient of variation of 

solitary play for playfully handled rats was 76.5% and 55.6% for control rats. On day 

five, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 62.3% and 47.9% for 

control rats. 
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Figure 2.6. Graph showing the mean frequency of solitary play events by pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 
24 rats housed in pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control handled cages) in the home cage measured 
for 15 minutes before and after handling on the first and fifth days. The treatments consisted of either 
playful handling (left pane; green circles) or control handling (right pane; blue squares). Values reflect 
means for each cage with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day.  

There was no difference between playfully handled and control rats in the frequency 

(F1,47 = 1.3, p = 0.3) or duration of social play (F1,47 = 0.1, p = 0.61). All rats 

conducted more social play before than after handling in both frequency (0.8 vs. 0.1 

± 0.04 2 events per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 116.1, p < 0.001) and duration of events (40.2 

vs. 12.9  6.6 seconds per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 459.8, p < 0.001). The frequency of 

social play increased from day one to five (1.3 vs. 2.0 ± 0.1 events per 15 minutes: 

F1,47 = 4.11, p = 0.05). This increase was not seen in the duration of social play (7.6 

vs. 10.6 ± 1.7 seconds per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 1.9, p = 0.2).  

As the majority of social play occurred before handling, I investigated the frequency 

of pinning and dorsal contacts during this period on the final day of handling as 

additional proxies of social play. I found no difference in pinning frequency between 

playfully handled and control rats during social play before handling (4.3 vs 3.6 ± 1.0 

events per 15 minutes; F1,23 = 1.7, p = 0.2). Likewise, there was no difference in the 

frequency of dorsal contacts between playfully handled and control rats during social 

play before handling (7.8 vs 7.3 ± 2.5 events per 15 minutes for playfully handled and 

control rats; F1,23 = 0.2, p = 0.9). 
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The coefficient of variation for the duration of social play differed between the two 

treatments. On day one, the coefficient of variation of the duration of social play for 

playfully handled rats was 74.8% and 56.7% for control rats. On day five, the 

coefficient of variation of the duration for playfully handled rats was 55.1% and 97.3% 

for control rats. 

Treatment had no effect on inactivity in the home cage 

There was no effect of treatment on the frequency of inactive events (F1,47 = 3.6, p = 

0.08) or duration of inactivity in the home cage (F1,47 = 0.1, p = 0.9). There was a 

significant main effect of timing of recording (before or after handling) on the 

frequency and duration of inactivity, with rats being  less active after handling than 

before (frequency: 0.4 vs. 0.0 ± 0.04 events per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 34.1, p < 0.001 

and duration: 138.1 vs. 3.5 ± 19.7 seconds per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 23.2, p < 0.001). 

There was also a significant main effect of day on the frequency and duration of 

inactivity, with rats spending more time inactive on day one compared to day five 

(frequency: 0.5 vs. 0.1 ± 0.03 events per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 10.3, p = 0.002 and 

duration: 132.7 vs. 9.6 ± 19.7 seconds per 15 minutes; F1,47 = 19.4, p < 0.001).  

Playfully handled rats showed a higher preference for sucrose than control rats in the 
SPT 

There was a main effect of handling treatment on sucrose consumption in the two-

hour test (F1,23 = 13.93, p = 0.001; Figure 2.7) and the sixteen hour test (F1,23 = 8.76, 

p = 0.008), with playfully handled rats consuming more sucrose than control rats. The 

treatment effect was specific to sucrose consumption as there was a main effect of 

substance, with all rats consuming more sucrose than water across the 2-hour (F1,23 

= 12.21, p < 0.001) and 16-hour time points (F1,23 = 7.74, p = 0.01), as well as no 

difference in water consumption (F1,23 = 0.26, p = 0.34). Consumption was 

independent of body weight, with average cage weight having no effect on the 

volume of sucrose or water drank (F1,23 = 0.13, p = 0.72).  

The coefficient of variation was broadly similar between the two handling treatments, 

with reduced variation in sucrose consumption in playfully handled rats compared to 
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Table 2.4. Results of a Pearson's correlation matrix generated from the responses of pairs of juvenile male Wistar rats to five days of handling (N = 24 rats housed in 
pairs; 6 playfully handled cages and 6 control handled cages). Pearson's correlations were run within each treatment to investigate the relationship between measures of 
affect during handling (frequency of USV production and duration of approach behaviour), sucrose consumption over 2 hours, and home cage play (frequency of solitary 
play and duration of social play before handling) on day five. The table reports the mean (M), standard deviation, Pearson correlation on the left, and p-value on the right 
Significant P values are indicated in bold script. 

 Behaviour M ± SEM USVs Approach Solitary play Social play Sucrose 

P
la

y
fu

l 
h
a
n

d
lin

g
 

USVs 98.6 ± 25.6 -     

Approach 4.4 ± 0.6 0.02, 0.97 -    

Solitary play 10.8 ± 1.7 0.09, 0.85 0.95, 0.004 -   

Social play 142.5 ± 30.3 0.70, 0.12 0.15, 0.78 0.25, 0.64 -  

Sucrose 31.3 ± 2.2 0.48, 0.34 0.17, 0.75 0.01, 0.99 0.56, 0.25 - 
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 Behaviour M ± SEM USVs Approach Solitary play Social play Sucrose 

C
o

n
tr

o
l 

USVs 29.5 ± 6.5 -     

Approach 2.8 ± 0.6 0.41, 0.42 -    

Solitary play 3.8 ± 1.1 0.03, 0.96 0.16, 0.76 -   

Social play 132.7 ± 31.8 0.81, 0.05 0.01, 0.98 0.36, 0.49 -  

Sucrose 19.3 ± 2.2 0.03, 0.95 0.06, 0.91 0.66, 0.15 0.26, 0.15 - 
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Discussion 

Playful handling is a novel approach to heterospecific play with rats that aims to 

mimic the flexibility and unpredictable nature of social play (Bombail et al., 2021). 

This method was introduced by Bombail et al. (2019) and is currently the only 

published paper using playful handling. Here, I provide further validation for the use 

of playful handling to induce a positive affective state in juvenile male rats. First, 

playfully handled rats produced more 50-kHz USVs than control rats, with 50-kHz 

USV production regarded as a valid measure of positive affective state (Hinchcliffe et 

al., 2020; Seffer et al., 2014). Secondly, playfully handled rats actively solicited 

interaction with the experimenter, as shown by increased approach behaviour. 

Finally, playfully handled rats consumed more high concentration sucrose than 

controls in a novel test of the preference for rewarding stimuli in response to 

handling. The successful induction of a positive affective state in playfully handled 

rats allowed for investigation of the impact of a positive experience on play 

behaviour. After five days of handling, solitary play in the home cage increased in 

playfully handled rats compared with control rats. This effect was not seen in social 

play and only occurred in the home cage before and not after handling. As the 

positive affective state induced by playful handling increased solitary play, this 

provides evidence for play to act as an indicator of improved welfare.   

Playful handling induced a positive affective state in rats  

As discussed in Chapter 1 and the introduction of this chapter, playful handling was 

developed as an alternative method of heterospecific play, which aims to imitate 

aspects of social play that are lacking when using tickling. Rats produce the highest 

rates of 50-kHz USVs during social play compared to other putatively pleasurable 

experiences, such as mating and feeding (Schwarting et al., 2007). Thus, plentiful 

production of USVs during playful handling would suggest that rats perceive this form 

of handling as a positive and putatively playful experience. In the first paper to use 

playful handling, Bombail et al. (2019) reported a significant increase in 50-kHz USV 

production during playful handling compared to days when they were not handled 

and compared with control rats. Consistent with Bombail et al. (2019), USV 
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production in playfully handled rats was over threefold higher than control rats on day 

five of handling, providing further support that playful handling is a positive 

experience for juvenile male rats. The lack of treatment effect on USVs on day one 

can be explained by evidence that the response of USVs to heterospecific play 

appears to develop over time. The increase in USV production over subsequent 

sessions in response to tickling is reported in earlier (e.g., Burgdorf and Panksepp, 

2001; Cloutier and Newberry, 2008; Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000) and more recent 

research (Hammond et al., 2019; LaFollette et al., 2018a). The increase in USV 

production in response to playful handling was also found in Bombail et al. (2019), 

with the number of USVs produced by playfully handled rats increasing threefold 

from the first to the fifth session. Considering that control rats also produced more 

USVs on day five compared to day one, this suggests that the protocol for 

individually handling rats in the arena was not aversive and may be positive in itself.  

Comparison of USV production during handling and pause phases may also aid the 

interpretation of the development of USV responses. While there was no difference in 

USV production between phases for control rats, USV production in playfully handled 

rats was affected by an interaction between phase and day. During the first day, 

playfully handled rats produced the majority of USVs during pauses in handling, 

whereas, by the fifth day, the majority of USVs were produced during handling. 

Bombail et al. (2019) report similar results, with the number of USVs being greater 

during the handling than the pause phases during the fifth session. Amongst other 

functions, 50-kHz USVs are produced to establish social contact (Wöhr et al., 2008) 

and maintain social play (Himmler et al., 2014). For example, rats elicit 50-kHz USVs 

when exposed to odours of a conspecific (Brudzynski and Pniak, 2002) and show 

reduced social play when a partner is deafened (Siviy and Panksepp, 1987). In 

reference to these qualities of 50-kHz USVs, this suggests that on the first day, the 

increase in USV production during pauses may represent the rats' motivation to 

communicate with the experimenters' hand. By the fifth day, the increase in USV 

production during handling may reflect the rat wanting to maintain the play interaction 

with the experimenter. This development of a positive perception of playful handling 

over subsequent sessions is also supported by the overall increase in USV 
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production from day one to five and the strong positive correlation in USV production 

between handling and pauses on day five. 

Approach behaviour indicated that rats have a positive perception of the experimenter   

Measurement of approach behaviour is often used to measure rat behaviour in 

studies of rat tickling (LaFollette et al., 2017). The propensity of a rat to approach the 

experimenter's hand has been interpreted as a reflection of the positive reward value 

of tickling, which motivates the rat to move towards the hand to receive more tickling 

(Burgdorf and Panksepp, 2001; LaFollette et al., 2017). Approach behaviour has 

been quantified using a variety of protocols by either measuring the latency to 

approach the hand (e.g., Burgdorf and Panksepp, 2001) or time spent in contact with 

the experimenter's hand (e.g., Hammond et al., 2019), which can either be moving 

(hand following) (Hammond et al., 2019; Ishiyama and Brecht, 2016; Lampe et al., 

2017) or stationary (hand seeking) (Burgdorf and Panksepp, 2001; LaFollette et al., 

2018a). Across these different protocols, tickled rats consistently show an increase in 

approach behaviour towards the experimenter's hand compared to controls (e.g., 

Burgdorf et al., 2009; Burgdorf and Panksepp, 2001; Hammond et al., 2019; Hori et 

al., 2013, 2014; Yamamuro et al., 2010, 2013).  

Both Bombail et al. (2019) and this study found that playfully handled rats spent more 

time in contact with the experimenter than control rats in the pauses between 

handling when the hand was placed on the side of the arena. This suggests that, as 

with tickling, playfully handled rats were more motivated than control rats to interact 

with the handler and perceived the human-rat interaction as positive. In addition to an 

overall treatment effect, there was a decline in approach behaviour across both 

treatments on day five compared to day one. However, a comparison with Bombail et 

al. (2019) cannot be made as in this experiment, behaviour was only measured 

during the fifth day and not on both days one and five. Despite this, a similar decline 

in time spent in contact with a moving hand in response to tickling was seen in 

Hammond et al. (2019). Similarly, a comparison with tickling studies cannot be made 

as the protocol of using a stationary hand and measuring time spent in contact with 

the hand has not been used in previous research, with latency to approach as the 
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more common measure. This raises the discussion of which protocol for assessing 

interaction with the human hand is more applicable to the measurement of affective 

state in response to handling. 

There was no evidence of anticipatory USVs in playfully handled rats 

Anticipatory behaviour is thought to reflect the appetitive or ‘wanting’ phase of 

positive emotions (Mendl et al., 2010; Spruijt et al., 2001) and, thus, can reflect the 

value an animal places on rewarding stimuli (van der Harst et al., 2003). The 

presence of anticipatory behaviour before the stimulus is presented infers that the 

stimulus is rewarding, with the magnitude of the response indicating the reward value 

of the particular stimulus (Makowska and Weary, 2013). Anticipation is most 

commonly measured by calculating the number of transitions between different 

behaviours a rat conducts during a set time, with a high number of behavioural 

transitions indicating anticipatory behaviour. However, anticipation prior to a 

rewarding stimulus may also be expressed by an increase in specific behaviours, 

which are also produced in receipt of that reward and are associated with positive 

affect (Anderson et al., 2020). Previous work has shown that 50-kHz USVs 

production increases in anticipation of putatively positive experiences such as 

copulation (Bialy et al., 2000), contact with a conspecific (Burke et al., 2017) and 

access to a running wheel (Heyse et al., 2015). As such, the presence and 

magnitude of USV production may indicate the reward value associated with playful 

handling and control handling. 

To test this, rats were presented with a free roam test on the first and final day of 

handling for 30 seconds before and after handling. While the free roam test before 

handling (FR1) allowed rats to express anticipation for handling, the test after 

handling (FR2) allowed the expression of lasting changes to affective state. FR1 on 

day one acted as a baseline measurement since rats had no knowledge of the 

handling treatment they were about to receive. Both treatments showed an increase 

in USV production from day one to five and produced more USVs in FR1 than FR2, 

suggesting that being placed into the arena as an individual was an actively 

anticipated positive experience. From the baseline measurement during FR1 on day 
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one, playfully handled rats produced more USVs than control rats. The number of 

USVs produced during this test was maintained on day five, suggesting that there is 

no evidence of an increased reward value associated with playful handling over 

control handling. However, during FR2, playfully handled rats also produced more 

USVs than control rats, suggesting that the positive affective state induced by playful 

handling lasted after the handling treatment was completed.  

There was no effect of treatment, day, or timing of the test on approach behaviour 

during the free roam tests, suggesting that anticipation of playful handling is not 

expressed through approach behaviour. As there was no difference between playfully 

handled and control rats in approach behaviour after handling, this also suggests that 

approach behaviour may not be sensitive to lasting changes in affective state as 

seen when measuring USV production.  

The change in positive affective state was expressed by changes in sucrose preference  

To further validate the effects of playful handling on affective state, I adapted a  

behavioural test of the reward value of handling by measuring preference of 20% 

sucrose against water. This test is based on evidence that both tickling and sucrose 

consumption increase dopamine release in the mesolimbic reward pathway, 

specifically in the nucleus accumbens (Hori et al., 2013; Ishiyama and Brecht, 2016; 

Oliveira-Maia et al., 2011). This pathway is essential in regulating the motivation for 

rewarding experiences, such as play, food, sex, and social interactions (Wager and 

Cox, 2009). The capabilities of neuroplasticity in the mesolimbic system are 

evidenced by the neuronal alterations resulting from psychostimulants and opiates, 

which are considered common drugs of abuse (Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Robinson 

and Kolb, 1999). Similar functional and morphological changes to those seen in 

response to psychostimulants are also seen in response to the natural reward of 

mating (Pitchers et al., 2010). As such, repeated exposure to a positive experience, 

such as playful handling, could be expected to change this pathway in a similar 

manner to that seen with psychostimulants. 

As hypothesised, playfully handled rats drank more 20% sucrose solution than 

control rats. Thus, there is potential for using a high-concentration sucrose 
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preference test as a measure of behavioural and neural changes induced by a 

positive experience. However, further work is necessary to consider other factors that 

influence sucrose consumption to validate this test as a measure of affective state. 

Sucrose consumption is also sensitive to motivational factors, such as hunger and 

satiety (Brennan et al., 2001). As playfully handled rats were induced into play with 

the handler and conducted more free-choice play in the home cage, they likely had 

higher energy needs and were consequently hungrier than control rats. Thus, the 

increase in sucrose consumption in playfully handled rats could be explained by the 

need to balance energy consumption with energy intake (Strouthes, 1971) and may 

explain why playfully handled rats conducted more ingestive behaviour overall. 

Future tests could use saccharine, an artificial sweetener with zero or low caloric 

content to counter the potential confound related to differences in energy 

requirements between playfully handled and control rats (Hoffman, 2016; Strouthes, 

1971). Thus, the motivation of rats to consume sucrose would be based on 

palatability and not nutritional value (Strouthes, 1971).  

Rats show consistent responses to playful handling as individuals in the arena in terms 
of USV production but not approach behaviour 

There is growing evidence of individual variation in responses to tickling (Bombail et 

al., 2021, 2019; LaFollette et al., 2017) and playful handling (Bombail et al., 2019). In 

order to investigate variation in responses to playful handling between individuals, I 

reported the coefficient of variation of USV production and approach behaviour 

during the free roam tests and handling. Similar to tickling, rats showed considerable 

individual variation in response to playful handling. In playful handled rats, the 

coefficient of variation in USV production during handling was higher by threefold on 

day one and fivefold on day five compared to control rats. This effect was specific to 

USV production, as there was no difference in the coefficient of variation of the 

duration of approach behaviour or sucrose consumption during the free roam tests or 

handling. In order to promote the uptake of positive welfare measures for lab 

animals, this variation in USV production should be further investigated by evaluating 

different protocols of heterospecific play.  
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Previous research on tickling reports that USV production in response to tickling is 

stable within individuals and correlates to standardised tests of anhedonia and 

anxiety in rats (Mällo et al., 2007; Schwarting et al., 2007). In both Bombail et al. 

(2019) and this study, rats showed consistency in USV production within individuals 

in response to playful handling. The number of USVs emitted during handling on day 

one predicted the number of USVs produced on day five for playfully handled but not 

control rats. Approach behaviour was not individually consistent as the duration of 

approach behaviour on day one did not predict the response on day five. Further, on 

day five, USV production during FR1 predicted USV production during handling for 

both playfully handling and control rats. This effect was not seen in approach 

behaviour, with no relationship between approach during FR1 and handling. 

Compared with approach behaviour, USV production seems to be the more robust 

measure of individual variation in response to playful handling.  

The increase in play in response to playful handling provides support for the use of 
play as an indicator of a positive affective state  

Investigation into the effect of positive affective states on play is lacking in humans 

and animals (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). The results of this study help to fill this gap 

and provide supporting evidence that play can respond to enhanced positive affect, 

as the positive affective state induced by playful handling increased play behaviour in 

the home cage. The effect of playful handling on play was specific to solitary play 

before handling, which is analogous to my previous work examining the effect of 

tickling on play in the home cage (Hammond et al., 2019).   

In Hammond et al., 2019, we suggest that as the treatment differences in play occur 

before the expected experience, with play overall being more commonly before 

handling, play may represent a form of positively-valenced anticipation. By day five, 

rats could have reacted to the stimulus of the experimenter moving the cage and 

actively anticipated access to the arena for handling, represented by an increase in 

play. This link between play and anticipation of a positive experience has also been 

seen in response to tickling, where social play increased in the home cage before 

handling after three days (LaFollette et al., 2018). However, the analysis on play by 
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LaFollette et al. (2018) was limited in comparison to this study, when the author only 

measured one type of play, social play, by using the frequency of pins as a marker of 

overall play and having no control treatment. As such, these results tentatively 

suggest that anticipatory solitary play is sensitive to the presence of a positive 

affective state and PAW.  

Relationships between measures of affective state and play were dependent on treatment 

As playful handling had a significant effect on USV production, approach behaviour, 

sucrose consumption, and solitary play, it would be logical to expect a positive 

relationship between these measures in playfully handled but not control rats. In 

order to investigate this relationship between the measures of affective state and 

play, I performed a Pearson's correlation matrix within each treatment for responses 

on day five. Between USV production and social play, there was a strong positive 

relationship in control rats and a strong tendency in playfully handled rats. This 

tentatively suggests that rats that conduct more social play in the home cage before 

handling also produce more USVs during handling. In playfully handled but not 

control rats, there was a strong positive relationship between approach behaviour 

and solitary play and a strong tendency between USV production and sucrose 

consumption. As there were relationships between some indicators of affective state 

and not others, this suggests that each measurement may be reflecting a different 

component of rat perception towards the positive experience, which may not 

necessarily be related.  

The results described above are tentative and require further investigation due to 

some limitations in the analysis. First, this analysis was carried out on a cage level 

due to the inability to distinguish individual sucrose consumption and play, resulting 

in low degrees of freedom and a loss of information at the individual level. Further, as 

approach behaviour was only measured during the pauses in handling, measurement 

of USV production was also limited to production during pauses. As previously 

discussed, rats show high levels of inter-individual variation in USV production. 

Providing a cage-level measure during only the pauses in handling may have limited 

the ability to find relationships between measures and play.  
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Conclusion 

This work further validates playful handling as an alternative method of inducing a 

positive affective state in rats through a heterospecific interaction. In comparison with 

control handling, playful handling increased USV production, approach behaviour, 

and sucrose consumption which can be considered as indicators of positive affect. 

The positive affective state induced by playful handling allowed for investigation of 

the response of play to a positive experience. As play increased in response to 

playful handling, this provides evidence that play represents more than just the 

absence of a negative affective state and can indicate the presence of positive affect 

and PAW in rats.  
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Chapter 3: Application of playful handling as pairs in the 

home cage to induce a positive affective state and 

measure changes in play in juvenile male Wistar rats 

Abstract 

Playful handling is a method of inducing a positive affective state in rats which can 

potentially improve rat welfare in laboratory settings. Current evidence suggests 

that playful handling is a positive experience for rats, yet this is limited to handling 

as individuals in an arena separate from the home cage. As this protocol requires a 

lengthy time investment per rat, it is likely to act as a barrier that prevents the 

uptake of playful handling in laboratory personnel. The aims of this study were to 

validate the use of playful handling as pairs in the home cage to induce a positive 

affective state and investigate variation in responses to playful handling. Juvenile 

male Wistar rats (N = 14 cages; 7 playfully handled cages and 7 control cages; 42 

days old) were housed in pairs and assigned by cage to receive playful handling or 

control handling for three days. All handling was conducted as pairs in the home 

cage. Playful handling involved the experimenter touching, tickling, chasing, and 

gently pinning the rat, with the experimenter reacting to the behaviour of the 

individual rat. The interaction lasted for three minutes, with 15 seconds of active 

play with each individual alternated with 15-second pauses. During the pauses, the 

hand was removed from the home cage. For control rats, during the periods when 

playfully handled rats received active play, the hand was placed inside the side of 

the home cage with the hand removed during pauses. On the first and last days of 

handling, rats were also exposed to a 30-second free roam test before and after 

handling as measures of anticipation and lasting positive affective state. Affective 

state in response to handling was measured through USV production and 
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approach behaviour. Playfully handled rats produced more 50-kHz USVs than 

control rats across all three days of handling (170.2 vs 108.5 ± 17.1 USVs/minute 

across all three days of recording; F1, 335 = 6.5, p = 0.03). There was also more 

anticipation for playful handling than control handling, as evidenced by USV 

production during the free roam test prior to handling (122.6 vs 91.4 ± 17.3 

USVs/minute on day three; T = 3.83, p = 0.002). There was no significant 

difference in approach behaviour between treatments (F1, 41 = 0.3, p = 0.57). 

However, there is the potential that playfully handled rats were attempting to locate 

the experimenter as evidenced by an increase in rearing in playfully handled rats 

compared to control rats (16.4 vs 12.6  1.2 events in one minute; F1, 41 = 4.7, p = 

0.03). Further, playfully handling rats as pairs in the home cage resulted in reduced 

variation in USV production between cages compared to control rats (CV on day 

three = 50.6% vs 11.1%), suggesting that this protocol was an enjoyable 

experience for more individuals. In general, these results support playfully handling 

as a method of inducing a positive affective state under conditions that are 

practical for laboratory personnel.  

Introduction 

Over 200k rats per annum are used for research in the UK alone (UK Home Office, 

2016). Current welfare standards for rats used in research primarily aim to mitigate 

unnecessary pain, harm, or distress (Makowska and Weary, 2020). However, the 

absence of negative affective states does not indicate that animals are in a positive 

welfare state or have ‘a good life’ (Boissy et al., 2007). Instead, it is the balance of 

negative and positive states that determines an animal's overall welfare status  

(Lawrence, 2016; Webb et al., 2019). As such, momentum is gaining for the 

argument that this basic standard of care is not enough and must be enhanced by 

promoting positive experiences in rats and other laboratory species (Makowska 

and Weary, 2020). In order to achieve this higher standard of care, there is a need 
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to address the lack of well-validated methods of inducing a positive affective state 

in rats.  

A promising method of promoting positive experiences in rats is heterospecific play 

with a human caretaker. The most widely used protocol is the Panksepp method of 

rat tickling, which involves vigorous, rapid finger movements or tickling on the nape 

of the neck, followed by repeated pins, in which the rat is flipped onto its back and 

tickled ventrally (Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000). Generally, tickling is perceived as 

a positive experience by rats, primarily evidenced by an increase in positively 

valenced ultrasonic vocalisations, also known as 50-kHz USVs (LaFollette et al., 

2017). The production of 50-kHz USVs is the most promising measurement of 

positive affect in rats since USV production in response to tickling occurs on a 

graded scale which directly reflects the strength of the associated affective state 

(Hinchcliffe et al., 2020). Thus, individuals who produce fewer USVs can be 

assumed to receive less enjoyment from the experience than conspecifics who 

produce more USVs. The highest rates of 50-kHz USVs are seen during social 

play (Schwarting et al., 2007), such that rats would be expected to produce 

plentiful USVs in response to a positive and playful interaction. However, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, it is well-established that USV responses to tickling vary 

considerably between individuals (Bombail et al., 2021, 2019; LaFollette et al., 

2017), such that there is the risk that some individuals perceive the interaction as 

aversive (Bombail et al., 2021). Observation of this variation in our own (Hammond 

et al., 2019) and others’ work (e.g., LaFollette et al., 2017, Hinchcliffe et al., 2020) 

led to the development of playful handling as an alternative method to tickling 

(Bombail et al., 2021).  

In comparison to tickling, playful handling aims to mimic rat social play more 

closely. Social play in rats is a fluid, complex interaction that involves many 

different behaviours, including chasing, pouncing, darting, wrestling, boxing, 

jumping, and pinning (Whishaw et al., 2021). Rats display individual variation in the 

frequency and sequence of these behaviours (Thor and Holloway, 1984). During 
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playful handling, the experimenter reacts to the individual and varies the type and 

intensity of behaviours seen in social play, such as touching, tickling, chasing, and 

being chased (Bombail et al., 2021). As such, the individual has more choice within 

the interaction, and it may be a positive experience for a wider number of rats than 

tickling (Bombail et al., 2021). So far, the evidence provided by Bombail et al. 

(2019) and Chapter 2 supports playfully handling as a positive experience for rats. 

In Chapter 2, I found that rats that were playfully handled as individuals showed 

increased production of 50-kHz USVs, increased approach behaviour towards the 

experimenter’s hand, and consumed more sucrose than control rats as an 

independent test of affect. Playful handling also increased home cage play, with 

play regarded as a promising potential indicator of positive welfare (Boissy et al., 

2007).  

The majority of research, including the two studies on playful handling (i.e., 

Bombail et al., 2019 and Chapter 2), conducts heterospecific play as individuals in 

an arena that is separate from the home cage (LaFollette et al., 2017). This 

protocol has successfully been used for a variety of experimental purposes. For 

example, the investigation of potential biomarkers of affective state (Hori et al., 

2009; Yamamuro et al., 2013, 2010) or examining the relationship between 

aspects of play and tickling (Hammond et al., 2019). However, while this protocol 

may be adapted for experimental investigations, the significant time investment 

required per rat is unlikely to be conducive to the other prospective use of playful 

handling; to improve the welfare of rats in laboratory settings. In a review 

examining the uptake of tickling in almost 800 research personnel, LaFollette et al. 

(2018) found that only 11% of participants implemented tickling, with a lack of time 

stated as the main barrier.  

Considering the link between tickling and playful handling, it is likely that promoting 

the widespread implementation of playful handling will face a similar problem. A 

potential method of increasing the efficiency of playful handling is to provide 

heterospecific play within the home cage environment. This maximises the use of 
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time by handling multiple individuals at once without the need to transfer the 

animals into a separate arena. Further, handling rats in their home cage with a 

familiar conspecific is also likely to positively affect rat perception of playful 

handling. For example, when rats were exposed to novel stimuli, those exposed 

with a conspecific showed fewer indicators of negative affect than those exposed 

alone in a phenomenon known as social buffering (Davitz and Mason, 1955; 

Kikusui et al., 2006; Taylor, 1981).  

Considering the points raised above, the aims and hypotheses of this study were; 

i) To investigate whether playful handling of rats as pairs in the home cage 

induces a positive affective state in rats as indicated by USV production 

and approach behaviour. I hypothesised that playfully handled rats would 

produce more 50-kHz USVs and show increased approach behaviour 

towards the experimenter than control rats as a reflection of their 

increased positive affective state.  

ii) To investigate inter-individual and intra-individual variation in response to 

playful handling as pairs in terms of USV production and approach 

behaviour. I hypothesised that playfully handled rats would show high 

inter-individual variation and low intra-individual variation in USV 

production and approach behaviour. 

Methods 

Ethics 

This study was conducted in accordance with the European Union directive of 

22nd September 2010 (2010/63/EU), and the UK Animals (Scientific procedures) 

act 1986. There was further approval by the Roslin Institute Animal Welfare and 

Ethical Review Body (AWERB), the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies 
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Veterinary Ethical Review Committee (VERC), and SRUC's Animal Ethics 

Committee. 

Animals, housing, and husbandry 

All work was conducted at the Roslin Institute, Edinburgh, UK, between 7th and 10th 

September 2021. To reduce the use of experimental animals, the rats in this 

experiment were used after the completion of Chapter 4 for Experiment 3, in which 

they had all undergone the same experimental procedure and received the same 

acoustic stimuli. In brief, in a Latin Square design, all rats were exposed to 

playback of three different acoustic stimuli (50-kHz, White Noise, and Background 

Noise) in the home cage as pairs over three days. As such, the previous 

experiment did not expose rats to the playful handling used in this experiment. For 

Chapter 4, juvenile male rats from females of unknown parity were imported from 

Charles River Laboratories, Margate, UK. On arrival, rats were assigned to pairs (N 

= 14 cages), randomly selected across litters and matched by weight within 2g to 

account for the relationship between body condition and play behaviour (Hammond 

et al., 2019). For this experiment, rats were kept in the same pairs as in Chapter 4, 

considering housing rats in pairs is the most common method of socially housing 

rats after weaning (Cloutier et al., 2013). Data collection began when the rats were 

42 days old, which is in line with the wider literature as the average age of rats 

receiving tickling is 42 days old (N = 32 experiments; taken from data in (LaFollette 

et al., 2017). All 14 cages were used from Chapter 4 with the reduction principle of 

the 3Rs in mind. A retrospective power calculation indicated power of 83% (Kane, 

2018).  

Rats were housed in clear plastic cages with a wire lid (48 x 26.3 x 20.5 cm; 

Techniplast, Italy). Each cage was supplemented with wood chip bedding, ad 

libitum access to food (Teklad Global Rodent Maintenance Diet (14% protein) from 

Envigo, England), and water. Cage cleaning was carried out by the same caretaker 

once a week, ensuring no disturbance occurred at least two hours before any 
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experimental procedure. Rats were in a reverse light cycle so that handling could 

occur during the dark period when the rats are naturally active (lights off at 0900 

with handling between 1000 and 1500). Low-intensity red lighting (4.5 lx measured 

using an Isotech digital light meter Lux-1337) was used during the dark phase to 

keep the rats within the active dark photoperiod and encourage USV production 

(Knutson et al., 1998). The holding room was maintained at a constant temperature 

(23 ± 0.2 °C) and humidity (37.5 ± 6.7%). Cages were situated on a single rack 

across four tiers. Both rats within a cage received marks on the tail using a non-

toxic black marker for individual identification.  

Experimental design  

All cages from Experiment 3 in Chapter 4 were used in this experiment. Fourteen 

cages were assigned to receive either playful handling or control handling (N = 7 

playfully handled cages and N = 7 control handled cages). Cages were assigned to 

treatment according to body weight by taking an average cage weight after the 

second habituation session and assigning cages of the closest weight to either 

playful handling or control handling. There was a negligible 0.35g difference in 

average cage weight between cages assigned to playful handling and control 

handling. Overall mean weight and standard deviation on the day before handling 

was 119.4 ± 7.9g. Following two habituation sessions on one day, rats received 

three sessions of either playful handling or control handling in the home cage 

across three days.  

Experimental set-up 

All testing was conducted within the holding room at least three metres away from 

other rats as there is evidence that the emotional state of one animal can be 

transferred (emotional contagion) to another through USV production, odours, or 

another mechanism (Hatfield et al., 1993). Rats were handled in their home cage. 

Across all habituation and handling sessions, the handling order was randomised 
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for each session using a random number generator. This randomisation was to 

prevent systematic transmission of cues, e.g., olfactory cues, related to treatment. 

Experimental procedures 

Habituation to handling: Habituation was conducted on one day across two 

sessions under the same environmental conditions as the handling phase, aiming 

to expose the rats gradually to the movement and touch of the experimenter’s 

hand. Rats were not individually handled during transport. This protocol was 

reduced from Chapter 2 as the rats were previously habituated to the movement of 

the cage onto the desk in Chapter 4.  

Daily procedure during testing: Each cage was moved from the rack across the 

homeroom to a bench at least 3 metres away from other rats. Rats were then 

handled according to treatment in the home cage. On return to the rack, the wire 

cage lid was topped with cardboard to create a barrier for USVs and odours. Only 

one female experimenter (TH) handled the rats for all handling stimulations, always 

wearing the same knitted glove on top of a nitrile glove. 

Free roam test: On days one and five, rats were provided with a 30-second 

opportunity to approach the experimenter’s hand or conduct play before (FR1) and 

after (FR2) handling (adapted from LaFollette et al., 2018). The behavioural 

responses expressed during FR1 on day one would act as a baseline 

measurement as rats had not experienced any handling treatment. On day three, 

these responses would act as an indicator of anticipation for the respective 

handling treatments. The experimenter conducted the 'free roam test' by placing 

her hand on the long side of the home cage with her fingertips on the bedding 

against the right-side wall (Figure 3.1).  

Handling treatment: Handling techniques remained the same regardless of the day 

(Figure 3.1). As in Chapter 2, playful handling involved the experimenter using one 

hand, covered by a soft knitted glove, to touch, tickle, chase, and gently attempt to 
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pin the rat in a manner that mimics rough and tumble play (Bombail et al., 2019). 

Each individual rat was playfully handled in this way for a bout of 15 seconds each, 

followed by a 15-second "pause" lasting for a total of three minutes (adapted from 

Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2010). In this way, rats received the same duration of 

tactile stimulation phases and pause phases as in Chapter 2. For control rats, 

instead of handling, the gloved hand rested with the palm flat on the wall of the 

home cage nearest the experimenter. There was one procedural change in 

handling from Chapter 2. Instead of placing the hand on the side of the arena 

during pauses, the experimenter's hand was removed from the home cage so rats 

could not interact with the hand. This was to take account of the reduced 

dimensions of the home cage compared to the arena, which could make the 

assessment of approach behaviour less accurate. This also allowed the hand to 

remain active throughout handling. When the hand was placed on the side of the 

arena during pauses in Chapter 2, rats would interact with the hand through 

sniffing and biting and receive no response. In this way, the hand could be seen as 

inactive and create an inconsistency in the expectation of the rat. The removal of 

the hand during pauses also allowed for direct behavioural comparison between 

treatment and control animals. 
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of handling techniques used on juvenile male Wistar rats as pairs in the home 
cage (N = 28 rats housed as pairs; 7 playfully handled cages and 7 control handled cages). The playful 
handling treatment is in the left pane, and the control is in the right pane. A and B identify the 
individual. Steps one and five show the 30-second free roam tests, which were conducted once before 
handling and once after handling. Steps two to four indicate the 45-second handling phase, which was 
repeated 4 times. This figure is not to scale.  
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Recording and analysis of behaviour  

Behaviour during handling was recorded using a Sony HD camcorder (HDR- 

PJ810E) and subsequently analysed using Observer XT 14 software (Noldus 

Information Technology, Wageningen, the Netherlands). Behaviour was coded in 

sections according to the free roam and pause phases of the experimental 

procedure; as playfully handled and control rats experienced different interactions 

during the handling phase, the behaviour was only compared during the pause 

phases. Using continuous focal sampling, frequency and duration of each 

behaviour were coded according to the ethogram below (Table 3.1). During the 

collection of data from spectrograms and videos of home cage behaviour, the 

coder (TH) was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. This blinding was not possible 

during the videos of handling as the coder could see the treatment. During the 

collection of data from videos of home cage behaviour, the coder (TH) was blinded 

to treatment to prevent bias.  
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Table 3.1 Ethogram developed for recording behaviour of pairs of juvenile male Wistar rats (N = 28 rats housed as pairs; 7 playfully handled cages and 7 control handled 
cages; aged between 42-45 days old) during free roam tests and in the pauses between handling (either playful handling or control handling).  

Behaviour Description 

Solitary play Rat conducts fast locomotor movement involving at least one hop by an individual, where hops involve all four paws leaving the ground at the 

same time, not in the direction of a play partner or during a play bout. The behaviour starts with fast running or a hop from stationary or 

during locomotor movement and ceases when this movement stops. (Hammond et al., 2019) 

Social play  One rat jumps or lunges towards the partner's nape, resulting in the partner either chasing the soliciting rat, rearing (in which pairs make 

rapid pawing movements at each other), or rotating so that one rat is on its back with the other standing over it in a pin. The frequency of 

pinning and dorsal contacts within social play was also coded. Multiple pins and dorsal contacts can occur during a single social play bout. 

The behaviour starts with fast running, a jump or lunge towards a play partner and ceases when there is no chasing, rearing, pins or dorsal 

contacts between the play partners. (Kerkhof et al., 2013; Webber et al., 2012) 

Rearing Rat raises both front paws off the ground (can be in contact with the wall or not), standing up on hind legs. Does not include rears directed 

toward the experiment's hand or body. (Lever, et al., 2006) 

Approach 

towards 

experimenter 

Rat orients its body and head so that the nose is directed towards the experimenter's hand and within 1cm or touching the hand.(Hammond 

et al., 2019) 
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Statistical analysis 

Tests of intra-observer reliability were conducted prior to statistical analysis. As 

only one observer scored all behaviours, inter-observer reliability tests were 

unnecessary. I conducted a repeat scoring of a minimum of 12.5% of the data 

seven days later. For USV data, I conducted Spearman's rank correlations 

between the first count and second count for each spectrogram (Martin and 

Bateson, 1993). To meet the reliability criteria, correlations met the acceptable 

cut-off defined by Martin and Bateson of 0.7. For behaviour, these correlations 

were conducted using Observer XT 11 software and met a minimum Cohen’s 

kappa of 0.8 with a percentage agreement of 64% (McHugh, 2012). 

All data were analysed in Genstat 19.1 using General Linear Models (GLM), 

linear regression models, and correlations. Figures were generated using 

GraphPad Prism (ver 9.2). Assumptions of these models were tested on the 

residuals using Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances and the Anderson-

Darling test for normality. Tukey's honest significance difference (HSD) 

procedure was conducted for multiple comparisons on significant differences (a 

= 0.05). Means (M) and standard errors of the mean (SEM) reported were back-

transformed to the original scale for biological significance. For all tests, the 

level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. 

USV and behaviour data were taken from all three days of handling. As rats 

were tested together in the home cage, the frequency and duration of each rat's 

USV production and behaviour were summed to give a cage level of 

expression. To account for this, the blocking factor was cage in all models. USV 

counts were converted into a rate per minute to compare USV production 

between the free roam tests and handling phases which were of different 

durations. In all periods, the production of 22-kHz USVs, solitary or social play, 

was too infrequent to fit into a GLM. To investigate USV production during 

handling, handling treatment (playful handling or control handling), handling 

phase (during handling or pauses), and day (one, two, or three) were modelled 

as the main effects with additional interactions between the three main effects. 
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To investigate USV production and behaviour during the free roam tests, 

handling treatment (playful handling or control), the timing of the free roam test 

(before or after handling), and day (one, two, or three) were modelled as the 

main effects with additional interactions between the three main effects. To 

investigate behaviour during the pauses in handling, handling treatment (playful 

handling or control) and day (one, two, or three) were modelled as the main 

effects with additional interactions between the two main effects. Pearson's 

correlation was used to investigate the relationship in USV production during 

handling and pauses within each treatment on day three. 

As previously discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, there is considerable individual 

variation in measured responses to heterospecific play (LaFollette et al., 2017). 

To investigate this, I present the coefficient of variation as a statistical measure 

of the difference in variation between the two treatments for USV production 

and approach behaviour. 

Linear regression was used to determine whether there was evidence of 

anticipation for handling in the free roam test prior to handling on day three on a 

cage level. The number of USVs or the duration of approach toward the 

experimenter during the free roam test before handling on day three was fitted 

as the explanatory variable and the number of USVs or the duration of 

approach toward the experimenter during handling day three was fitted as the 

response variable. 

To investigate the relationship within measures of affect (USV production and 

approach behaviour) across handling treatments, these variables were summed 

across handling and pause phases on a cage level. Linear regression was used 

to determine whether responses to handling on day one predicted responses on 

day three within each treatment. The number of USVs or the duration of 

approach toward the experimenter on day one was fitted as the explanatory 

variable, and the number of USVs or the duration of approach toward the 

experimenter on day three was fitted as the response variable.  
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To investigate the relationship between measures of affect (USV production and 

approach behaviour) during pauses in handling, I performed Pearson’s 

correlations on the average USV production and duration of approach 

behaviour on day three within each treatment on a cage level.  

Results  

Playfully handled rat pairs produced more 50-kHz USVs than controls during 
handling 

There was a significant main effect of handling treatment on USV production 

during handling, with playfully handled rats emitting significantly more 50-kHz 

USVs than those who experienced control handling (F1, 335 = 6.5, p = 0.03; 

Figure 3.2). There was also a significant main effect of day, with rats across 

both treatments producing more USVs on day three than on day one (F2, 335 = 

60.7, p < 0.001).  

The number of USVs emitted by playfully handled rats on day one did not 

predict the number of USVs produced on day 3 (T = 1.16, p = 0.30, r2 = 5.5%).  

The number of USVs emitted by control rats on day one did predict the number 

of USVs produced on day three (T = 6.35, p < 0.001, r2 = 86.8%). The 

coefficient of variation for USVs differed between the two handling treatments, 

with reduced variation in playfully handled rats compared to control rats on both 

days. On day one, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 

19.5% and 64.4% for control rats. On day three, the coefficient of variation for 

playfully handled rats was 11.1% and 50.6% for control rats. 

Rats produced USVs during both the handling and pause phases when the 

hand was out of the home cage. There was no significant effect of handling 

phase (during handling or pauses) on the number of USVs produced (F1, 335 = 

1.8, p = 0.23). While the number of USVs between the handling and pause 

phases on day three were strongly correlated for control rats (Rp = 0.94; p = 

0.002), there was no significant correlation between the two phases for playfully 

handled rats (Rp = 0.57; p = 0.27).  
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Figure 3.2. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per 
minute produced by pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 28 rats housed as pairs; 7 playfully handled 
cages and 7 control handled cages) across three consecutive sessions of handling. Rats received 
playful handling (left pane; green circles) or control handling (right pane; blue squares). Values 
reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by 
day.  

Playfully handled rats conducted more rearing than control rats during handling 

Results of the GLM modelling rat behaviour during the pause phases of playful 

handling are shown in Table 3.2. The only behaviour that was influenced by the 

main effect of treatment was the frequency of rearing, with playfully handled rats 

conducting more rears than control rats (16.4 vs 12.6  1.2 events in one 

minute). Frequency of rearing and frequency of approach behaviour towards the 

experimenter was influenced by the main effect of day, with an increase on day 

three compared to day one (rearing: 8.5 vs 5.1 0.9 events per minute and 

approach behaviour: 11.9 vs 15.7  0.7 events per minute). 

The duration of approach behaviour by playfully handled rats on day one did not 

predict approach behaviour on day three (T = 0.63, p = 0.56, r2 = 0.0%). The 

duration of approach behaviour by control rats on day one also did not predict 

approach behaviour on day 3 (T = 0.73, p = 0.50, r2 = 0.0%). The coefficient of 

variation for the duration of approach behaviour differed between the two 

handling treatments on day one but not day three, with reduced variation in 

playfully handled rats compared to control rats. On day one, the coefficient of 
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variation for playfully handled rats was 39.8% and 98.2% for control rats. On 

day three, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 44.9% and 

39.8% for control rats. 

Table 3.2. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of behaviours 
expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 28 rats housed as pairs; 7 playfully handled cages and 7 control 
handled cages) during pauses in playful handling or control handling across three days. Significant P 
values are indicated in bold script. 

 

Variable Treatment Day 

Behaviour   F1, 41 p-value F2,41 p-value 

Approach towards 

experimenter 

frequency 0.8 0.34 6.1 0.007 

duration 0.3 0.57 0.7 0.49 

Rearing 

frequency 4.7 0.05 5.7 0.009 

duration 4.2 0.06 0.1 0.87 

Digging 

frequency 0.7 0.4 2.7 0.09 

duration 0.6 0.46 1.4 0.26 

There was a relationship between USV production and approach behaviour 
during the pauses in handling for playfully handled rats 

To determine whether there was a relationship between the two measures of 

affective state, I conducted correlations between USV production and duration 

of approach behaviour during pauses in handling on day 3; day 3 was chosen 

as the responses to handling treatments would be expected to be established 

by that point. There was a significant relationship between USV production and 
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approach towards the experimenter for playfully handled (Rp = 0.77, p = 0.04) 

but not control rats (Rp = 0.21, p = 0.66). 

Playfully handled rats produced more USVs than control rats in the free roam 
tests 

There was a significant main effect of treatment on USV production during the 

free roam tests, with playfully handled rats producing more USVs than control 

rats (F1, 55 = 7.6, p = 0.008). There was a significant main effect of the timing of 

the free roam test (i.e., whether it was applied before or after handling), with 

rats producing more USVs during FR2 than FR1 (F1, 55 = 14.5, p < 0.001) and 

on day three compared with day one (F1, 55 = 39.4, p < 0.001). There was also a 

significant interaction effect between treatment, phase and day (F1, 55 = 6.2, p = 

0.02; Figure 3.3). Tukey's HSD indicated that playfully handled rats produced 

more USVs than control rats in during all free roam tests (T = 3.83, p = 0.002) 

bar FR1 on day one (T = 0.38, p = 0.98). There was an increase in USV 

production from FR1 day one to three during all other FR tests for playfully 

handled (T = 3.40, p = 0.004) and control rats (T = 4.67, p = 0.03).  

The coefficient of variation differed between the two handling treatments, with 

reduced variation in playfully handled rats compared to control rats in both free 

roam tests. During FR1, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 

28.0% and 49.5% for control rats. During FR2, the coefficient of variation for 

playfully handled rats was 11.1% and 50.6% for control rats. 

The number of USVs emitted by playfully handled rats during FR1 on day three 

did predict the number of USVs emitted during handling on day 3 (T = 2.90, p = 

0.03, r2 = 55.3%). The number of USVs emitted by control rats during FR1 on 

day three did not predict the number of USVs emitted during handling on day 3 

(T = 1.35, p = 0.23, r2 = 0.0%).  
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Figure 3.3. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per 
minute produced by pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 28 rats housed as pairs; 7 playfully handled 
cages and 7 control handled cages) during free roam (FR) tests on the first and third consecutive 
sessions of handling. These tests provided a 30-second opportunity for the rat to express 
anticipation, approach the hand or conduct other behaviours before and after receiving handling 
treatments. White background bars indicate the number of USVs produced in the free roam test 
before handling (FR1), and grey background bars indicate the number of USVs produced after 
(FR2). The handling treatments comprised either playful handling (left pane; green circles) or 
control handling (right pane; blue squares). Values reflect means for each cage with the black bar 
indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day.  

Approach behaviour and rearing were influenced by the timing of the free roam 
test 

Results of the GLM modelling of rat behaviour during free roam tests are shown 

in Table 3.3. There was no significant effect of treatment or day on approach 

behaviour towards the experimenter or rearing. There was a main effect of 

timing of the free roam test (before or after handling) on the duration of 

approach behaviour, with rats conducting more approach behaviour during FR1 

than FR2 on both days (42.3 vs 32.0  1.85 seconds per minute). Rearing was 

also influenced by the timing of the free roam test, with the frequency and 

duration of rearing increasing in FR2 on both days (frequency: 2.9 vs 5.7 ± 1.9 

events per minute, duration: 20.1 vs 27.6 ± 1.6 seconds per minute).  

The coefficient of variation of the duration of approach behaviour differed 

between the two handling treatments, with reduced variation in playfully handled 
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rats compared to control rats in both free roam tests. During FR1, the coefficient 

of variation for playfully handled rats was 16.8% and 52.9% for control rats. 

During FR2, the coefficient of variation for playfully handled rats was 44.9% and 

67.5% for control rats.  

The duration of approach behaviour by playfully handled rats during FR1 on day 

three did not predict the duration of approach behaviour during handling on day 

three (T = 0.01, p = 1.00, r2 = 0.0%). The duration of approach behaviour by 

control rats during FR1 on day three also did not predict the duration of 

approach behaviour during handling on day three (T = 0.20, p = 0.85, r2 = 0.0). 

Table 3.3. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of 
behaviours expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 28 rats housed as pairs; 7 playfully handled cages 
and 7 control handled cages) during free roam tests (FR) within playful handling or control 
handling across three days. These tests provided a 30-second opportunity for the rat to express 
anticipation, approach the hand or conduct other behaviours before (FR1) and after (FR2), 
receiving either playful handling or control handling. Significant P values are indicated in bold 
script. 

 

Variable Treatment Day Timing of test 

(before or after) 

Behaviour   F1, 55 p-value F2,55 p-value F1,55 p-value 

Approach 

towards 

experimenter 

frequency 0.71 0.38 1.55 0.16 0.71 0.38 

duration 0.01 0.89 1.78 0.18 15.61 <0.001 

Rearing 

frequency 0.01 0.94 5.42 0.60 16.14 0.03 

duration 0.13 0.83 0.46 0.50 9.32 0.01 
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There was no relationship between USV production and approach behaviour 
during the free roam tests 

To determine whether there was a relationship between the two measures of 

affective state during the free roam tests, I conducted correlations between USV 

production and duration of approach behaviour during free roam tests by that 

point. Day 3 was chosen as the responses to handling treatments would be 

expected to be established by day three. During FR1, there was no relationship 

between USV production and approach towards the experimenter for playfully 

handled (Rp = 0.73, p = 0.06). or control rats (Rp = 0.08, p = 0.86). During FR2, 

there was also no relationship between USV production and approach towards 

the experimenter for playfully handled (Rp = 0.04, p = 0.69) or control rats (Rp = 

0.04, p = 0.92). 

Discussion 

Playful handling is a promising method of inducing a positive affective state in 

rats through heterospecific play. Current evidence that playful handling is a 

positive experience is limited to individually handled rats in an arena separate 

from the home cage (Bombail et al., 2019; Chapter 2). This protocol requires a 

lengthy time investment per rat and is likely to act as a barrier that prevents the 

uptake of playful handling in laboratory personnel. To reduce the time 

investment required to conduct playful handling, rats were playfully handled, or 

control handled as pairs in their home cage. Here, I provide validation for the 

use of playful handling to induce a positive affective state in pairs of juvenile 

male rats in the home cage, as primarily evidenced by 50-kHz USV production. 

Further, playfully handling rats in the home cage with the conspecific resulted in 

reduced variation in USV production between cages, suggesting that this 

protocol results in a consistent increase across individuals in positive affective 

state.   
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Playful handling induced a positive affective state in rats  

As a novel method of heterospecific play, the first two studies on playful 

handling have determined the responses of individual rats to playful handling in 

an arena. So far, the evidence suggests that playful handling is a positive 

experience for rats, with increased 50-kHz USV production (Bombail et al., 

2019; Chapter 2), approach behaviour (Bombail et al., 2019; Chapter 2), and 

sucrose consumption (Chapter 2). However, the wider uptake of playful 

handling in laboratory settings is likely to face barriers, with time cited as the 

main barrier to the uptake of tickling (LaFollette et al., 2018b). As such, I 

investigated whether playful handling is a positive experience for rats under 

conditions that are more likely to promote heterospecific play in laboratory 

facilities. To reduce the time investment required per rat, rats were playfully 

handled as pairs in the home cage, considering that rats are most commonly 

housed in pairs after weaning (Cloutier et al., 2013). This method is relatively 

time-efficient compared to the standard protocol in that the number of steps 

required to handle rats is significantly reduced, yet rats receive the same 

duration of stimulation as when handled individually. 

Consistent with previous results using the individual protocol (Bombail et al., 

2019; Chapter 2), the production of 50-kHz USVs indicated that playfully 

handled rats were in a more positive affective state than control rats. Playfully 

handled rats produced more 50-kHz USVs than control rats across all three 

days, with an increase in USV production from day one to three. As discussed 

in Chapter 2, USV responses to heterospecific play appear to develop over 

time, with USV production increasing across subsequent sessions in response 

to both playful handling and tickling (Bombail et al., 2019; Burgdorf and 

Panksepp, 2001; Cloutier et al., 2013; Hammond et al., 2019; LaFollette et al., 

2018a). However, the increase in USV production from day one to three was 

not specific to playfully handled rats, with USV production also increasing 

across handling days in control rats. Taken with evidence that USV production 

acts on a graded scale (Hinchcliffe et al., 2020), this suggests that the 

development of USV responses is not specific to heterospecific play and could 
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potentially be used to measure how rats perceive a certain experience. For 

example, experiences could be ranked according to the strength of positive 

affect by comparing the gradient of the change in USV production over 

subsequent days. The increase in USV production in control rats resulting from 

moving the home cage to the workbench also highlights the potential ease by 

which even a small increase in positive affective state can be promoted in 

laboratory rats. There was no difference in USV production between the 

handling and pause phases in playfully handled or control rats. This may be 

attributed to the reduced variation in USV production between cages in playfully 

handled rats compared to control rats, which I will return to later.  

In contrast to when rats were handled as individuals in an arena, there was no 

difference in approach behaviour between playfully handled or control rats. This 

lack of treatment effect may be explained by the difference in the location of the 

experimenter’s hand during pauses between individually handled, and pair-

handled rats. When rats were individually handled, the experimenter’s hand was 

placed on the inside of the wall of the arena, within touching distance of the rat: 

when the rats were handled as pairs, the experimenter’s hand was removed 

from the home cage. As discussed in the Methods section (see Experimental 

procedures), this change aimed to reduce the likelihood of false-positive results 

and maintain the experimenter’s hand as an active play partner. However, it is 

possible that the rats could not locate the experimenter when the hand was 

removed from the home cage. When the hand was located within the arena, the 

rat could use olfactory cues to locate the experimenter, considering that rats 

rely on odours to discriminate between different humans (Driel and Talling, 

2005; McCall et al., 1969). When the hand was out of the cage, olfactory cues 

would have been blocked by the cage wall, and thus, rats would have to rely on 

weaker sensory modalities such as vision, which has poor acuity in albino rats 

(Burn, 2008). However, there is the potential that rats were able to learn the 

location of the experimenter over subsequent sessions, as suggested by the 

increase in the frequency of approach behaviour from day one to three in both 

treatments. Playfully handled rats also conducted more rears than control rats, 

with rats using rearing as a method of information gathering (Lever, et al., 
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2006). This is further supported by the strong positive relationship between USV 

production and approach behaviour during handling on day three, which was 

found for playfully handled but not control rats. As such, while there was a lack 

of treatment effect to approach behaviour, this suggests that playfully handled 

rats were more motivated to be handled than control rats. Ideally, rats would 

have experienced the same sucrose preference test per Chapter 2 as a third 

measure of affective state. However, due to Covid-19 delaying experiments, this 

test could not be conducted. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, further insight into how rats perceive playful 

handling could be gained from examining rat behaviour prior to handling during 

the anticipatory period. Anticipatory behaviour is thought to reflect the value an 

animal places on a reward (van der Harst and Spruijt, 2007). For example, 50-

kHz USVs have been seen to increase prior to putatively positive experiences 

such as copulation (Bialy et al., 2000) and contact with a conspecific (Burke et 

al., 2017). As such, behaviour prior to handling may indicate the reward value 

associated with the specific handling treatment. As per Chapter 2, USV 

production and approach behaviour were measured during a free roam test on 

days one and three of handling. In this test, the experimenter placed her 

fingertips on the floor of the home cage for 30 seconds, both before and after 

handling. The free roam test before handling (FR1) provided rats with an 

opportunity to express anticipation for handling, whilst the test after handling 

(FR2) allowed the expression of lasting changes to affective state. FR1 on day 

one acted as a baseline measurement since rats had no knowledge of the 

handling treatment they were about to receive. Whilst there was no difference 

between treatments on day one, playfully handled rats produced more USVs 

than control rats during FR1 on day three. Both playfully handled and control 

rats showed an increase in USV production during FR1 from day one to three. 

In playfully handled rats, this was a fourfold increase in USV production, 

whereas, in control rats, USV production was doubled. This suggests that while 

rats actively anticipated both handling treatments, the higher magnitude of USV 

production suggests that playfully handling is a significantly more rewarding 

experience than control handling. Further, on day three, the number of USVs 
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produced during FR1 predicted the number of USVs produced during handling 

in playfully handled but not control rats. This suggests that anticipatory USVs 

were directly related to the reward value of the stimulus. Overall, the presence 

of anticipatory USVs in control rats provides further support for the idea raised 

earlier in this discussion that the act of moving the home cage to the workbench 

is a positive experience. On both days, playfully handled rats produced more 

USVs than control rats during FR2, suggesting that the positive affective state 

induced by playful handling lasted even after the handling experience had 

concluded. 

In contrast, there was no significant effect of treatment or day on approach 

behaviour towards the experimenter. Rats of both treatments and across both 

days conducted an increased duration of approach behaviour during FR1 than 

FR2. This cautiously suggests that both treatments expressed anticipation for 

handling through approach behaviour since it more commonly occurred prior to 

the expected experience. However, approach behaviour during FR1 did not 

predict the duration of approach behaviour during handling on day three for 

playfully handled or control rats. As such, approach behaviour may not be a 

sensitive enough measure of treatment differences in anticipation. 

Playful handling as pairs in the home cage reduced variation between individuals 
in USV production compared to control handled rats  

It is increasingly evident that rats show variation in responses to heterospecific 

play both between and within individuals (Bombail et al., 2021, 2019; LaFollette 

et al., 2017). Production of 50-kHz USVs, in particular, appears to be sensitive 

to individual variation in response to heterospecific play (Hinchcliffe et al., 

2020). Typically, a wide range of USV rates is produced between individuals, 

with this rate remaining stable over time within individuals (Bombail et al., 2021, 

2019; LaFollette et al., 2017). In this study, playfully handled rats showed 

reduced variation between cages in USV production compared to control rats 

across the handling and the free roam tests from the first day. This effect was 

particularly apparent during handling, where the between-cage variation in USV 
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production in playfully handled rats was fivefold lower than in control rats on day 

five. Playful handling also reduced between-cage variation in approach 

behaviour compared to control rats, although this was specific to day one of 

handling. These findings are distinct from previous work, suggesting that the 

novel properties of the protocol used in this experiment resulted in the 

experience being positive for a higher number of rats.  

Playful handling was developed to incorporate two key aspects; first, to 

incorporate the diversity and unpredictability of social play, and second, to react 

to the behaviour of the individual rat (Bombail et al., 2021). Most importantly, 

this interaction allows rats to have control over the stimulation in that the 

experimenter tailors the experience according to each rat (Bombail et al., 2021). 

Pairing this interaction with the presence of the cage-mate, who was playfully 

handled at the same time, and conducting all handling in the home cage could 

explain the reduced variation in USV production. Although habituation steps 

were taken to reduce the likelihood of inducing stress, the first experience of 

playful handling is an unknown and novel experience. The presence of a 

partner rat is known to act as a buffer for stressful situations in the form of social 

support (Taylor, 1981). For example, rats exposed to an anxiogenic experience, 

such as a novel environment, show fewer behavioural and physiological 

indicators of fear if with a conspecific than when alone (Davitz and Mason, 

1955; Kikusui et al., 2006; Taylor, 1981). 

The presence of a partner rat also provides the opportunity for emotional 

contagion to occur, whereby the emotional state of one animal is transferred to 

another as indicated by the change in the behaviour of one rat to match the 

behaviour of another (Held and Špinka, 2011). Play is well-documented to have 

contagious properties; for example, rats' play level increases in response to a 

more playful partner (Pellis and McKenna, 1992). There is also evidence that 

tickling has contagious properties, as non-handled cage mates of tickled rats 

have shown increased hand-following behaviour toward the experimenter than 

control rats (Hammond et al., 2019). Thus, the perception of one rat to playful 

handling may influence the partner and spread a positive emotional state. 
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Further, handling rats in the home cage mitigated the need for rats to be 

habituated to the arena, which could potentially be another source of stress. As 

a novel study, this work was conducted using a small number of cages. Further 

work on a larger cohort is necessary to support the potential of playful handling 

under these conditions to reduce variation in USV production.  

The reduced variation in USV production between cages in playfully handled 

rats could explain the lack of consistency in USV production in response to 

playful handling, i.e., if the variation in USV production between cages is small, 

then this reduces the ability of extreme individuals to influence the correlation. 

While USV production on day one predicted USV responses on day three in 

control rats, this was not seen in playfully handled rats. Similarly, the number of 

USVs between the handling and pause phases on day three were strongly 

correlated for control rats but not playfully handled rats. Further, the 

experiments which found consistency in USV production in playfully handled 

rats for five rather than three days (Bombail et al., 2019; Chapter 2). 

Considering the evidence that USV production in response to heterospecific 

play develops over time (Bombail et al., 2019; Cloutier and Newberry, 2008; 

Hammond et al., 2019; LaFollette et al., 2018a; Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2010), 

three days may not have been sufficient to develop each individual’s perception 

of playful handling. Thus, given a longer period, there may be consistency in 

USV production in response to playful handling. This treatment-specific effect 

was not found in approach behaviour, with no relationship between approach 

behaviour within cages on days one and three in playfully handled and control 

rats. As discussed earlier and in Chapter 2, approach behaviour may not be a 

sensitive measure of rat affect.  

Conclusion 

This work validates the use of playful handling as a method of inducing positive 

affective states in rats under conditions that are practical for laboratory 

personnel. Playfully handled rats produced more indicators of a positive 

affective state and increased anticipation to be handled than control rats. In 
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addition to being efficient for laboratory personnel, the reduced variation in USV 

responses to playfully handling in the home cage as pairs suggests that a wider 

number of rats perceived the experience as positive. This has important 

implications for rat welfare by reducing the likelihood that playful handling is 

aversive.  
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Chapter 4: Application of a novel acoustic playback 

paradigm to induce positive affective state and measure 

changes in play in juvenile male Wistar rats 

Abstract 

Playback of positively-valenced vocalisations is a potential method of inducing a 

positive affective state in rats. Previous work has shown that presentation of 

contrastingly valenced ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) to individual rats in a radial 

maze changes approach behaviour towards the sound source; positively valenced 

50-kHz USVs induce approach behaviour, while negatively valenced 22-kHz USVs 

increase behavioural indicators of the fight or flight response. The home cage 

playback paradigm used here for the first time was developed as a low-stress 

environment that allows the measurement of behaviours indicative of a change in 

affective state. The primary aim of this study was to investigate whether the 

playback of acoustic stimuli to juvenile male Wistar rats (37 days old) in this 

paradigm alters affective state in rats as indicated by USV production and 

approach behaviour. On the evidence that playback of acoustic stimuli induced a 

positive affective state, a secondary aim of this study was to investigate whether 

play was sensitive to this manipulation of affective state. Across all experiments, 

rats received acoustic stimuli treatments in the home cage as pairs. In Experiment 

1 (N = 14; 7 cages), rats were exposed to a single presentation of 50-kHz USVs 

and Background Noise to establish whether rats could perceive the playback 

stimulus. In Experiments 2 and 3, two independent cohorts of rats were presented 

with four acoustic stimuli in a pseudo-randomised Latin square design across three 

days. In Experiment 2 (N = 30; 15 cages), rats were presented with 50-kHz USVs, 

22-kHz USVs, and Background Noise with the speaker located at the top of the 
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cage. In Experiment 3 (N = 28; 14 cages), 50-kHz USVs, White Noise (within the 

30 – 100kHz range), and Background Noise were presented with the speaker at 

the side of the cage. A change of study site for Experiment 3 allowed for a change 

in speaker location to better match previous work (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012a). 

In Experiment 1, rats showed increased USV production during the playback 

phases of the acoustic track compared to the pause phases. In Experiment 2, the 

playback of 50-kHz USVs increased subject-produced 50-kHz USVs compared 

with the playback of 22-kHz USVs and Background Noise (11.9 vs. 7.2 vs. 5.7  

1.6 USVs per minute; F2,251 = 5.81, p = 0.05). There were no effects of playback on 

play or other behaviours. In Experiment 3, USV production increased in response 

to both 50-kHz USVs and White Noise, compared with Background Noise (107.5 

vs. 103.6 vs. 85.7  8.9 USVs per minute; F2,239 = 6.05, p = 0.05). While the 

playback of both 50-kHz and White Noise increased the production of subject-

produced USVs, a matched increase in social play was only seen in response to 

White Noise compared to Background Noise (duration of social play: 21.8 vs 17.7 

vs 13.4  2.2 seconds per minute; F2,239 = 3.55, p = 0.03). The effect of White 

Noise on social play could be due to its arousing properties and therefore has 

potential for use as an acoustic enrichment for laboratory rats. The increase in 

subject-produced USVs in response to playback of 50-kHz USVs suggests an 

enhancement of affective state, but this was not associated with an increase in 

play behaviour. In general, these results suggest that the playback of 50kHz USVs 

and filtered White Noise is a positive experience for rats. 

Introduction 

In the past five centuries, rats have made, and continue to make, significant 

contributions to science (Kaliste and Mering, 2007; Sengupta, 2012). Although it is 

difficult to provide an accurate estimate of the number of individuals used for 

scientific purposes across institutes each year, this is a considerable sum. For 

example, over 200 thousand rats are used per annum for research in the UK alone 
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(UK Home Office, 2016). Constant revision and improvement to the welfare 

standards for these animals are vital from both ethical and scientific viewpoints; we 

have a moral responsibility to give animals a ‘life worth living’ at a minimum 

(Hubrecht, 2014) and there is evidence that scientific validity is compromised when 

subject animals are experiencing poor welfare (Bayne and Würbel, 2014; Garner, 

2005; Neville et al., 2022; Olsson et al., 2003; Richter et al., 2009). However, the 

current welfare standards for rats are limited by focusing solely on mitigating 

unnecessary harm, pain, or distress (Cait et al., 2022; Makowska and Weary, 

2020). In recognition of this discrepancy, there has been a much-needed drive to 

promote positive experiences for these animals, such that providing laboratory rats 

with a ‘good life’ should be a precondition for their use (Makowska and Weary, 

2020). In order to do this, it is necessary to develop practical and validated 

methods of inducing and assessing positive affective states in rats.  

A promising method to induce positive affective states in animals is the playback of 

vocalisations. The prospect of using the playback of vocalisations to modulate 

receiver affective state was noted in the early 2000s (Burman et al., 2007; 

Manteuffel et al., 2004), yet has remained widely unexplored within animal welfare 

science (Briefer, 2018). The use of acoustic playback is based on the evidence that 

the production of vocalisations, and their acoustic structure, is sensitive to the 

affective state of the producer (Briefer, 2012). Considering that the primary role of 

vocalisations is communication, playback of these calls will likely result in valence-

matched effects on conspecifics (e.g., Manteuffel et al., 2004). This convergence of 

affective state occurs through emotional contagion, which is widely regarded as a 

simple form of empathy (Hatfield et al., 1993; Nakahashi and Ohtsuki, 2015; 

Panksepp et al., 2001; Waal, 2008, 2007) and involves measurable changes 

across neurological, physiological, and behavioural levels (Waal, 2007). This 

change in affective state in the receiver animals distinguishes emotional contagion 

from other empathy-related phenomena of behavioural contagion or mimicry 

(Adriaense et al., 2020; Pérez‐Manrique and Gomila, 2021). 
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Playback of vocalisations to manipulate affective state is particularly promising for 

rats, considering that the ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) produced by juvenile and 

adult rats are widely accepted as affective signals (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009). 

Broadly, rats produce two types of USVs which perform different communicative 

functions and are associated with contrasting affective states; calls in the 30 – 90-

kHz range, known as 50-kHz USVs, and calls in the 18 - 30-kHz range, known as 

22-kHz USVs. As the role of 50-kHz USVs is to facilitate social interaction, 

perception of these calls is likely to induce a positive affective state in the recipient 

(Burgdorf et al., 2008). In contrast, as 22-kHz USVs serve as alarm calls for 

conspecifics in aversive or threatening situations, such as in response to a 

predator, perception of these calls is likely to induce a negative affective state in 

the recipient (Litvin et al., 2007). As these types of USVs do not overlap in their 

acoustic structure (i.e., frequency, amplitude, or duration), the recipient of the 

USVs receives an unambiguous signal to the affective state of the producer without 

the need to visually perceive the producer or the USV-inducing situation 

(Brudzynski, 2013, 2007). The differential perception of these USVs by rats is 

further evidenced when tested using cognitive bias: Saito et al. (2016) found that 

USV playback prior to a judgement bias test had a stimulus-specific effect on 

performance, with 50-kHz USV playback leading to a more "optimistic" response 

compared with more "pessimistic" responses after playback of 22-kHz calls.  

Most research examining the effect of the playback of USVs on rat behaviour uses 

the radial maze paradigm. This paradigm measures the locomotory behaviour of 

an individual rat after being placed in the centre of an elevated eight-arm maze 

with playback emitting from a speaker at the end of one of the arms (Wöhr et al., 

2016). Rats show consistent responses to the playback of contrastingly valenced 

USVs from the speaker; while 50kHz ‘positive communicative’ USVs induce 

approach behaviour towards the speaker and increase exploration (Schwarting et 

al., 2018), 22kHz ‘negative' alarm USVs induce behaviours indicative of the 
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fight/flight system, e.g., reduced locomotor activity and freezing (Wöhr and 

Schwarting, 2007).  

While the radial maze playback paradigm has successfully been used within 

neuroscience as a behavioural assay for animal models of human 

neurodevelopmental disorders, it has some limitations for studying playback in 

relation to animal welfare. Due to the design of the maze, this paradigm relies on 

using two outcome measures which are based solely on locomotory behaviour, i.e., 

total distance travelled as an indicator of social exploratory behaviour and time 

spent in the arms closest the speaker versus time in the arms furthest from the 

speaker as an indicator of social approach (Wohr and Schwarting, 2007). As a 

result, the potential for using multiple behavioural measures to assess affective 

state and welfare is restricted (Broom, 1993; Vere and Kuczaj, 2016). The 

assessment of welfare with the radial maze approach is also hindered by USVs 

often not being used to assess the animal's affective state. Although listed as a 

third measure in a paper describing the protocol of the radial maze playback 

paradigm (Wöhr 2016), the measurement of subject-produced USVs during 

playback is not widely used across studies. Measurement of USV production 

during playback would offer an indicator of affective state and provide the 

necessary information to distinguish between emotional and simpler forms of 

behavioural contagion or mimicry, as previously discussed. Further, behavioural 

expression may be confounded by a number of stressors introduced when using 

the radial maze as rats are exposed to handling, isolation, and bright light, all of 

which are known to increase behavioural and physiological markers of stress in 

rats (Begni et al., 2020; Gärtner et al., 1980; Korte and Boer, 2003; Nathiya and 

Vanisree, 2010). Thus, validation of a novel playback paradigm is necessary to use 

playback as an approach for inducing positive affective states and PAW in rats.  

In addition to developing a novel approach to use playback for inducing positive 

affective state in rats, the second aim of this thesis was to investigate whether play 

is sensitive to this manipulation of affective state as an indicator of PAW. Play has 
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been proposed as a promising indicator of positive emotions and welfare in 

domesticated animals (e.g., Boissy et al., 2007; Held and Špinka, 2011). In brief, 

play tends to occur when animals are under favourable conditions, as it is reduced 

and can even disappear when the animal's potential ability to survive is challenged 

(Held and Špinka, 2011; Boissy et al., 2007; Lawrence, 1987). In a recent review of 

play as a potential indicator of welfare, Ahloy-Dallaire et al. (2018) conclude that 

although there is sufficient evidence to support that play is suppressed by negative 

affect, there is a lack of evidence to support that play is sensitive to increases in 

positive affect. Since 50-kHz USVs are positively valenced and important during 

social play (Pellis and Pellis, 2013), I hypothesised that the positive affective state 

induced by the playback of these calls would be accompanied by an increase in 

play behaviour.  

The aims and hypotheses of this study were; 

i) To investigate whether playback of acoustic stimuli in the novel home cage 

playback paradigm alters affective state in rats as indicated by USV 

production and a wide ethogram of behaviours. I hypothesised that when 

rats are exposed to playback of 50-kHz USVs, I predicted that they would 

produce more 50-kHz USVs and show increased approach behaviour 

towards the speaker than when exposed to Background Noise or White 

Noise. In turn, when rats are exposed to 22-kHz USVs, they will produce 

fewer 50-kHz USVs and reduced approach behaviour than when exposed to 

Background Noise and 50-kHz USVs. In turn,  

ii) To investigate whether the induction of a positive affective state through 

playback results in a change in play behaviour during playback of acoustic 

stimuli. I hypothesised that the change in play would be analogous to the 

valence of each state. Explicitly, the positively valenced state induced by 

playback of 50-kHz USVs would increase play, and the negatively valenced 

state induced by playback of 22-kHz USVs would decrease play. These 
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changes in play would be relative to both control stimuli of Background 

Noise and White Noise. 

 

To meet these aims, I conducted three experiments using three independent 

cohorts of rats; Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted at the National Research 

Institute for Agriculture, Food and Environment (INRAE), Île-de-France-Jouy-en-

Josas Research Centre, France, while Experiment 3 was conducted at the Roslin 

Institute, Edinburgh, UK. The change in the study site in Experiment 3 allowed for a 

change in speaker location to match previous work (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012a). 

Experiment 1 acted as a proof-of-concept test to establish whether rats could 

perceive the playback stimulus. To confirm this, I measured changes in USV 

production and behaviour during a single presentation of 50-kHz USVs compared 

to Background Noise. Following support from the proof-of-concept test, in 

Experiment 2, I presented rats with playback of contrastingly valenced USVs (50-

kHz and 22-kHz) using Background Noise as a control. The use of Background 

Noise as a control indicated whether changes in behaviour were specific to the 

properties of the presented USVs rather than the presentation of a general noise 

stimulus. Experiment 3 was conducted to test the effects of 50-kHz USVs against 

Background Noise and White Noise as an alternative control stimulus. White Noise 

contains the same acoustic pressure as rat-produced USVs but presents across all 

frequencies in the chosen range (30-100kHz), resulting in no distinguishable 

single-frequency audible signal and a lack of communicative function.  

Methods 

Ethics 

This study was conducted in accordance with the European Union directive of 

22nd September 2010 (2010/63/EU) and the UK Animals (Scientific procedures) 

Act 1986. There was further approval by the local animal experimentation ethics 
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committees (Comité d'Ethique en Expérimentation Animale INRA IdF-Jouy-en-

Josas/AgroParisTech (Comethea); permission #16–17), Roslin Institute Animal 

Welfare and Ethical Review Body (AWERB), the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary 

Studies Veterinary Ethical Review Committee (VERC) and SRUC's Animal Ethics 

Committee. 

Animals, housing, and husbandry 

Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted at the National Research Institute for 

Agriculture, Food and Environment (INRAE) at the Île-de-France-Jouy-en-Josas 

Research Centre in France between 28th March and 5th April 2019. Experiment 3 

was conducted at the Roslin Institute, Edinburgh, UK, between the 4th and 12th of 

August 2020. The change in location of these experiments was partially due to the 

Covid-19 outbreak and the closure of the French facility. Although not optimal for 

consistency across experiments, this did offer an advantage of testing the home 

cage playback paradigm in rats of a different population pool and in a different 

laboratory environment.  

For Experiments 1 and 2, male rats were bred and raised in-house from 

primiparous females of Wistar strain. For Experiment 3, male rats were imported 

from females of unknown parity from Charles River Laboratories, Margate, UK. In 

previous experiments, male rats have been shown to emit more USVs, with 

Wistars as a commonly used strain for experiments examining USV production 

(e.g., Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009).  Juveniles were used as they show more 

pronounced changes in behaviour in response to acoustic playback than adult rats 

(Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007). For  Experiment 1 as a proof-of-concept test, I used 

a cohort of 12 juvenile male Wistar rats from the same breeding pool as 

Experiment 2, housed in pairs and 39 days old at testing. These animals were then 

used in an unrelated electrophysiology study to reduce the use of experimental 

animals in research. For Experiments 2 and 3, I used juvenile males (N = 30 in 

Experiment 2; N= 28 in Experiment 3 due to an accident resulting in the loss of one 
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pair). Within pairs, rats were randomly selected across litters and were unrelated to 

reduce any confounding effects of a shared life experience. Rats were also 

matched by weight within 2g as body condition has been shown to impact play 

behaviour in rats (Hammond et al., 2019). Data collection began at 37 post-natal 

days as play shows the highest absolute levels between 32 and 40 days of age 

depending on strain, the peak of play being on the latter end of this range for 

Albino rats (Panksepp, 1981; Thor and Holloway, 1984). 

Rats were housed in clear plastic cages with a wire lid (France: 42.5 × 26.6 × 

18.5cm and UK: 48 x 26.3 x 20.5 cm; both from Techniplast, Italy). Each cage was 

supplemented with wood chip bedding and ad libitum access to food and water. 

Rats in Experiment I and II were fed M25 Extralabo from Dietex France, and rats in 

Experiment III were fed Teklad Global Rodent Maintenance Diet (14% protein) 

from Envigo, England. Cage cleaning was carried out by the same caretaker once 

a week, ensuring no disturbance occurred at least two hours prior to any 

experimental procedure. The home room was maintained on an inverted 12 h 

light/dark cycle (lights on at 2100) and at a constant temperature (23 ± 0.2 °C) and 

humidity (37.5 ± 6.7%). During the dark interval, red lighting was used to allow 

behavioural recording (4.5 lx measured using an Isotech digital light meter Lux-

1337). For Experiments 1 and 2, cages were situated on two tiers across four 

standard cage racks, with four cages per rack. For Experiment 3, cages were 

situated on a single rack across four tiers. Both rats within a cage received marks 

on the tail using a non-toxic black marker for individual identification.  

Experimental design  

Experiment 1: Each pair of rats received the single 50-kHz playback stimuli in a 

randomised order on the same day, with all pairs tested within three hours. This 

short period of testing was to minimise the effects of circadian rhythm on natural 

activity patterns. For Experiment 1, no record of body weight was taken. 
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Experiments 2 and 3: Each pair of rats received all acoustic stimuli treatments in the 

home cage in a pseudo-randomised Latin square design across three days 

(Figures 4.1 and 4.2). To achieve this, cages were assigned to one of five groups 

(3 cages per group), with groups balanced according to total cage weight on the 

day before playback began so that average group weight was within 1.63g of each 

other. Overall mean weight and standard deviation on the day before playback was 

189.8 ± 10.1g for Experiment 2 and 103.2 ± 6.3g for Experiment 3. The order in 

which each group received each treatment was pseudo-randomised in that all 

cages would receive each treatment once across three days. Within each day, the 

order of each cage was randomised, making sure the same treatments did not 

follow each other to prevent the potential build-up of response to one treatment 

(e.g., olfactory cues).   

Figure 4.1. Figure showing the pseudo-randomised Latin Square design generated for presenting 
different acoustic stimuli to paired juvenile male Wistar rats (N = 30 rats housed in pairs) in 
Experiment 2. All rats were presented with all three different acoustic stimuli across three days, with 
the order of presentation determined by the Latin Square design. Treatments consisted of playback of 
50-kHz USVs, 22-kHz USVs, and Background Noise. Presentation occurred as pairs in the home cage. 
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Figure 4.2. Figure showing the pseudo-randomised Latin Square design generated for presenting 
different acoustic stimuli to paired juvenile male Wistar rats (N = 28 rats housed in pairs) in 
Experiment 3. All rats were presented with all three different acoustic stimuli across three days, with 
the order of presentation determined by the Latin Square design. Treatments consisted of playback of 
50-kHz USVs, White Noise, and Background Noise. Presentation occurred as pairs in the home cage. 

Experimental setup 

Rats were accustomed to an inverse light cycle, so that experimental testing could 

occur during the dark period when the rats are naturally active (lights off at 0900 

with testing between 1000 and 1500). Testing was conducted in another room or at 

least three metres away from other rats to prevent the potential for emotional 

contagion (Hammond et al., 2019). This room was lit with red lighting, which 

delivered a low-intensity illumination (4.5 lx) to keep the rats within the active dark 

photoperiod and encourage USV production (Knutson et al., 1998).  

Experiments 1 and 2: All testing was performed in the home cage. The standard 

wire rack lid was swapped for another standard lid fitted with an ultrasonic speaker 

and a high-quality ultrasonic microphone (Figure 4.3).    
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 Figure 4.3. Equipment setup used in Experiments 1 (N = 6 cages) and 2 (N = 15 cages) for 
presenting different acoustic stimuli in the home cage to paired juvenile male Wistar rats in two 
independent playback experiments. This figure is not to scale. 

Experiment 3: The home cage configuration of the Edinburgh facility allowed for 

refinement of the equipment set up for Experiment 3 (Figure 4.4). Wöhr et al. 

(2016) state that to encourage USV production and approach behaviour the 

speaker should be on the same vertical plane as the rats, mimicking natural 

circumstances. Removing the food hopper on the side of the cages in the 

Edinburgh facility created a space for a grill and the speaker to be fitted. 
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Figure 4.4. Equipment setup used in Experiment 3 (N = 14 cages) for presenting different acoustic 
stimuli in the home cage to paired juvenile male Wistar rats in one playback experiment. This figure is 
not to scale. 

Acoustic stimuli 

The acoustic stimuli presented below are adapted from those used by Wöhr and 

Schwarting in their radial maze playback paradigm (for a review, see Seffer et al., 

2014). Acoustic stimuli were presented through the Avisoft-RECORDER USGH 

software (Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany) using an ultrasonic dynamic 

speaker (Vifa, Avisoft Bioacoustics) with a frequency range of 1 – 120 kHz (at 

12dB) and an ultrasonic power amplifier with a frequency range of 1–180 kHz 

(UltraSoundGate Player 216H, Avisoft Bioacoustics).  

For the generation of playback stimuli, USVs were selected from rats used in other 

studies. All recordings were produced using the same equipment from rats of the 

same developmental stage, sex, and strain as the rats used in this Experiment 

(juvenile male Wistar rats between 37 and 49 days old). Recordings had a 

sampling rate of 384 kHz in 16-bit format. To generate the presentation of a high 
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number of USVs within the one-minute playback intervals, sequences of USVs 

were manually selected from recordings and compiled together. Sequences of 

USVs produced from the same rat were kept together for consistency in 

recordings, as individuals may sound different from each other and to reduce inter-

individual variation in vocalisation properties. As rats rapidly habituate to playback 

stimuli, no sequence of USVs was repeated (Schwarting and Wöhr, 2012). A high 

pass filter (15kHz) was applied to each playback track to remove environmental 

noise. All playback pauses consisted of recordings of baseline noise from the 

experimental room under experimental conditions.  

Experiment 1: Experiment 1 acted as a proof-of-concept test to establish whether 

rats perceive the playback stimulus. I presented rats with a playback track that 

consisted of 1) 150 seconds of unrecorded habituation to the equipment set up 

with no playback of USVs, 2) 30 seconds of Background Noise, 3) 30 seconds of 

50-kHz USVs, and 4) 30 seconds of Background Noise.  The total 30-second 50-

kHz stimuli consisted of 152 USVs, consisting of four different sequences between 

five and ten seconds long. The 50-kHz USVs were recorded from individual rats 

during playful handling (for settings and recording parameters, see Chapter 2). The 

USVs had a mean call duration of 69ms with a mean dominant frequency of 

63.2kHz. All playback tracks were produced in Audacity 

(https://www.audacityteam.org; a free and open-source digital audio editor and 

recording application software; Audacity, Version 2.1.3, Pennsylvania, United 

States of America). Playback also contained Background Noise produced by the 

rats at the same time as recording. Outcome measures were changes in USV 

production and behaviour during the 30 seconds of 50-kHz USVs compared with 

Background Noise (Table 4.1).  

Experiment 2: Three acoustic stimuli were used: 50-kHz USVs, 22-kHz USVs, and 

Background Noise (Figure 4.5). 50-kHz USVs and Background Noise were 

presented at approximately 60 dB, with 22-kHz USVs presented at approximately 
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35 dB (measured from a distance of 30cm) due to their lower frequency and, thus, 

a higher power output during playback. Noise levels were approximated empirically 

from visual comparison with spectrograms of previously recorded rat-produced 

USVs at the same microphone distance. The plot spectrum tool in Audacity 

indicated decibel range. The speaker power settings were confirmed by recording 

the playback signal and ensuring it had a similar acoustic intensity to rat USVs. As 

the context of the source USVs used for playback is likely to be important, I 

presented acoustic stimuli from multiple contexts: 

50-kHz: The 50-kHz stimuli presented in the radial maze paradigm (Wöhr et al., 

2016) were produced from a single adult male rat exploring a cage containing the 

smell of a recently removed cage mate. While this was sufficient to induce 

approach behaviour, I thought that this context might not match the more positive 

affective state that is assumed to accompany play. Therefore, I generated acoustic 

stimuli from USVs emitted during playful handling in a handling arena (Chapter 2) 

and spontaneous solitary and social play in the home cage (generated for these 

experiments). The 50-kHz call playback track consisted of two contexts; the 1st and 

3rd playback were recorded from individual rats during playful handling (for settings, 

recording, and ethical approval, see Chapter 2). The 2nd interval was recorded from 

pairs of rats during spontaneous social play in the home cage. The total three-

minute 50-kHz stimuli consisted of 837 USVs made up of 26 different sequences 

between two and 24 seconds long. The USVs had a mean call duration of 85ms 

with a mean dominant frequency of 63.2kHz. Playback also contained Background 

Noise produced by the rats while recording (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012). 

22-kHz: The 22-kHz call playback track consisted of two contexts; the 1st and 3rd 

playback were recorded from isolated rats during a 16hr food deprivation 

(Champeil-Potokar et al., 2021). The 2nd interval was recorded from isolated rats 

during the presentation of a fox odour (for setting, recording, and ethical approval, 

see Bombail et al., 2019 and Champeil-Potokar et al., 2021). The total three-

minute 22-kHz stimuli consisted of 116 USVs made up of 19 different sequences 
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between three and ten seconds long. The USVs had a mean duration of 644.5ms 

and a mean dominant frequency of 22.1kHz. As with the 50-kHz acoustic stimuli, 

playback also contained Background Noise produced by the rats while recording. 

Background Noise: Playback tracks could potentially contain Background Noise in 

the ultrasonic range other than USVs, including those that occur from rat 

movement or equipment noise. To account for this, Background Noise from a rat 

that did not produce USVs, conduct play, or approach behaviour during playful 

handling was presented as a control. This track contained no visible rat-produced 

USVs and was recorded under the same experimental conditions as this study.  

Experiment 3: For Experiment 3, I presented three acoustic stimuli; the same 50-

kHz USVs and Background Noise as Experiment 2 and White Noise (Figure 4.5). 

Each track consisted of a habituation interval and three sets of alternate 

presentations of the acoustic stimuli and pauses for a total of seven minutes. 50-

kHz USVs, Background Noise, and White Noise were presented at approximately 

60 dB. Noise levels were approximated using the same method as in Experiment 

2.  

White Noise: White Noise is an acoustic signal of equal intensity across all 

frequencies, allowing the experimenter to present the same level of an auditory 

signal without the modulated properties of USVs. The White Noise acoustic stimuli 

track was generated by matching the time and amplitude of the natural USVs in the 

50-kHz track and replacing them with artificial White Noise generated within 

Audacity (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012). Duration of White Noise and when it 

occurred was matched to the original track to the nearest millisecond. Instead of 

individually matching the amplitude of each 50-kHz USV (Wöhr and Schwarting, 

2012), I took an average dB reading from all 837 USVs and matched the White 

Noise amplitude to this (-77dB). To ensure that the intensity of the White Noise and 

50-kHz corresponded, I used Audacity's 'plot spectrum' feature, which exports the 

data used to create the spectrum of a call and allows comparison of dB levels at 
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set frequencies (for details, see Gailey, 2015). I set a criterion that the intensity of 

USVs and White Noise at each level must be no more than 5dB different. 

Optimisation of the track was completed when 40 randomly selected USVs, and 

associated White Noise (selected via random.org number generator) met this 

criterion. Previous work has suggested that White Noise can induce behavioural 

inhibition and avoidance behaviour, which has been suggested to be due to the 

White Noise occurring in the same frequency range of aversive 22-kHz USVs 

(Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012). Further I also wanted to ensure that the White Noise 

presented did not include any low frequency background noise which is a by-

product of recording. Thus, I removed all audible sounds, including White Noise, 

below 30kHz using a high pass filter in Audacity (Gailey, 2015). As with the other 

acoustic stimuli presented, Background Noise was added between the White Noise 

'USVs' (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012).  

Validation measures: I undertook several testing steps to confirm that the acoustic 

tracks were what was played through the speaker. First, I played the USVs through 

the ultrasonic speaker and recorded the output using an ultrasound microphone in 

two situations: 1) in a soundproof box with the speaker and microphone facing 

each other 20 cm apart and 2) in the home cage with the speaker and microphone 

placed as used in the study. I then compared the playback tracks and the 

recordings of the playback tracks when played through the speaker. As well as 

comparing the presence of USVs, I also optimised the settings of the speaker 

volume so that the sound intensity produced by the speaker was the same as the 

original call recordings. To do this, I used the plot spectrum feature of Audacity and 

conducted a visual analysis of spectrograms and the width of waveforms (Gailey, 

2015). 
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Figure 4.5. Example spectrograms of the four types of acoustic stimuli presented to juvenile male 
Wistar rats (N = 70; split into the three experiments) in playback trials; a) 50-kHz USVs, b) 22-kHz 
USVs, c) Background Noise, and d) White Noise. All USVs were recorded from rats used in other 
studies from the same developmental stage, sex, and strain. The 50-kHz USVs were recorded from 
individual rats during playful handling (Chapter 2) and from pairs of rats during spontaneous social play 
in the home cage (generated for these experiments). The 22-kHz USVs were recorded from isolated 
rats following a 16hr food deprivation or a fox faeces odour presentation (Bombail et al., 2019; 
Champeil-Potokar et al., 2021). Background Noise was recorded under the same experimental 
conditions with no rats present in the room. The White Noise acoustic stimuli track was generated by 
matching the time and amplitude of the natural USVs in the 50-kHz track and replacing them with 
artificial White Noise generated within Audacity (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012). A high-pass filter was 
applied to the White Noise stimuli to remove all sound below 30kHz. 
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Experimental procedures 

Habituation to equipment: For all experiments, prior to experimental testing, all rats 

were habituated to the experimental setup to prevent neophobia. Rats were not 

individually handled during transport or during experimentation bar when weighed 

and marked at the start of each Experiment. For Experiment 1, habituation 

consisted of a single session. For Experiments 2 and 3, habituation was conducted 

over three days during three separate sessions, with increased exposure to the 

equipment and under environmental conditions. Rats were left in their home cage 

and moved slowly onto the testing desk. For Experiments 1 and 2, the standard lid 

with the food hopper was swapped to one fitted with the speaker and microphone 

used for testing, and the water bottle was removed (Figure 4.3). For Experiment 3, 

the food hopper and water bottle were removed then a grille was fitted in front of 

the speaker (Figure 4.4). During habituation, both setups were left for an 

increasing time each day up to a total of seven minutes to match the time of each 

playback trial. Following a session, the wire cage lid was topped with cardboard to 

create a barrier for USVs and odours, which may have stimulated emotional 

contagion in the other rats in the homeroom. 

Daily procedure during testing: The same procedure was followed during testing. 

Once the equipment was set up, the video and USV recording was started, and 

then the playback track was selected. I then left the room during playback testing 

and returned on completion. This aimed to prevent any human disturbance which 

could alter rat behaviour.   

Recording and analysis of subject-produced USVs during playback 

USVs were recorded using a high-quality USB microphone (Pettersson M500-384 

USB Ultrasound microphone, Pettersson Electronik; Sweden) connected via a USB 

interface to a PC laptop. This microphone was placed over the centre of the home 

cage (height of approx. 51cm), pointing downwards towards the home cage floor. 
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Recorded sound was digitised at a sampling rate of 384 kHz and a bit depth of 24 

bit using Audacity. 

USVs were manually counted from spectrograms produced by Audacity and 

labelled as 50-kHz USVs (peak frequency between 30 and 80 kHz and a duration 

between 10–150ms) or 22-kHz USVs (bandwidth of >4kHz, peak frequency 

between 20-29 kHz and duration of 300ms or more) (Brudzynski, 2009; LaFollette 

et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2010). Overlapping USVs were counted individually, as 

there were two rats present during the recording. Vocalisations were counted 

according to habituation, playback, and pause intervals of the acoustic playback 

track. USV rate was expressed as the number of calls emitted per minute 

(calls/min). 

After counting the number of USVs produced by rats, I compared the recorded 

subject-produced USV track directly in time with the relevant playback track for all 

experiments. This was to prevent the double-counting of USVs, which may have 

been recorded from the inputted playback track rather than produced by the rats 

themselves. If a vocalisation was deemed as a duplicate of the playback track, it 

was not counted. During the initial collection of data from spectrograms, the coder 

(TH) was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. 

Recording and analysis of behaviour during playback 

During playback, behaviour in the home cage was recorded using a Sony HD 

camcorder (HDR- PJ810E) and subsequently analysed using Observer XT 14 

software (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the Netherlands). 

Frequency and duration were coded according to the following ethograms for 

Experiment 1 (Table 4.1) and Experiments 2 and 3 (Table 4.2). During the 

collection of data, the coder (TH) was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. 
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Table 4.1. Ethogram used in Experiment 1 developed for recording behaviour of pair-housed male Wistar rats (N = 12) in the home cage during 
playback of 50-kHz USVs. 

Behaviour Description 

Approach towards the 

speaker 

Rat orients its body and head so that the nose is directed towards the speaker and within 1cm of the speaker. (Lever 

et al., 2006) 

Rearing (undirected) 
Rat raises both front paws off the ground (can be in contact with the wall or not), standing up on hind legs. Includes all 

rears, bar those with the rat's nose directed towards the speaker. (Lever et al., 2006) 

Locomotor activity 
Rat crosses the centre line of the cage with its' whole body. The centre line was defined by a marker on the side length 

of home cage.  

Inactive  
Any behaviour where the rat's body is still and unmoving, such as freezing, resting, sitting, or lying still. The rat can 

make facial movements with eyes open or closed. (LaFollette et al., 2018) 
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Table 4.2. Ethogram used in Experiments 2 (N = 15 cages) and 3 (N = 14 cages) developed for recording behaviour of pair-housed male Wistar rats in 
the home cage during playback of four different acoustic stimuli (50-kHz, 22-kHz, White Noise and Background Noise). 

Behaviour Description 

Solitary play Rat conducts fast locomotor movement involving at least one hop by an individual, where hops involve all four paws 

leaving the ground at the same time, not in the direction of a play partner or during a play bout. The behaviour starts with 

fast running or a hop from stationary or during locomotor movement and ceases when this movement stops. (Hammond 

et al., 2019) 

Social play One rat jumps or lunges towards the partner's nape, resulting in the partner either chasing the soliciting rat, rearing (in 

which pairs make rapid pawing movements at each other), or rotating so that one rat is on its back with the other standing 

over it in a pin. The frequency of pinning and dorsal contacts within social play was also coded. Multiple pins and dorsal 

contacts can occur during a single social play bout. The behaviour starts with fast running, a jump or lunge towards a play 

partner and ceases when there is no chasing, rearing, pins or dorsal contacts between the play partners. (Kerkhof et al., 

2013; Webber et al., 2012) 

Approach towards 

the speaker 

Rat orients its body and head so that the nose is directed towards the speaker and within 1cm of the speaker. (Lever et 

al., 2006) 

Rearing 

(undirected) 

Rat raises both front paws off the ground (can be in contact with the wall or not) standing up on hind legs. Includes all 

rears, bar those with the rat's nose directed towards the speaker. (Lever et al., 2006) 
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Digging Clear movement of bedding with the front or hind paws or face. The rats front paws and/or face are not visible because it 

is beneath the bedding. (Makowska and Weary, 2016) 

Self-grooming All self-directed grooming behaviour including licking the fur, grooming with forepaws and scratching with any limb. 

(Gaskill and Pritchett-Coming, 2015) 

Locomotor activity Rat crosses the centre line of the cage with its whole body. The centre line was defined by a marker on the side length of 

home cage.  

Inactive Any behaviour where the rat's body is still and unmoving, such as freezing, resting, sitting or lying still. The rat can make 

facial movements with eyes open or closed. 

Freezing The rat's body is motionless in a crouching position. Rat makes vibrissae movements of the whiskers, gentle bobbing 

head movements and has bulging eyes. (Brudzynski, 2019) 

Resting  The rat's body is still and unmoving, either sitting or lying. The rat can make facial movements with eyes open or closed. 

(LaFollette et al., 2018) 

Other non-social/ 

social 

Includes urinating, defecating, chewing of any object and any other unclassified behaviour not directed towards the cage 

mate/includes any behaviour towards the cage mate such as social grooming. 
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Statistical analysis 

Tests of intra-observer reliability were conducted prior to statistical analysis. As only one 

observer scored all behaviours, inter-observer reliability tests were unnecessary. I 

conducted a repeat scoring of a minimum of 12.5% of the data seven days later. For 

USV data, I conducted Spearman's rank correlations between the first count and 

second count for each spectrogram (Martin and Bateson, 1993). To meet the reliability 

criteria, correlations were above the acceptable cut-off defined by Martin and Bateson of 

0.7. For behaviour, these correlations were conducted using Observer XT 11 software 

and met a minimum Cohen's kappa of 0.8 with a percentage agreement of 64% 

(McHugh, 2012). 

All data were analysed in Genstat 19.1 using General Linear Models (GLM). Figures 

were generated using GraphPad Prism (ver 9.2). Assumptions of the GLMs were tested 

using Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances and the Anderson-Darling test for 

normality. Tukey's honest significance difference (HSD) procedure was conducted for 

multiple comparisons on significant differences (a = 0.05). Means (M) and standard 

errors of the mean (SEM) reported were back-transformed to the original scale for 

biological significance. For all tests, the level of statistical significance was set at 

p < 0.05.  

Across all three experiments, USV and other behavioural data were collected during 

each session. USV counts were converted into a rate per minute to compare USV 

production between different experiments. In all experiments, the production of 22-kHz 

USVs was too infrequent to fit to a GLM. The frequency and duration (seconds) were 

calculated for most behaviours bar two exceptions; general locomotor activity was 

measured by the frequency of crossing over from one side to the other, and solitary play 

was only measured using the frequency due to the short duration of these events. This 

was to reduce the likelihood of false positives, as coding would depend on the coder's 

reaction time. Of the eleven behaviours measured in Experiments 2 and 3 (Tables 4.1 
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and 4.2), four (resting, freezing, other social and non-social behaviours) were not fitted 

to a General Linear Model as they were deemed too rare for statistical analysis (only 

eight total occurrences displayed by 3% of rats). As rats were tested together in the 

home cage and were likely to influence each other's behaviour, the frequency and 

duration of each rat's USV production and behaviour were summed to give a cage level 

of expression. To account for this, cage was included as a blocking factor in all models. 

For Experiment 1, to investigate the effect of a single presentation of acoustic stimuli on 

USV production and behaviour, interval type (playback of acoustic stimuli or pause 

intervals) was modelled as the main effect, with cage as the blocking factor. For 

Experiments 2 and 3, to investigate the effect of acoustic stimuli on rat USV production 

and behaviour, acoustic treatment (50-kHz, 22-kHz, Background Noise or White Noise) 

and interval type (playback of acoustic stimuli or pause intervals) were modelled as the 

main effects with an additional interaction between the two main effects. The blocking 

factor was (Group/Cage_number)*Day to reflect that each cage was nested within a 

group, with this identification remaining unchanged across all test days. To investigate 

the effect of acoustic stimuli on rat location within the cage, treatment, interval type, and 

location (left or right) were modelled as the main effects with additional interactions 

between the three main effects. The blocking factor was also 

(Group/Cage_number)*Day. For all models, the appropriate frequency or duration of the 

behaviour of interest including USVs during the one minute of habituation for each day 

was fitted as a covariate. This was to account for any baseline differences in cages that 

were not dependent on treatment. Effects of treatment order were accounted for within 

the Latin square design.  To investigate individual variation in measured responses to 

playback of acoustic stimuli, I present the coefficient of variation as a statistical measure 

of the difference in variation between the three treatments for USV production, 

approach behaviour, and play. Due to camera failure, one video recording of a pair of 

rats during one playback session was missing in Experiment 2. As this represented only 

2.2% of all behaviour data within this Experiment (two rats out of 90 measurements), no 

further action was made to correct this.   
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Results  

Experiment 1: Proof-of-concept test to establish whether rats hear the playback 
stimulus 

Rats increased USV production in response to playback of 50-kHz acoustic stimuli 

There was a significant main effect of interval type on subject-produced USVs, with rats 

producing approximately four-fold the number of 50-kHz USVs during the 30 seconds of 

50-kHz acoustic stimuli compared with the Background Noise before and after playback 

(F2,17 = 74.81, p < 0.001; Figure 4.6). Tukey's HSD revealed that the number of USVs 

produced in the pauses before and after playback were not significantly different from 

each other (T = 1.97, p = 0.32).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Graph showing the total number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute produced 
by pairs of juvenile male rats. Each green circle represents one cage (N = 12 rats housed in pairs; six cages) 
during presentation and pauses of 50-kHz USV recordings in Experiment 1. All rats were presented with the 
acoustic stimuli once as pairs in the home cage on the same day. Each interval (before, during, and after 
playback) was 30 seconds long, and intervals are shown linearly from left to right along the x-axis, with data 
scaled to the number of USVs per minute.  
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Other behaviours were not influenced by a 30-second playback of 50-kHz acoustic 
stimuli 

Results of the GLM run on the frequency and duration of behaviours during Experiment 

1 are shown in Table 4.3. When exposed to the playback track, there was no significant 

main effect of interval type on the frequency or duration of approach behaviour towards 

the speaker or any other behaviour during the 30-second period of acoustic stimuli 

compared with the before and after Background Noise intervals (Table 4.3).  

Table 4.3. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of behaviours 
expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 12 rats housed in pairs; six cages) during presentation and pauses of 50-
kHz ultrasonic vocalisation recordings in Experiment 1. All rats were presented with the acoustic stimuli once 
as pairs in the home cage on the same day.  

 

 

Variable Interval type (playback or pause) 

Behaviour   F2,35 p-value 

Approach towards speaker frequency, duration 0.11, 0.19 0.92, 0.78 

Undirected rearing frequency, duration 0.29, 0.52 0.77, 0.56 

Inactive frequency, duration 0.14, 0.12 0.10, 0.93 

Experiment 2: Playback of 50-kHz, 22-kHz, and Background Noise 

Subject-produced 50-kHz USVs increased in response to the playback of 50-kHz 
acoustic stimuli 

There was a significant main effect of acoustic stimuli treatment on subject-produced 

USVs, with rats producing more USVs in response to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli compared 

to 22-kHz USVs and Background Noise (F2,251 = 5.81, p = 0.05, Figure 4.7). Tukey's 
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HSD test indicated that the mean number of USVs produced during the 50-kHz stimuli 

presentation was significantly different from both the 22-kHz stimuli (T = 11.31, p < 

0.001) and Background Noise (T = 10.29, p < 0.001), which were not different from 

each other (T = 11.57, p = 0.23). There was also a significant main effect of interval 

type, with rats producing more USVs during the playback intervals of the acoustic 

stimuli than the pauses (9.6 vs 7.0  1.0 USVs per minute, F1, 251  = 3.87, p = 0.05). The 

coefficient of variation for USVs was similar between the three acoustic stimuli; for rats 

exposed to 50-kHz stimuli, the coefficient of variation was 86.7%, 22-kHz was 87.1%, 

and Background Noise was 87.7%. 

Rats conducted more locomotor activity and digging during the playback intervals of the 
trials 

Results of the GLM run on the frequency and duration of behaviours during Experiment 

2 are shown in Table 4.4. There was no significant main effect of treatment on 

approach behaviour, locomotor activity, undirected rearing, self-grooming, digging, or 

solitary play. The coefficient of variation for the duration of approach behaviour was 

highest in response to 50-kHz stimuli and White Noise at 64.1% and 62.9%, 

respectively. The coefficient of variation in response to Background Noise was 47.2%. 

Play occurred infrequently, with solitary play only being expressed for a total of 72.8 

seconds and social play for a total of 205 seconds across all trials. There was a 

significant main effect of interval type on digging and locomotor activity, with increases 

in the expression of these behaviours during the playback intervals compared with 

pause intervals (digging frequency: 1.8 vs 1.1 ± 0.1 events per minute and duration: 7.6 

vs 4.8 ± 0.8 seconds per minute, locomotor activity: 4.0 vs 3.3 ± 0.1 events per minute). 

The coefficient of variation of solitary play frequency between rats were similar; 50-kHz 

stimuli at 57.7%, 22-kHz stimuli at 57.1% and Background Noise at 56.7%. There was 

also no difference in the coefficient of variation of social play duration between rats 
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exposed to 50-kHz stimuli at 51.8%, 22-kHz stimuli at 51.3% and Background Noise at 

54.2%. 

 

 

Figure 4.7. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute 
produced by pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 30 rats housed in pairs; 15 cages) during Experiment 2. All rats 
were presented with all three treatments (50-kHz acoustic stimuli (green circles), 22kHz acoustic stimuli (red 
squares), or Background Noise (BN) (blue triangles)) in a Latin square design as pairs in the home cage. 
Values reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day. 
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Table 4.4. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of behaviours 
expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 30 rats housed in pairs; 15 cages) during the presentation of three 
different acoustic stimuli (50-kHz, 22-kHz, or Background Noise). All rats were presented with all three 
treatments in a Latin square design as pairs in the home cage. Significant P values are indicated in bold script. 

 

Variable Treatment Interval type  

(playback or pause) 

Behaviour   F2, 251 p-value F1,251 p-value 

Approach 

towards speaker 

frequency, duration 1.82, 1.08 0.26, 0.41 0.16, 0.96 0.69, 0.33 

Locomotor 

activity 

frequency 1.38 0.33 13.28 <0.001 

Undirected 

rearing 

frequency, duration 0.67, 1.43 0.55, 0.43 11.70, 0.08 0.59, 0.77 

Self-grooming frequency, duration 0.11, 0.14 0.90, 0.87 0.19, 0.01 0.66, 0.94 

Digging frequency, duration 0.95, 1.15 0.45, 0.39 9.28, 6.66 0.003, 0.01 

Inactive frequency, duration 2.22, 1.83 0.20, 0.25 1.40, 1.96 0.24, 0.16 

Solitary play frequency 1.32 0.35 0.03 0.87 

Social play frequency, duration 0.89, 0.46 0.46, 0.47 0.48, 0.01 0.49, 0.98 
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Experiment 3: Playback of 50-kHz, White Noise, and Background Noise. 

Subject-produced 50-kHz USVs increased in response to playback of 50-kHz 
acoustic stimuli and White Noise 

There was a significant main effect of acoustic stimuli treatment on subject-

produced USVs, with rats producing more USVs in response to 50-kHz and White 

Noise compared to Background Noise (F2,239 = 6.05, p = 0.05; Figure 4.8). Tukey's 

HSD test indicated that the mean number of USVs produced during the 50-kHz 

stimuli (T = 11.45, p = 0.02) and White Noise (T = 13.47, p = 0.02) differed 

significantly from Background Noise but not each other (T = 3.79, p = 0.23). There 

was no main effect of interval type on USV production (F1,239 = 3.63, p = 0.06). The 

coefficient of variation for USVs was highest in response to White Noise at 89.9%, 

Background Noise at 63.2%, and then 50-kHz stimuli at 52.9%, respectively.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute 
produced by pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 28 rats housed in pairs; 14 cages) during Experiment 3. All 
rats were presented with all three treatments (50-kHz acoustic stimuli (green circles), White Noise 
(WN) (purple squares), or Background Noise (BN) (blue triangles)) in a Latin square design as pairs in 
the home cage. Values reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for 
each treatment by day. 
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There was a tendency towards an effect of treatment on approach behaviour 

Results of the GLM run on the frequency and duration of behaviours during 

Experiment 3 are shown in Table 4.5. There was no significant main effect of 

treatment on locomotor activity, undirected rearing, self-grooming, digging, and 

solitary play.  

There was a tendency towards a main effect of treatment on the duration of 

approach behaviour towards speaker, with rats exposed to 50-kHz and White 

Noise conducting the longest duration of approach behaviour, followed by rats 

exposed to Background Noise  (26.4 vs 25.7 vs 21.4 ± 1.7 seconds per minute). 

Tukey's HSD test indicated that the duration of approach behaviour produced 

during the 50-kHz stimuli (T = 10.91, p = 0.04) and White Noise (T = 9.89, p = 

0.05) differed significantly from Background Noise but not each other (T = 2.65, p = 

0.98). The coefficient of variation for the duration of approach behaviour was 

highest in response to 50-kHz stimuli and White Noise at 64.1% and 62.9%, 

respectively. The coefficient of variation in response to Background Noise was 

47.2%.  

There was a significant main effect of interval type on solitary play, with rats 

conducting more solitary play during the pause than playback intervals (1.4 vs 0.9 

± 0.1 events per minute). There was no difference in the coefficient of variation of 

solitary play frequency between rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli at 77.6%, White 

Noise at 76.1%, and Background Noise at 69.7%. 
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Table 4.5. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of behaviours 
expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 28 rats housed in pairs; 14 cages) during the presentation of three 
different acoustic stimuli (50-kHz, White Noise, and Background Noise). All rats were presented with 
all three treatments in a Latin square design as pairs in the home cage. Significant P values are indicated 
in bold script. 

 

 

Variable Treatment Interval type (pause or 

playback) 

Behaviour   F2, 239 p-value F5,239 p-value 

Approach towards 

speaker 

frequency, duration 0.20, 2.51 0.82, 0.08 0.18, 0.38 0.67, 0.54 

Locomotor activity frequency 1.87 0.16 1.29 0.26 

Undirected 

rearing 

frequency, duration 0.17, 6.68 0.84, 0.12 0.58, 0.80 0.45, 0.37 

Self-grooming frequency, duration 0.17, 6.67 0.84, 0.30 0.58, 0.80 0.45, 0.37 

Digging frequency, duration 1.39, 2.51 0.25, 0.08 0.57, 0.26 0.45, 0.61 

Solitary play frequency 0.76 0.47 7.75 0.006 

Rats exposed to White Noise conducted more social play than rats exposed to 50-
kHz or Background Noise 

In contrast with the low levels of play in the cohort of rats in Experiment 2, rats in 

Experiment 3 spent 4440 seconds conducting social play. There was a main effect 

of treatment on the frequency and duration of social play, with rats conducting 
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more social play in response to White Noise, followed by Background Noise and 

then 50-kHz (frequency: F2,239 = 2.98, p = 0.05 and duration: F2,239 = 3.55, p = 0.03; 

Figure 4.9). Tukey's HSD test indicated that the frequency of social play during 

each treatment were significantly different from each other (50-kHz vs WN: T = 

11.10, p = 0.03, 50-kHz vs BN: T = 12.07, p = 0.03, WN vs BN: T = 9.88, p = 0.05). 

Similarly, Tukey's HSD test indicated that the duration of social play during each 

treatment were significantly different from each other (50-kHz vs WN: T = 12.63, p 

= 0.02, 50-kHz vs BN: T = 11.71, p = 0.03, WN vs BN: T = 8.06, p = 0.05). There 

was no significant effect of interval type on social play (frequency: F1,239 = 0.40, p = 

0.53 and duration: F1,239 = 0.06, p = 0.80). 

The coefficient of variation of social play duration between rats were similar 

between different acoustic stimuli; 50-kHz stimuli at 60.4%, White Noise stimuli at 

60.9%, and Background Noise at 60.5%. 

 

Figure 4.9. Panels representing the a) frequency and b) duration of social play events (s) of juvenile 
male rats (N = 28 rats housed in pairs; 14 cages) during Experiment 3. All rats were presented with all 
three treatments (50-kHz acoustic stimuli (green circles), White Noise (WN) (purple squares), or 
Background Noise (BN) (blue triangles)) in a Latin square design as pairs in the home cage. Values 
reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day. 
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Discussion 

Previous work has shown that playback of contrastingly valenced USVs is a 

promising approach to study the effects of playback on rat behaviour and 

underlying affective states (Schwarting et al., 2018; Wöhr et al., 2016; Wohr et al., 

2008). However, the potential of using playback of positively valenced USVs to 

induce a positive affective state and promote PAW has yet to be widely explored. 

The home cage playback paradigm developed in this chapter was designed to be 

conducive to measuring more of the full behavioural repertoire of rats for the 

purpose of welfare assessment. Explicitly, this paradigm was designed to meet 

four criteria (in no specific order of importance): the provision of sufficient space, a 

conspecific with which to enact social behaviours, the removal of potential 

stressors (i.e., bright lighting, handling, and novelty) and the ability to measure 

USV production as an indicator of affective state. Here, I found support for the use 

of the home cage playback paradigm to manipulate affective state; in response to 

50-kHz acoustic stimuli and, unexpectedly, White Noise, rats produced more 50-

kHz USVs than when exposed to 22-kHz acoustic stimuli or Background Noise. 

The successful induction of a positive affective state when rats were exposed to 

50-kHz acoustic stimuli and White Noise allowed the investigation of the impact of 

a positive experience on play behaviour. While the positive affective state induced 

by White Noise was accompanied by a corresponding increase in social play 

during playback, this was not seen when rats were exposed to 50-kHz acoustic 

stimuli. These results illustrate the potential of playback to lead to positive affective 

states in rats but also demonstrate that play may not always be a sound indicator 

of PAW. 

Do rats perceive the acoustic stimuli? Confirmation through USV production  

Experiment 1 was a proof-of-concept test, using a single 30-second presentation of 

50-kHz USVs to cages of paired rats in between two intervals of Background 

Noise. A rapid increase in subject-produced USVs during this 30-second playback 
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interval confirmed that rats could perceive the acoustic stimulus presented by the 

speaker. The production of 50-kHz USVs and the absence of 22-kHz USVs also 

provided evidence that the rats did not find the equipment set up or protocol 

aversive, even with minimal habituation. However, the effect of playback was 

restricted to USV production, as rats showed no change in other behavioural 

expressions. This could be because this experiment used a short exposure to the 

50-kHz stimuli, which did not allow sufficient time for rats to process or locate the 

source. For example, in the radial maze paradigm, rats are exposed to a minimum 

of 60 seconds in total, with rats consistently exhibiting increased approach 

behaviour and social exploration compared to background noise in response to 50-

kHz USVs (Wöhr et al., 2016; Schwarting et al., 2018). Another possibility relates 

to how rats perceive the playback of USVs when isolated from other social signals, 

as discussed later. 

The playback of 50-kHz and White Noise stimuli induced a positive affective state 
in rats 

50-kHz USVs are associated with appetitive or hedonic situations, such as feeding, 

mating, and play, and are thought to indicate a positive affective experience (e.g., 

Knutson et al., 1998; Schwarting et al., 2007).  Thus, in response to the playback 

of 50-kHz USVs, I expected rats to respond with more 50-kHz USVs themselves as 

an expression of an enhanced positive affective state. In contrast, 22-kHz USVs 

are associated with aversive situations, such as in response to a predator or foot 

shock, and are thought to indicate a negative affective experience (Schwarting and 

Wöhr, 2012). Thus, in response to exposure to an apparent alarm via playback of 

22-kHz USV, I expected a dampening of subject-produced 50-kHz USVs and 

reduced locomotion or an increase in freezing.  

In Experiment 2, when rats were exposed to 50-kHz USVs, I found that they 

produced twice the overall number of USVs than when exposed to 22-kHz USVs or 

Background Noise, which did not differ from each other. In Experiment 3, rats 
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produced significantly more USVs in response to the playback of 50 kHz USVs 

relative to Background Noise. Considering the evidence that the production of 50-

kHz USVs can be used as a quantitative index of positive affect (Burgdorf et al., 

2005; Hinchcliffe et al., 2020; Knutson et al., 1999), this increase in 50-kHz USVs 

suggests that playback of 50kHz acoustic stimuli induced a positive affective state 

in both experiments. This convergence of affective state between the acoustic 

stimuli and subject animals suggests that emotional contagion has occurred 

(Hatfield et al., 1993; Waal, 2007). Unexpectedly in Experiment 3, rats also 

produced a similar number of USVs during White Noise to those produced during 

exposure to 50-kHz. This increase in 50-kHz USV production compared to 

Background Noise suggests that playback of White Noise induced a positive 

affective state in rats, to a similar level of that in response to the playback of 50-

kHz USVs. As White Noise has no communicative meaning or associated affective 

state, it would seem logical to propose that the positive affective state induced by 

this stimulus occurred without emotional contagion.  

Previous use of White Noise in playback experiments has resulted in a profound 

and long-lasting reduction in locomotion and avoidance of the sound source 

(Endres et al., 2007; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012a). In these experiments, White 

Noise was presented from 0 to 27-kHz (Endres et al., 2007) or from 0 to 100-kHz 

(Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012a). Wöhr and Schwarting (2012) suggested that as 

this sound energy also occurs within the same range as negatively valenced 22-

kHz USVs, it may be perceived as aversive. Also, I have observed that matching 

the short duration of 50-kHz USVs with White Noise across this frequency range 

produces audible bursts of 'hissing'. Thus, although White Noise contains all 

frequencies and has no communicative value, presenting it across this range may 

trigger aversion. As such, the White Noise used in this study was filtered to remove 

all sound below 30-kHz, including White Noise and human-audible Background 

Noise. The frequency range at which White Noise was presented is the only 

difference between previous work and this study, as the duration of each White 
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Noise burst was matched to the duration of each USV within the 50-kHz playback 

track (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012a).  

The positive affective state induced by this filtered White Noise method could be a 

result of arousal. Compared with the Background Noise of the animal facility, the 

pattern and frequency range in the White Noise stimuli may have been 

physiologically arousing and potentially enriching to some animals. Although 

speculative, previous work supports the idea of the enriching properties of acoustic 

stimuli in rodents. For example, playback of rainforest sounds to mice resulted in 

increased movement and a prolonged lifespan by almost 17% (Yamashita et al., 

2018), while playback 'pure tone pips' promoted recovery from damage to cortical 

systems associated with auditory function in rats (Zhu et al., 2014). Wöhr and 

Schwarting (2007) have also shown that frequency modulation (a defining factor of 

some 50-kHz USVs) is not required for acoustic stimuli to have appetitive value in 

the short-term. For example, rats will still conduct approach behaviour in response 

to artificially generated 50-kHz sine wave tones, which lack the amplitude and 

frequency modulation characteristics of natural rat-produced USVs (Wöhr and 

Schwarting, 2007). Overall, the effect of filtered White Noise on affective state 

raises essential questions about rat perception of auditory stimuli used in playback 

experiments. 

The few studies that measure the effect of acoustic stimuli on subject-produced 

USVs report an overall lack of effect of all acoustic stimuli on USV production 

(Sadananda et al., 2008), which may be an artefact of the low overall calling rate of 

subjects (Sadananda et al., 2008; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007, 2009). These 

experiments were conducted in the radial maze as lone rats in a novel 

environment, and thus, could potentially be stressful. In response to this, Olszyński 

et al. (2020) investigated whether conducting playback under comparatively low-

stress experimental conditions could induce USV emission in single and paired 

rats. The authors made several fundamental changes to reduce experimental 

stress: using cages similar to the home cage for playback, shorter exposure to 
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playback stimuli, and an increased number of handling and habituation sessions 

(Olszyński et al., 2020). Olszyński et al. (2020) attribute these changes to the 

overall increase in USV emission in their study compared to previous work. They 

also found that rats presented as individuals or pairs increased production of USVs 

in response to playback of 50-kHz stimuli compared with 22-kHz stimuli across 

both single and paired rats. Along the same lines, I took several steps to induce a 

low-stress environment: the use of the home cage itself facilitating no need for 

handling, low-intensity red lighting, prolonged habituation to the playback 

equipment, and exposure in pairs with no isolation. Thus, using a low-stress 

environment might be essential to elicit USV production in response to USV 

playback and allow their measurement as an indicator of affective state.  

The change in positive affective state was expressed by changes in approach 
behaviour towards the source of the sound when placed at the side of the cage 

The efficacy of the radial maze playback paradigm is primarily based on the 

contrasting effects of 50-kHz and 22-kHz acoustic stimuli on approach behaviour 

toward the sound source (Schwarting et al., 2018; Wöhr et al., 2016). While both 

juvenile and adult rats show increased approach behaviour towards the speaker in 

response to 50-kHz USVS, 22kHz USVs induce freezing (Schwarting et al., 2018; 

Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007). In this study, there was no effect of acoustic stimuli 

on approach behaviour in Experiment 2. However, in Experiment 3, there was a 

tendency towards an increase in approach behaviour in response to 50-kHz and 

White Noise acoustic stimuli.  

The lack of main effect in Experiment 2 may be explained by the difference 

between the home cage paradigm and the radial maze paradigm in the 

measurement of approach behaviour. In the radial maze paradigm, approach 

behaviour is measured by comparing the time spent on arms closest to the 

speaker versus distal arms as a measure of social approach (Schwarting et al., 

2018). In the home cage playback paradigm, approach behaviour is measured by 
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the frequency and duration of time rats spent with their nose within 1cm of the 

speaker. As such, the measure used in this study is more specific than that used in 

the radial maze paradigm and thus requires a higher level of behaviour change to 

result in a statistically significant difference. However, taken with the change in 

subject-produced USVs, the tendency towards an increase in approach behaviour 

in response to 50-kHz and White Noise suggests that these stimuli were perceived 

as positive (Paul et al., 2005b). 

The change in speaker location from the top to the side of the cage may be 

responsible for the tendency of an effect of acoustic stimuli on approach behaviour 

in Experiment 3 but not Experiment 2. When designing the initial setup of the 

playback equipment, one of the critical features I aimed to include was to present 

acoustic stimuli on the same horizontal plane as the rats. Previous work states that 

this is more likely to induce approach behaviour as it mimics the conditions in 

which they are most likely to receive conspecific vocalisation (Wöhr et al., 2016). 

However, in practice, this was not achievable using the home cages provided at 

the animal facility in France for Experiments 1 and 2. As such, the speaker was 

placed on top of the cage at one side in these experiments. As a result, the sound 

radius may have been limited to one side, preventing the acoustic stimuli from 

diffusing widely throughout the cage and likely hindering rat ability to localise the 

sound source (Seffer et al., 2014). Therefore, when conducting Experiment 3 at 

another facility in Scotland, the home cages' layout allowed the speaker's location 

to change. As such, the tendency towards an effect of acoustic stimuli on approach 

behaviour tentatively suggests that the relocation of the speaker from the top to the 

side of the cage was an improvement.  

In order to systematically test the reliability of the home cage playback paradigm, I 

recognise there should have been no changes to the equipment between cohorts. 

However, considering the changes already made in terms of study location, the 

source of the subjects, and the aim of developing a novel protocol, I decided to 

alter the location. Thus, the difference in approach behaviour towards the different 
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speaker locations is more likely due to the diffusion of sound through the cage 

rather than a change in the communicative value of the playback of 50-kHz USVs. 

Testing this would require presenting the same 50-kHz stimuli in a range of 

locations and assessing whether approach behaviour is consistent toward these 

locations. 

Contrary to the hypothesis that 22-kHz acoustic stimuli would induce the 

expression of behaviours indicated by the fight or flight response, there was no 

effect of 22kHz acoustic stimuli on activity or freezing. The lack of effect of 22-kHz 

acoustic stimuli on affective state is further evidenced by subject-produced USVs, 

with rats producing a similar calling rate of 50-kHz USVs to Background Noise and 

a lack of 22-kHz ‘alarm’ USVs. Previous work has reported a lack of effect of 22-

kHz USVs on rat behaviour (Sadan et al., 2008; Schwarting et al., 2018; Wöhr and 

Schwarting, 2007), with Schwarting and Wöhr (2012) suggesting two main 

explanations. First, the combination of testing conditions and acoustic stimuli used 

in this paradigm was not perceived as critically aversive. Indeed, this paradigm was 

designed to minimise stress and anxiety, as previously discussed. Second, 

although all rats have the genetic predisposition to respond to alarm USVs, the 

lack of previous aversive experiences in these rats likely meant that they had not 

acquired their affective valence (Schwarting and Wöhr, 2012). Schwarting and 

Wöhr (2012) suggest that behavioural responses to 22-kHz USVs are dependent 

on an interaction between an innate evolutionary mechanism and learned 

experience. For example, when acoustic stimuli are paired with the aversive 

experience of foot shocks, rats conducted more freezing when presented with 22-

kHz USVs than other paired stimuli, including 50-kHz USVs (Parsana et al., 2012). 

As such, the lack of effect of 22-kHz USVs found in this study could be explained 

by one or a combination of these explanations and does not diminish the potential 

of the home cage playback paradigm to a induce positive affective state. 
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An increase in play behaviour as a result of the induction of a positive affective state 
was only seen in response to White Noise  

Play is a promising indicator of affective state in animals, yet there are few 

examples of how play changes in response to a positive experience (Ahloy-Dallaire 

et al., 2017). As such, the second aim of this study was to investigate whether play 

is sensitive to the presence of positive affective states and can thus act as an 

indicator of PAW. Given that the playback of 50-kHz and White Noise increased 

USV production, matched increases in play would be expected in response to both 

acoustic stimuli as an expression of positive affective state. In contrast to this 

hypothesis, social play was reduced when rats were exposed to 50-kHz acoustic 

stimuli compared to Background Noise.  

A potential explanation for this effect of 50-kHz acoustic stimuli on play relates to 

the generation of USVs used in the playback tracks. During the generation of the 

acoustic stimuli tracks, decisions were made carefully considering rat perception. 

However, considering that this was one of the first explorations of the impact of the 

playback of USVs on affective state with PAW in mind, some of these decisions 

were based on logic based on the available evidence. For example, evidence 

suggests that individual rats have a vocal signature that is recognised by 

conspecifics (Vielle et al., 2021). As such, sequences of USVs produced from the 

same rat, or pairs of rats were kept together to prevent the potential aversive effect 

of presenting the ‘voices’ of multiple different rats in a mixed manner. However, 

there is the potential that the 50-kHz USVs used in this study are mismatched in 

both timing and meaning to the USVs produced by the subject rat, dampening the 

communicative function of these calls and play. As a result, while the playback of 

the 50-kHz acoustic used in this study was sufficient to induce a positive affective 

state, the specific calls and track used in this study did not induce play behaviour. 

In contrast, the positive affective state induced by playback of White Noise was 

expressed by an increase in social play. As previously discussed, the White Noise 

stimuli could have been arousing, with the combination of arousal and positive 
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affective state being expressed by rats through an increase in social play. This 

effect of White Noise on play suggests that the expression of play behaviour can 

be sensitive to affective states generated from positive experiences. However, 

there is further complexity within this relationship, such that play cannot be used as 

a sole indicator of positive affect in response to playback of acoustic stimuli.  

There were differences in average USV production and play behaviour between 
cohorts 

Significant differences existed between the cohorts in the overall USV production 

and play. Rats in Experiment 2 appeared to have a low calling rate and reduced 

play compared to previous studies (i.e., Bombail et al., 2019; Hammond et al., 

2019). While Experiments 1 and 2 were conducted using rats bred in-house at 

INRAE, France, rats used for Experiment 3 were imported from Charles River, 

England. Thus, although these cohorts were of the same age, sex and strain, there 

may have been baseline genetic and environmental differences in development 

due to heterogeneous source breeding populations. Both USV production and play 

are notorious for having high levels of individual variation (Pellis and Pellis, 2013; 

Pellis and McKenna, 1992; Schwarting et al., 2018). Further, in a study 

investigating USV production and play in response to playful handling, we also 

found evidence of cohort effects within breeding populations (Hammond et al., 

2019). Both USV production and play were reduced in one cohort, despite all rats 

being sourced from the same rodent breeding facility (Hammond et al., 2019). In 

this paper, we suggested this could be related to differences in start bodyweight, 

as a proxy for physical condition, between the two cohorts (Hammond et al., 2019). 

Unsurprisingly, we also found that start bodyweight differed between the two 

breeding pools, further indicating a divergence between rats used in Experiment 2 

and 3. Despite this discrepancy, it does provide evidence that this playback 

protocol could induce changes in USV production across two heterogeneous 

cohorts.  
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Conclusion 

Overall, this work provides the first support for the novel home cage playback 

paradigm to induce a positive affect in rats. In response to the playback of 50-kHz 

USVs and filtered White Noise, rats were in a more positive affective state than 

when exposed to 22-kHz USVs or Background Noise, as indicated by an increase 

in subject-produced 50-kHz USVs. The playback of acoustic stimuli also influenced 

play behaviour, which has been proposed as a promising potential indicator of 

PAW. Unexpectedly, social play increased during the playback of White Noise 

stimuli but not during the playback of 50-kHz USVs. Further work is necessary to 

investigate whether this effect remains consistent over repeated presentations of 

these acoustic stimuli.  In general, these results suggest that while the 50-kHz and 

White Noise stimuli were enriching to rats, there is a complex relationship between 

positive affective state and play as an indicator of PAW.  
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Chapter 5: Repeated application of a novel acoustic 

playback paradigm to induce positive affective state and 

measure changes in play in juvenile male Wistar rats 

Abstract 

The home cage playback paradigm was developed to investigate the potential of 

using contrastingly valenced ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) to manipulate 

affective state. The results from the first experiments using the home cage 

playback paradigm reported in Chapter 4 were promising; in response to a single 

presentation of positively valenced 50-kHz USVs and filtered White Noise, rats 

showed an increase in subject-produced 50-kHz USVs as an indicator of a positive 

affective state. While both of these stimuli appeared to induce a positive affective 

state, only the playback of White Noise led to an increase in play. As such, the 

aims of this study were to further investigate the ability of the home cage playback 

paradigm to induce a positive affective state in rats and whether this results in a 

matched change in play. Juvenile male Wistar rats (37 days old) were presented 

with either 50-kHz USVs (N = 14; 7 cages), White Noise (N = 14; 7 cages) or 

Background Noise acoustic stimuli (N = 12; 6 cages) as pairs in the home cage for 

five consecutive days. Affective state in response to handling was measured 

through USV production, approach behaviour and a sucrose preference test on the 

evening of day five. There was a significant interaction between treatment and day 

on USV production during playback (F2,479 = 3.03, p = 0.05). On day one, USV 

production increased in response to both 50-kHz USVs and White Noise, 

compared with Background Noise (56.7 vs 62.0 vs 42.5  6.7 USVs per minute). 

On day five, USV production further increased in rats exposed to 50-kHz acoustic 

stimuli and decreased in rats exposed to White Noise, with no change in response 

to Background Noise (63.2 vs 44.8 vs 42.5  6.7 USVs per minute). On both days, 

rats exposed to 50-kHz USVs conducted the highest frequency and duration of 
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approach behaviour, followed by those exposed to White Noise and then 

Background Noise (duration of approach behaviour: 12.9 vs 8.7 vs 7.2  2.1 

seconds per minute; F2,479 = 10.55, p < 0.001). These results suggest that rats 

became habituated to the White Noise stimuli, but not the 50-kHz stimuli after five 

days of presentation. There was no significant main effect of treatment on sucrose 

consumption (F1,39 = 1.12, p = 0.35) in the sucrose preference test. There was a 

significant interaction between treatment and day on social play during playback 

(frequency: F2,479 = 4.22, p = 0.02 and duration: F2,479 = 4.57, p = 0.01). On day 

one, social play was lower in response to 50-kHz stimuli, whilst social play during 

White Noise was similar to that during Background Noise (duration of social play: 

2.4 vs 4.9 vs 4.7  4.2 seconds per minute). On day five, there was an increase in 

the expression of social play in rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli, with a decrease in 

rats exposed to White Noise and Background Noise (duration of social play: 4.8 vs 

3.8 vs 2.8 vs  3.4 seconds per minute). There was no effect of acoustic stimuli 

treatment on play in the home cage in the ten minutes before and after playback on 

days one and five (frequency: F2,159 = 0.09, p = 0.91 and duration: F2,159 = 1.41, p = 

0.27). These results suggest complexity concerning rat perception of acoustic 

stimuli and the impact of positive affect state on play behaviour. However, there is 

a promise for the use of the home cage playback paradigm to investigate these 

questions.  

Introduction 

Animal welfare science now recognises the importance of positive affective states 

and experiences, as evidenced by the increasing interest in positive animal welfare 

(PAW) (Lawrence et al., 2017, 2019; Rault et al., 2022; Vigors, 2019). However, 

much PAW research has focused on farmed species (Edgar et al., 2013; Lawrence 

et al., 2018; Proctor and Carder, 2015; Rowe and Mullan, 2022), whilst overlooking 

laboratory species, such as rats. Considering the number of individuals involved 

(UK Home Office, 2020) and the evidenced ability of rats to experience a range of 
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both positive and negative affective states (Burgdorf et al., 2005; Makowska and 

Weary, 2013; Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000; Rygula et al., 2012), some authors 

have argued that providing rats with 'a good life' should be a fundamental condition 

for their use in research (Makowska and Weary, 2020). In light of this, there have 

been efforts to promote PAW for rats, primarily by providing enrichment, i.e., the 

provision of resources that promote natural behaviour (van der Harst et al., 2003; 

Mellor, 2014b; Ratuski and Weary, 2022) or a rewarding human-rat interaction 

such as tickling or playful handling (Bombail et al., 2021; Hammond et al., 2019; 

LaFollette et al., 2017). 

Another potential method of inducing positive affective states in rats is through the 

playback of vocalisations. Using playback of vocalisations to manipulate affective 

state is based on the premise that as the primary function of vocalisations is to 

communicate information, there will likely be valence-matched effects on 

conspecifics when hearing these calls (e.g., Manteuffel et al., 2004). This method 

is particularly promising in rats considering that two broad types of ultrasonic 

vocalisations (USVs) are widely accepted as serving as signals of contrasting 

affective state (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009). USVs which occur in the 30 – 90-kHz 

range, collectively termed 50-kHz USVs, are associated with positive affect and 

facilitate social interaction (Burgdorf et al., 2008). In contrast, USVs which occur in 

the 18 - 30-kHz range, collectively termed 22-kHz USVs, are associated with 

negative affect and serve as alarm calls for conspecifics (Litvin et al., 2007). Thus, 

the playback of 50-kHz USVs is likely to induce a positive affective state, whereas 

hearing the playback of 22-kHz USVs is likely to induce a negative affective state 

in the recipient (Litvin et al., 2007).  

Previous work using the radial maze playback paradigm provides evidence for the 

contrasting effect of USVs on rat behaviour (Wöhr et al., 2016). This paradigm 

assesses the locomotory behaviour of an individual rat in an eight-armed maze in 

relation to the speaker which presents the acoustic stimuli. Experiments using this 

paradigm consistently report that 50kHz ‘positive communicative' USVs induce 
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approach behaviour towards the speaker and increase exploration (Wöhr, 2017; 

Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012, 2009), whereas 22kHz ‘negative' alarm USVs induce 

behaviours indicative of the fight/flight system, e.g., reduced locomotor activity and 

freezing (Schwarting et al., 2007; Schwarting and Wöhr, 2012). However, the radial 

maze paradigm is limited for the study of playback in relation to animal behaviour 

and welfare. As such, the aim of Chapter 4 was to develop a suitable paradigm to 

assess the impact of playback of acoustic stimuli on affective state.  

In the home cage playback paradigm, a pair of rats are presented with acoustic 

stimuli in the home cage under red light after a period of habituation to the 

equipment. By presenting acoustic stimuli to pairs of rats in the home cage, the 

potential stress encountered from handling, isolation and bright light in the radial 

maze paradigm is mitigated (Begni et al., 2020; Gärtner et al., 1980; Korte and 

Boer, 2003; Nathiya and Vanisree, 2010). Use of the home cage allows the 

measurement of a wider range of behaviours offers insight into affective state of 

the rats during playback of acoustic stimuli. The results from Chapter 4 are 

promising; in response to playback of 50-kHz USVs and filtered White Noise to 

pairs of rats in their home cage, there was a significant increase in subject-

produced 50-kHz calls compared to 22-kHz USVs and Background Noise. There 

was also a tendency for rats exposed to 50-kHz USVs to conduct more approach 

behaviour towards the speaker. However, as this study only measured the 

responses of rats to a single exposure of each acoustic stimulus, further work is 

needed to investigate whether repeated playback of acoustic stimuli will result in a 

sustained increase in positive affective state in rats. 

Given the evidence that playback of 50-kHz USVs and White Noise increased 

indicators of positive affect, a secondary aim of this research was to investigate the 

sensitivity of play to the manipulation of affective state using the home cage 

playback paradigm. Play has long been proposed as a promising potential indicator 

of PAW, as it tends to occur when animals are under favourable environmental 

conditions and is associated with a positively valenced affective experience (Held 
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and Špinka, 2011; Boissy et al., 2007; Lawrence, 1987). Play can also be 

considered a form of emotional contagion in that the expression of play can 

stimulate play in others and spread the associated positive affective state 

(Hammond et al., 2019; Held and Špinka, 2011; Špinka et al., 2016). As such, 

stimulating play in animals is a promising method of promoting PAW (Held and 

Špinka, 2011; Špinka, 2012). However, in a recent review of play as an indicator of 

welfare, Ahloy-Dallaire et al. (2019) conclude that there is currently insufficient 

evidence that play levels are enhanced with increases in positive affect. 

The aims and hypotheses of this study were; 

i) To investigate whether repeated playback of specific acoustic stimuli alters 

affective state, as indicated by USV production, approach behaviour and 

sucrose preference. Based on the results from Chapter 4, I hypothesised 

that when rats are exposed to repeated playback of 50-kHz USVs and White 

Noise, they would produce more 50-kHz USVs, show increased approach 

behaviour towards the speaker and show increased sucrose preference 

relative to rats exposed to Background Noise. 

ii) To investigate whether the induction of a positive affective state through 

repeated playback results in a matched change in play, both during 

playback and in the home cage before and after playback. Based on the 

results from Chapter 4, I hypothesised that the positively valenced state 

induced by White Noise would be expressed by an increase in social play 

during playback, whereas social play would be lower during the playback of 

50-kHz USVs, both compared to Background Noise.  
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Methods 

Ethics 

This study was conducted in accordance with the European Union directive of 

22nd September 2010 (2010/63/EU) and the UK Animals (Scientific procedures) 

act 1986. There was further approval by the Roslin Institute Animal Welfare and 

Ethical Review Body (AWERB), the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies 

Veterinary Ethical Review Committee (VERC) and SRUC's Animal Ethics 

Committee. 

Animals, housing and husbandry 

All work was conducted at the Roslin Institute, Edinburgh, UK, between 25th August 

and 7th September 2021. Subjects were juvenile male Wistar rats (N = 40) from 

females of unknown parity imported from Charles River Laboratories, Margate, UK. 

Across different litters, rats were matched into pairs by weight, so individuals were 

within 2g of each other. This was to take account of any effects of a shared life 

experience and the potential impact of body condition on play behaviour in rats 

(Hammond et al., 2019). Data collection began at 37 days from birth as play shows 

the highest absolute levels between 32 and 40 days of age depending on the rat 

strain, with the peak of play being towards the latter end of this range for Albino 

rats (Panksepp, 1981; Thor and Holloway, 1984). 

Rats were housed in clear plastic cages with a wire lid (UK: 48 x 26.3 x 20.5 cm; 

Techniplast, Italy). Each cage was supplemented with wood chip bedding and ad 

libitum access to food and water. Rats were fed Teklad Global Rodent 

Maintenance Diet (14% protein) from Envigo, England. Cage cleaning was carried 

out by the same caretaker once a week, ensuring no disturbance occurred at least 

two hours prior to any experimental procedure. The homeroom was maintained on 

an inverted 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 2100) and at a constant temperature 

(23 ± 0.2 °C) and humidity (37.5 ± 6.7%). Low-intensity red lighting (4.5 lx 
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measured using an Isotech digital light meter Lux-1337) was used during the dark 

phase to keep the rats within the active dark photoperiod (Knutson et al., 1998). 

Cages were situated on a single rack across four tiers. Both rats within a cage 

received marks on the tail using a non-toxic black marker for individual 

identification.  

Experimental design 

Across the 20 cages of paired rats, seven cages were assigned to receive 50-kHz 

acoustic stimuli, seven cages received White Noise acoustic stimuli and six 

received Background Noise. This division of cage numbers per treatment was 

randomly assigned. Treatment groups were balanced according to total cage 

weight three days before playback began, so the groups' weights were within 0.8g 

of each other. The overall mean weight and standard deviation three days before 

playback was 193.8 ± 16.7g. Within each day, the order of each cage was 

randomised, making sure the same treatments did not follow each other to prevent 

the potential build-up of response to one treatment (e.g., olfactory cues).   

Rats received playback of acoustic stimuli in the home cage for five days according 

to the assigned treatment (50-kHz, White Noise and Background Noise). Within 

these five days, days one and five were assigned as recording days, with home 

cage behaviour recorded for ten minutes before and after handling. These 

recordings allowed for investigation of the effect of playback on play and other 

spontaneous behaviour in the home cage. On days two to four, rats were exposed 

to playback according to the assigned treatment but were not recorded in the home 

cage before and after playback. Data were analysed from days one and five only. 

On the evening of day five, all rats were given a sucrose preference test. 
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Experimental setup  

Rats were accustomed to an inverse light cycle, so experimental testing could 

occur during the dark period when the rats are naturally active (lights off at 0900 

with testing between 1000 and 1500). All testing was conducted within the holding 

room at least three metres away from other rats to minimise the potential for 

emotional contagion (Hammond et al., 2019; Hatfield et al., 1993). This room was 

lit with red lighting, which delivered a low-intensity illumination (4.5 lx) to keep the 

rats within the active dark photoperiod and encourage USV production (Knutson et 

al., 1998).  

Playback was conducted using the same experimental setup and acoustic stimuli 

as Experiment 3 in Chapter 4 (see for detailed methodology). All testing was 

performed in the home cage, with an ultrasonic microphone placed above the cage 

(see the recording of USVs section below) and an ultrasonic speaker replacing the 

food hopper (Figure 5.1).  

Figure 5.1. Equipment setup used for presenting different acoustic stimuli in the home cage to paired 
juvenile male Wistar rats (N = 20 cages). This figure is not to scale. 
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Experimental procedures 

Habituation to equipment: All rats were habituated to the experimental setup before 

experimental testing over three days. The playback speaker was fitted to the home 

cage by removing the food hopper and water bottle and then placing the speaker 

behind a grille (Figure 5.1). The equipment was left for an increasing time each 

day, up to a total of seven minutes, to match the maximum time of each playback 

trial. Following a session, the wire cage lid was topped with cardboard for ten 

minutes to create a barrier for USVs and odours affecting other rats in the room. 

Daily procedure during testing: On recording days (days one and five), each cage 

was placed on a designated recording rack within the homeroom and filmed for ten 

minutes before playback. Cages were then transported to the bench for the 

presentation of acoustic stimuli. The cage was then returned to the recording rack 

and filmed for another ten minutes after playback. On non-recording days, rats 

were not recorded in the home cage but were placed immediately on the bench for 

presentation of acoustic stimuli. The experimenter left the room during recording of 

home cage behaviour and during playback to prevent any human disturbance 

which could alter rat behaviour.   

Acoustic stimuli 

Acoustic stimuli were presented through the Avisoft-RECORDER USGH software 

(Avisoft Bioacoustics, Berlin, Germany) using an ultrasonic dynamic speaker (Vifa, 

Avisoft Bioacoustics) with a frequency range of 1 – 120-kHz (at 12dB) and an 

ultrasonic power amplifier with a frequency range of 1–180-kHz (UltraSoundGate 

Player 216H, Avisoft Bioacoustics).  

As detailed in Chapter 4, playback stimuli were generated by collecting USVs from 

rats used in other studies. The 50-kHz USVs were recorded from individual rats 

during playful handling (Chapter 2) and from pairs of rats during spontaneous 

social play in the home cage (generated for Chapter 4). The White Noise acoustic 
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stimuli track was generated by matching the time and intensity of the natural USVs 

in the 50-kHz track and replacing them with artificial White Noise generated within 

Audacity (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012). A high-pass filter was applied to all stimuli 

to remove all sounds below 30-kHz. Background Noise was recorded under the 

same experimental conditions with no rats in the room. All recordings were 

produced using the same equipment from rats of the same developmental stage, 

sex, and strain as the rats in this experiment (juvenile male Wistar rats between 37 

and 49 days old). Recordings had a sampling rate of 384-kHz in 16-bit format. 

Examples of acoustic stimuli can be seen in Figure 5.2. 

Each track consisted of a one minute habituation phase and three sets of alternate 

presentations of the acoustic stimuli and pauses for one minute each. The total 

playback track was seven minutes long. 50-kHz USVs, White Noise and 

Background Noise were presented at approximately 60 dB (measured from a 

distance of 30cm). To prevent habituation over the five days of testing (Wöhr and 

Schwarting, 2012), the playback track within each treatment was different for each 

day. Each one-minute playback section was split into 15-second phrases and 

reordered to achieve this. 
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Figure 5.2. Example spectrograms of the three types of acoustic stimuli presented to juvenile male 
Wistar rats (N = 20 cages); a) 50-kHz USVs, b) White Noise, and c) Background Noise. All USVs were 
recorded from rats used in other studies from the same developmental stage, sex and strain.  

Recording and analysis of behaviour  

Behaviour in the home cage before and after playback and during playback were 

recorded using a Sony HD camcorder (HDR- PJ810E) and subsequently analysed 

using Observer XT 14 software (Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, the 

Netherlands). Using the same ethogram as Chapter 2, behaviour was coded using 

continuous focal sampling (Table 5.1). During the data collection, the coder (TH) 

was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. 
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Recording and analysis of subject-produced USVs during playback 

USVs were recorded using a high-quality USB microphone (Pettersson M500-384 

USB Ultrasound microphone, Pettersson Electronik; Sweden) connected via a USB 

interface to a PC laptop. This microphone was placed over the centre of the home 

cage (height of approx. 51cm), pointing downwards towards the home cage floor. 

Recorded sound was digitised at a sampling rate of 384 kHz and a bit depth of 24 

bit using Audacity (https://www.audacityteam.org; a free and open-source digital 

audio editor and recording application software; Audacity, Version 2.1.3, 

Pennsylvania, United States of America).  

USVs were manually counted from spectrograms produced by Audacity and 

labelled as 50-kHz USVs (peak frequency between 30 and 80 kHz and duration 

between 10–150ms) or 22-kHz USVs (bandwidth of >4kHz, peak frequency 

between 20-29 kHz and duration of 300ms or more) (Brudzynski, 2009; LaFollette 

et al., 2018b; Wright et al., 2010). Overlapping USVs were counted individually, as 

two rats were present during the recording. Vocalisations were counted according 

to the habituation, playback and pause intervals of the acoustic playback track. 

USV rate was expressed as the number of calls emitted per minute (calls/min).  

After counting the number of USVs produced by rats, I compared the recorded 

subject-produced USV track directly in time with the relevant acoustic stimuli track 

for all experiments. This was to prevent the double-counting of USVs, which may 

have been recorded from the inputted playback track rather than produced by the 

rats themselves. If a vocalisation was deemed as a duplicate of the playback track, 

it was not counted. During the initial collection of data from spectrograms, the 

coder (TH) was blinded to treatment to prevent bias. 

Sucrose preference test 

As in Chapter 2, rats were presented with an adaptation of the sucrose preference 

test as an additional method of assessing the impact of playback of acoustic stimuli 
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on affective state. In this test, rats were given a choice of two pre-weighed bottles 

(one containing tap water and one containing 20% sucrose solution) given in the 

home cage for two hours after the fifth day of playback (1530 to 1730) as a short-

term preference test. The concentration of 20% sucrose used in this study was 

based on research examining the naturally occurring variation of sucrose 

consumption according to different concentrations (Brennan et al., 2001). Each 

bottle was weighed before and after both tests to measure cage-level sucrose and 

water consumption. Throughout testing, rats had ad libitum access to food, and the 

location of the bottles was balanced to prevent any effects of side bias (Strekalova 

et al., 2004). While weighing the bottles, the experimenter was blinded to treatment 

to prevent bias.  
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Table 5.1. Ethogram used for recording behaviour of pair housed male Wistar rats aged between 37 – 44 days old) in the home cage before and after playback of 
acoustic stimuli and during playback of three different acoustic stimuli (N = 20 rats housed in pairs; 7 cages exposed to 50-kHz, 7 cages exposed to White Noise 
and 6 cages exposed to Background Noise). The table indicates which behaviours were recorded during each phase (the home cage and/or during handling). 

Behaviour Description When scored 

Solitary play Rat conducts fast locomotor movement involving at least one hop by an individual, where hops involve all four paws 

leaving the ground at the same time, not in the direction of a play partner or during a play bout. The behaviour starts with 

fast running or a hop from stationary or during locomotor movement and ceases when this movement stops. (Hammond 

et al., 2019) 

Before, after and 

during playback 

Social play One rat jumps or lunges towards the partner's nape, resulting in the partner either chasing the soliciting rat, rearing (in 

which pairs make rapid pawing movements at each other), or rotating so that one rat is on its back with the other standing 

over it in a pin. The frequency of pinning and dorsal contacts within social play was also coded. Multiple pins and dorsal 

contacts can occur during a single social play bout. The behaviour starts with fast running, a jump or lunge towards a play 

partner and ceases when there is no chasing, rearing, pins or dorsal contacts between the play partners. (Kerkhof et al., 

2013; Webber et al., 2012) 

Before, after and 

during playback 

Approach towards the 

speaker 

Rat orients its body and head so that the nose is directed towards the speaker and within 1cm of the speaker. (Lever et 

al., 2006) 

During playback 
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Rearing (undirected) Rat raises both front paws off the ground (can be in contact with the wall or not) standing up on hind legs. Includes all 

rears, bar those with the rat's nose directed towards the speaker. (Lever et al., 2006) 

During playback 

Digging Clear movement of bedding with the front or hind paws or face. The rats front paws and/or face are not visible because it 

is beneath the bedding. (Makowska and Weary, 2016) 

During playback 

Self-grooming All self-directed grooming behaviour including licking the fur, grooming with forepaws and scratching with any limb. 

(Gaskill and Pritchett-Coming, 2015) 

During playback 

Locomotor activity Rat crosses the centre line of the cage with its whole body. The centre line was defined by a marker on the side length of 

home cage.  

During playback 

Inactive Any behaviour where the rat's body is still and unmoving, such as freezing, resting, sitting or lying still. The rat can make 

facial movements with eyes open or closed. 

Before, after and 

during playback 

Freezing The rat's body is motionless in a crouching position. Rat makes vibrissae movements of the whiskers, gentle bobbing 

head movements and has bulging eyes. (Brudzynski, 2019) 

During playback 

Resting  The rat's body is still and unmoving, either sitting or lying. The rat can make facial movements with eyes open or closed. 

(LaFollette et al., 2018b) 

During playback 
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Other non-social/ 

social 

Includes urinating, defecating, chewing of any object and any other unclassified behaviour not directed towards the cage 

mate/includes any behaviour towards the cage mate such as social grooming. 

During playback 
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Statistics 

Tests of intra-observer reliability were conducted prior to statistical analysis. As only 

one observer scored all behaviours, inter-observer reliability tests were unnecessary. 

I conducted a repeat scoring of a minimum of 12.5% of the data seven days later. 

For USV data, I conducted Spearman's rank correlations between the first count and 

second count for each spectrogram (Martin and Bateson, 1993). To meet the 

reliability criteria, correlations exceeded the acceptable cut-off defined by Martin and 

Bateson of 0.7. For behaviour, these correlations were conducted using Observer XT 

11 software and met a minimum Cohen's kappa of 0.8 with a percentage agreement 

of 64% (McHugh, 2012). 

All data were analysed in Genstat 19.1 using General Linear Models (GLM). Figures 

were generated using GraphPad Prism (ver 9.2). Assumptions of the GLMs were 

tested using Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances and the Anderson-Darling 

test for normality. For all tests, the level of statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. 

Tukey's honest significance difference (HSD) procedure was conducted for multiple 

comparisons on significant differences (a = 0.05). Means (M) and standard errors of 

the mean (SEM) reported were back-transformed to the original scale for biological 

significance.  

All USV and behavioural data were taken from the first and fifth consecutive days of 

playback. In all sessions, the production of 22-kHz USVs was too infrequent to fit a 

GLM. To investigate USV production and behaviour during playback of different 

acoustic stimuli, interval type (playback of acoustic stimuli or pause intervals) and 

day (one or five) were modelled as the main effects with additional interactions 

between the three main effects. Cage was the blocking factor. As rats were tested 

together in the home cage, the frequency and duration of each rat's behaviour were 

summed to give a cage level of expression. The frequency and duration (seconds) 

were calculated for most behaviours bar two exceptions; general locomotor activity 

was measured by the frequency of crossing over from one side to the other, and 

solitary play was only measured using the frequency due to the short duration of 

these events. This was to reduce the likelihood of false positives, as coding would 
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depend on the coder's reaction time. Of the eleven behaviours measured during 

playback (Table 5.2), four (resting, freezing, other social and non-social behaviours) 

were not fitted to a General Linear Model as they were deemed too rare for statistical 

analysis. To investigate individual variation in measured responses to playback of 

acoustic stimuli, I present the coefficient of variation as a statistical measure of the 

difference in variation between the two treatments for USV production, approach 

behaviour, sucrose preference and play. 

All data on home cage behaviour were taken from the first and fifth consecutive days 

of playback. To investigate the effect of handling treatment on behaviour in the home 

cage, acoustic treatment (50-kHz, Background Noise or White Noise), the timing of 

the recording in relation to playback (before or after) and day (one or five) were 

modelled as the main effects with additional interactions between the three main 

effects. As behaviour in the home cage was recorded in pairs, the blocking factor 

was the cage.  

Results  

USV production was dependent on an interaction between acoustic stimuli and day 

There was significant main effect of acoustic stimuli treatment (F2,479 = 0.75, p = 

0.05) and day (F1,479 = 4.25, p = 0.04) on subject-produced USVs (Figure 5.3). Rats 

produced the most USVs in response to 50-kHz USVs, followed by White Noise and 

Background Noise and on day one compared to day five. There was no significant 

main effect of interval type on subject-produced USVs (F1,479= 1.69, p = 0.19). There 

was also significant interaction between treatment and day (F2,479 = 3.03, p = 0.05). 

On day one, rats produced more USVs in response to 50-kHz and White Noise 

compared to Background Noise. Tukey's HSD test indicated that on day one, the 

mean number of USVs produced during the 50-kHz stimuli (T = 10.67, p = 0.02) and 

White Noise (T = 12.58, p = 0.03) differed significantly from Background Noise but 

not each other (T = 2.03, p = 0.97). On day 5, USV production decreased in rats 

exposed to White Noise and Background Noise and increased in rats exposed to 50-

kHz acoustic stimuli. Tukey's HSD test indicated that on day five, the mean number 
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of USVs produced during the 50-kHz stimuli (T = 10.67, p = 0.02) differed 

significantly from White Noise (T = 12.98, p = 0.003) and Background Noise (T = 

14.37, p = 0.002) which were not different from each other (T = 2.03, p = 0.84).  

The coefficient of variation for USVs did not differ between the three acoustic stimuli. 

On day one, the coefficient of variation for rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 

90.4%, White Noise was 92.3%, and Background Noise was 88.4%. On day five, the 

coefficient of variation for rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 76.6%, White Noise 

was 81.2%, and Background Noise was 93.4%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Graph showing the mean number of 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalisations (USVs) per minute 
produced by pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 20 rats housed in pairs; 7 cages exposed to 50-kHz, 7 cages 
exposed to White Noise and 6 cages exposed to Background Noise) on days one and five of acoustic 
playback. Rats were presented with either 50-kHz acoustic stimuli (green circles), White Noise (WN) 
(purple squares) or Background Noise (BN) (blue triangles). Values reflect means for each cage with the 
black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for each treatment by day. 

Playback of 50-kHz acoustic stimuli increased approach behaviour towards the 
speaker 

Results of the GLM modelling rat behaviour during the pause phases of playful 

handling are shown in Table 5.3. The only behaviour that was influenced by the 

main effect of treatment was approach behaviour towards the speaker, with rats 
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exposed to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli conducting the highest frequency and duration of 

approach behaviour, followed by those exposed to White Noise and then 

Background Noise (Figure 5.4). Tukey's HSD test indicated that the mean duration 

of approach behaviour significantly differed between all three treatments across both 

days (50-kHz vs WN: T = 10.12, p = 0.04, 50-kHz vs BN: T = 13.56, p = 0.01, WN vs 

BN: T = 9.80, p = 0.04). There was a significant effect of day on the frequency and 

duration of approach behaviour, with rats conducting more approach behaviour on 

day one compared to day five (frequency: 2.8 vs 1.9  0.1 events per minute, F1,479 = 

4.08, p = 0.02 and duration: 11.2 vs 8.9  0.6 seconds per minute, F1,479 = 7.57, p = 

0.008). There was also a main effect of interval type on the frequency and duration 

of approach behaviour, with rats conducting more approach behaviour during the 

playback phases compared with the pauses (frequency: 2.1 vs 1.9  0.1 events per 

minute and duration: 11.1 vs 8.9  0.6 seconds per minute).  

The coefficient of variation for the duration of approach behaviour differed between 

the three acoustic stimuli on day one but not day five. On day one, the coefficient of 

variation for rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 77.5%, White Noise was 91.1%, and 

Background Noise was 82.0%. On day five, the coefficient of variation for rats 

exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 98.0%, White Noise was 92.6%, and Background 

Noise was 95.6%. 

There was no significant main effect of treatment on locomotor activity, undirected 

rearing, self-grooming, digging and solitary play. There was a significant main effect 

of interval type on locomotor activity and self-grooming, with rats becoming more 

active during the playback phases than the pause phases (2.0 vs 1.8 ± 0.04 events 

per minute) and conducting more self-grooming during the pause phases than the 

playback phases (frequency: 0.4 vs 0.2 ± 0.04 events per minute and duration: 3.0 

vs 1.4 ± 0.5 seconds per minute). There was a significant main effect of day on 

locomotor activity, with rats becoming more active on day five compared to day one 

(1.8 vs 2.9 ± 0.04 events per minute).  
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There was no relationship between USV production and approach behaviour during 
playback of acoustic stimuli 

To determine whether there was a relationship between the two measures of 

affective state, I conducted correlations between USV production and the duration of 

approach behaviour during playback of acoustic stimuli on day five; day five was 

chosen as the responses to acoustic stimuli treatments would be expected to be 

established by that point. There was no significant relationship between USV 

production and the duration of approach behaviour towards the speaker in response 

to 50-kHz (Rp = 0.09, p = 0.58), White Noise (Rp = 0.14, p = 0.38) or Background 

Noise (Rp = 0.17, p = 0.33).
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Table 5.3. Table presenting results of an ANOVA ran on the frequency and duration of 
behaviours expressed by juvenile male rats (N = 20 rats housed in pairs; 7 cages exposed to 50-
kHz, 7 cages exposed to White Noise and 6 cages exposed to Background Noise) during the 
presentation of one of three different acoustic stimuli (50-kHz, White Noise and Background 
Noise) on days one and five during pauses and playback intervals. Significant P values are indicated 
in bold script. 

  Treatment Day Interval type (pause or 

playback) 

Behaviour 

 

F2, 479 p-value F1, 479 p-value p-value p-value 

Approach 

towards 

speaker 

frequency, 

duration 

4.07, 10.55 0.04, <0.001 4.08, 7.57 0.02, 0.008 3.16, 7.03 0.05, 0005 

Locomotor 

activity 

frequency 0.89 0.43 8.40 0.004 10.55 0.001 

Undirected 

rearing 

frequency, 

duration 

0.14, 0.30 0.87, 0.75 0.95, 2.16 0.33, 0.14 1.75, 0.17 0.19, 0.68 

Self-

grooming 

frequency, 

duration 

1.32, 3.27 0.31, 0.07 0.02, 0.45 0.89, 0.50 10.73, 9.63 0.001, 0.002 

Digging frequency, 

duration 

0.13, 0.33 0.87, 0.76 3.31, 0.72 0.56, 0.48 0.80, 0.92 0.07, 0.37 

Inactive frequency, 

duration 

0.81, 1.64 0.46, 0.18 4.90, 2.44 0.31, 0.16 1.45, 0.54 0.18, 0.48 

Solitary 

play 

frequency 0.21 0.61 0.04 0.84 0.67 0.41 
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Figure 5.4. Panels showing a) the mean frequency and b) duration (s) of approach behaviour in 
pairs of juvenile male rats (N = 20 rats housed in pairs; 7 cages exposed to 50-kHz, 7 cages exposed 
to White Noise and 6 cages exposed to Background Noise) during the presentation of one of three 
acoustic stimuli on the first and fifth day of playback. Rats were presented with either 50-kHz 
acoustic stimuli (green circles), White Noise (purple squares) or Background Noise (blue triangles) 
for five days. Values reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the mean ± SEM for 
each treatment by day. 

Social play during playback was dependent on an interaction between acoustic 
stimuli and day 

There was no significant main effect of treatment on the frequency and duration 

of social play during playback of acoustic stimuli (frequency: F2,479 = 0.07, p = 

0.93 and duration: F2,479 = 0.01, p = 0.99). There was also no main effect of 

interval type on the frequency or duration of social play during playback 

(frequency: F1,479 = 0.08, p = 0.78 and duration: F1,479 = 0.17, p = 0.68). There 

was a significant interaction effect on the frequency and duration of social play 

between treatment and day (frequency: F2,479 = 4.22, p = 0.02 and duration: 

F2,479 = 4.57, p = 0.01) (Figure 5.5). On day one, rats exposed to White Noise 

and Background Noise conducted the most social play, then 50-kHz. Tukey's 

HSD test indicated that on day one, the mean duration of social play during 

playback of White Noise (T = 12.76, p = 0.05) and Background Noise (T = 

13.54, p = 0.05) differed significantly from 50-kHz but not each other (T = 2.30, 

p = 0.76). On day five, this effect was reversed, with rats exposed to 50-kHz 

conducting the most social play, followed by White Noise and Background 

Noise. Tukey's HSD test indicated that on day five, the mean duration of social 

play during playback of White Noise (T = 13.50, p = 0.03) and Background 
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Noise (T = 11.93, p = 0.02) differed significantly from 50-kHz but not each other 

(T = 3.01, p = 0.81). 

The coefficient of variation for the duration of social play did not differ between 

the three acoustic stimuli. On day one, the coefficient of variation for rats 

exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 76.7%, White Noise was 74.7%, and 

Background Noise was 77.4%. On day five, the coefficient of variation for rats 

exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 76.3%, White Noise was 70.3%, and 

Background Noise was 79.3%. 

Figure 5.5. Panels showing a) the mean frequency and b) duration (s) of social play in pairs of 
juvenile male rats (N = 20 rats housed in pairs; 7 cages exposed to 50-kHz, 7 cages exposed to 
White Noise and 6 cages exposed to Background Noise) during presentation of one of three 
acoustic stimuli on the first and fifth day of playback. Rats were presented with either 50-kHz 
acoustic stimuli (green circles), White Noise (WN) (purple squares) or Background Noise (BN) 
(blue triangles) for five days. Values reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the 
mean ± SEM for each treatment by day. 

Playback of acoustic stimuli influenced play in the home cage 

There was no significant main effect of treatment on the frequency of solitary 

play in the home cage 10 minutes before and after playback (F2,159 = 0.09, p = 

0.91). There was a significant main effect of timing of recording (before or after 

playback) on the frequency of solitary play, with rats conducting more solitary 

play before than after playback (2.3 vs 0.5  0.4 events; F1,159 = 19.88, p < 

0.001). There was also a significant main effect of day on the frequency of 

solitary play in the home cage, with the frequency of solitary play increasing 
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from day one to five (0.8 vs 2.1 ± 0.4 events per ten minutes F1,159 = 11.45, p < 

0.001).  

Similarly, there was no significant main effect of treatment on the frequency or 

duration of social play in the home cage 10 minutes before and after playback 

(frequency: F2,159 = 0.09, p = 0.91 and duration: F2,159 = 1.41, p = 0.27). There 

was a significant main effect of timing of recording (before or after playback) on 

the frequency and duration of social play, with rats conducting more social play 

before than after playback (frequency: 7.5 vs 1.6  0.6 events per ten minutes; 

F2,159 = 83.22, p < 0.001 and duration: 79.8 vs 18.1  8.8 seconds per ten 

minutes; F2,159 = 46.98, p < 0.001).  

However, there was a significant interaction effect on the frequency of social 

play between treatment, day and timing of recording (F2,159 = 4.61, p = 0.01; 

Figure 5.6). During the baseline recording before playback on day one, rats 

exposed to Background Noise conducted the highest frequency of social play 

events, followed by 50-kHz and then White Noise. Tukey's HSD test indicated 

that before playback on day one, the mean frequency of social play significantly 

differed between all three treatments (50-kHz vs WN: T = 13.74, p = 0.03, 50-

kHz vs BN: T = 14.55, p = 0.02, WN vs BN: T = 15.49, p = 0.01). Tukey's HSD 

test indicated that before playback on day five, there was no difference in the 

mean frequency of social play in response to the 50-kHz stimuli (T = 1.73, p = 

0.15), White Noise (T = 3.60, p = 0.64) or Background Noise (T = 1.52, p = 

0.88). There was no significant main effect of day on the duration of social play 

(F2,159 = 0.50, p = 0.48). 

The coefficient of variation for the duration of social play differed between the 

three acoustic stimuli on day one but not on day five. On day one, the 

coefficient of variation for rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 57.4%, White 

Noise was 83.0%, and Background Noise was 77.4%. On day five, the 

coefficient of variation for rats exposed to 50-kHz stimuli was 69.2%, White 

Noise was 59.6%, and Background Noise was 57.8%. 
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Figure 5.6. Panels showing a) the mean frequency and b) duration (s) of social play in pairs of 
juvenile male rats (N = 20 rats housed in pairs; 7 cages exposed to 50-kHz, 7 cages exposed to 
White Noise and 6 cages exposed to Background Noise) measured in the home cage 10 minutes 
before playback on the first and fifth day of playback. Rats were presented with either 50-kHz 
acoustic stimuli (green circles), White Noise (WN) (purple squares) or Background Noise (BN) 
(blue triangles) for five days. Values reflect means for each cage with the black bar indicating the 
mean ± SEM for each treatment by day.  

Periods of inactivity in the home cage decreased on day five 

There was no effect of treatment on the frequency of inactive events (F2,159 = 

0.79, p = 0.47) or duration of inactivity in the home cage (F2,159 = 0.50, p = 

0.62). There was a significant main effect of timing of recording (before or after 

handling) on the frequency and duration of inactivity, with rats being more active 

after playback than before (frequency: 0.0 vs 0.29 ± 0.09 events per ten 

minutes; F1,159 = 25.06, p < 0.001 and duration: 75.5 vs 0.0 ± 32.3 seconds per 

ten minutes, F1,159 = 10.85, p = 0.001). There was also a significant main effect 

of day on the frequency and duration of inactivity, with rats spending more time 

inactive on day one compared to day five (frequency: 0.25 vs 0.04 ± 0.04 

events per ten minutes; F1,159 = 13.69, p < 0.001 and duration: 64.6 vs 10.9 ± 

11.5 seconds events per ten minutes, F1,159 = 21.41, p < 0.001).  

Acoustic stimuli treatment does not influence sucrose preference  

There was no significant main effect of treatment on sucrose consumption (F1,39 

= 1.12, p = 0.35) or water consumption F1,39 = 0.41, p = 0.67) in the sucrose 
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preference test. There was a significant main effect of the substance, with rats 

consuming more sucrose than water across the 2 hours (20.3 vs 8.6 ± 0.2 ml; 

F1,39 = 193.8, p < 0.001). Consumption was independent of body weight, with 

average cage weight having no significant effect on the volume of sucrose or 

water drank (F1,39 = 0.16, p = 0.64).  

The coefficient of variation for the volume of sucrose consumed did not differ 

between the three acoustic stimuli. The coefficient of variation for rats exposed 

to 50-kHz stimuli was 27.5%, White Noise was 21.2%, and Background Noise 

was 29.7%. 

Discussion 

The home cage playback paradigm was designed to investigate the affective 

responses of rats to different acoustic stimuli, with the practical aim of using this 

method to promote PAW (Chapter 4). In order to measure changes in affective 

state, the aim was to facilitate the expression and measurement of more of the 

behavioural repertoire of rats than previously used approaches. The results in 

Chapter 4 provided the first evidence of the ability of this paradigm to induce a 

positive affective state in response to a single exposure to 50-kHz USVs and 

White Noise. Here, I provide further validation for the use of the home cage 

playback paradigm to induce a positive affective state in rats after repeated 

exposure to the same acoustic stimuli. The production of 50-kHz USVs by 

subjects and approach behaviour towards the speaker on day one matched 

previous work (Chapter 4); rats produced more USVs in response to 50-kHz 

and White Noise acoustic stimuli than Background Noise. After five days of 

repeated playback of these stimuli, USV production in response to White Noise 

dropped to that of Background Noise and increased in response to 50-kHz 

stimuli. Rats also conducted the most approach behaviour towards the playback 

speaker in response to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli on both days. This suggests that 

while rats became habituated to the White Noise stimuli, the positive response 

to 50-kHz stimuli remained consistent after the five days of presentation. The 
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increase in social play during playback on day five in response to 50-kHz stimuli 

suggests that play can be sensitive to the experience of positive affect. 

The playback of 50-kHz and White Noise stimuli induced a positive affective 
state in rats, as indicated by USV production 

Playback paradigms are based on the premise that as vocalisations are 

associated with a particular affective state, the playback of these vocalisations 

will have valence-matched effects on receiving conspecifics (Briefer, 2018; 

Manteuffel et al., 2004). The process through which the affective state of the 

producer and receiver converges is termed emotional contagion (Hatfield et al., 

1993; Waal, 2007). In rats, 50-kHz USVs are the primary vocalisation type 

associated with positive affect (Barker, 2018; Browning et al., 2011; Burgdorf et 

al., 2007) and, thus, are most likely to facilitate emotional contagion and induce 

a positive affective state in receivers. In Chapter 4, there was evidence that the 

presentation of 50-kHz USVs in the home cage playback paradigm successfully 

facilitated the transfer of positive emotional contagion; in response to a single 

exposure of positively-valenced 50-kHz USVs, both independent cohorts of rats 

produced significantly more 50-kHz USVs than those exposed to Background 

Noise. Similarly, on day one of this study, using the same equipment, stimuli 

tracks, and procedures as in Experiment 3 in Chapter 4, there was a significant 

increase in subject-produced 50-kHz calls in response to 50-kHz USVs 

compared to Background Noise. Overall, the positive effect of 50-kHz acoustic 

stimuli on USV production during a single exposure is consistent with previous 

work, in which rats presented both as individuals or as pairs increased 

production of USVs in response to playback of 50-kHz stimuli (Olszyński et al., 

2020). While there was replication of the results found in Chapter 4, the rate of 

USV production in this study was approximately half that of the rate of USV 

production in Chapter 4. This difference in overall calling rate is likely due to 

inherent variation in USV production between genetically distinct cohorts 

(Burgdorf et al., 2005; Hammond et al., 2019; Harmon et al., 2008; Webber et 

al., 2012).  
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There are no other studies, as far as I am aware, that monitor the change in 

USV production or other behaviours after repeated presentations of acoustic 

stimuli in rats. In this study, rats were presented with the same acoustic 

stimulus treatment for five consecutive days. After five days of exposure, there 

was the same overall effect of 50-kHz stimuli on USV production in that rats 

exposed to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli produced significantly more 50-kHz USVs 

than Background Noise. There was also a slight increase in USV production on 

day five compared to day one in those exposed to 50-kHz stimuli but not 

Background Noise. This consistent effect of 50-kHz acoustic stimuli on USV 

production suggests that 50-kHz USVs retain their appetitive properties after 

five days of repeated exposure (Wöhr, 2017). However, it is likely that the 

process used to generate different acoustic tracks for each day also contributed 

to reducing habituation to the acoustic stimuli (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012). 

Overall, the increase in subject-produced USVs in comparison to Background 

Noise suggests that exposure to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli successfully induces a 

positive affective state in juvenile male Wistar rats during both single and 

repeated presentations. The convergence of positive affective state between 

acoustic stimuli and subject rats could be interpreted as emotional contagion 

having occurred (Hatfield et al., 1993; Waal, 2007). 

In both Chapter 4 and this study, there was an unexpected effect of White Noise 

on subject-produced 50-kHz USVs during a single exposure; subject produced 

USVs increased in response to White Noise to a similar level to those produced 

on exposure to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli. The White Noise stimulus used in these 

studies was generated with the initial aim of providing an additional control 

stimulus that provides the same level of an auditory signal without the 

modulated properties of USVs. As previous work has suggested that white 

noise in the range of 0 to 27-kHz produces behavioural indicators of aversion 

(Endres et al., 2007; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012), the White Noise presented 

here was filtered to remain above 30-kHz. As a result of this process, the White 

Noise acoustic stimuli could potentially be arousing and of positively-valenced 

novelty compared with the general noise of the facility and the Background 

Noise acoustic stimuli generated from recordings of this general noise. 
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Considering that rats show rapid habituation to complex acoustic stimuli, i.e., 

50-kHz USVs (Wöhr and Schwarting, 2012), it is likely that exposure to a less 

complex stimulus such as White Noise would result in decreased interest and 

arousal over repeated presentations. Although the White Noise acoustic 

stimulus underwent the same process as the 50-kHz USVs, the lack of 

complexity or relevance for social communication is also likely to contribute to 

rapid habituation to White Noise. Consistent with this, the effect of White Noise 

on USV production by subjects did not remain consistent after five days of 

repeated exposure; on day five, USV production in response to White Noise 

dropped to a similar level to that produced in response to Background Noise. 

Overall, the increase in subject-produced USVs on day one suggests that 

exposure to White Noise acoustic stimuli successfully induces a positive 

affective state in juvenile male Wistar rats during a single but not repeated 

presentation. The lack of communicative information in the White Noise 

acoustic stimulus suggests that the increase in positive affective state is likely to 

result from positively-valenced arousal rather than emotional contagion. 

Approach behaviour indicated that rats consistently perceived the 50-kHz 
stimuli as positive   

The use of approach behaviour to measure an animal's perception of certain 

stimuli is based on the theory that the perceived valence of specific stimuli 

underpins whether an animal will exhibit approach or avoidance movement 

(Kurt, 1936). In this study, acoustic stimuli had a consistent effect on the 

frequency and duration of approach behaviour towards the speaker across days 

one and five; rats conducted the most approach behaviour in response to 50-

kHz acoustic stimuli, followed by those exposed to White Noise and then 

Background Noise. While there was a decrease in time spent conducting 

approach behaviour towards the speaker on day five compared to day one, this 

was constant across all acoustic stimuli, suggesting a universal habituation 

effect. This result is analogous to that found in the radial maze paradigm, where 

playback of 50-kHz USVs consistently increases approach behaviour towards 

the sound source (Schwarting et al., 2018; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2007). 
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Similarly, in the first use of the home cage playback in Chapter 4 (Experiment 3, 

Chapter 4), there was higher levels of approach behaviour in response to 50-

kHz acoustic stimuli. Taken together, these results provide evidence that rats 

are the most motivated to approach the 50-kHz acoustic stimuli.  

The radial maze paradigm relies on approach toward the sound source as one 

of two main outcome measures (Schwarting et al., 2018; Wöhr et al., 2016). 

However, tests of approach behaviour have been criticised for their use to infer 

affective state (Waiblinger et al., 2006). While approach behaviour can indicate 

whether a presented stimulus is perceived as positive or negative (Kurt, 1936), 

it does not directly indicate the valence of the emotion which initially drove the 

motivation to approach or avoid the stimulus (Berridge, 1996; Fraser and 

Duncan, 1998). For example, the motivation to eat a certain substance can be 

driven as a result of pleasure, associated with a positive affective state, or 

hunger, associated with a negative affective state (Kirkden and Pajor, 2006). 

Further, the inclination for an individual to approach a stimulus may be a result 

of simpler curiosity rather than enjoyment (Waiblinger et al., 2006). As such, 

whilst approach behaviour can indicate whether an animal is motivated to 

approach a stimulus, an additional indicator of valence is required to determine 

the underlying affective state, such as USVs (Chapter 1).  

The production of 50-kHz USVs increased in response to 50-kHz acoustic 

stimuli, suggesting that the underlying affective state driving motivation towards 

the 50-kHz acoustic stimulus across both days is positive. Following this logic, 

rats also appeared to perceive the White Noise acoustic stimuli as positive 

during the first presentation on day one, considering the number of subject-

produced 50-kHz USVs and the intermediate level of approach behaviour 

compared to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli and Background Noise. However, as USV 

production in White Noise decreased to a similar level to that produced in 

response to Background Noise on day five, the positive perception of White 

Noise can be argued to reduce over time. This effect appears to be somewhat 

independent of approach behaviour, as rats were still motivated to interact with 

the speaker more than rats exposed to Background Noise. These results further 
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support the need to use an additional indicator of valence to allow interpretation 

of underlying affective state.  

The change in positive affective state was not expressed by changes in sucrose 
preference  

The sucrose preference test is widely employed for assessing anhedonia in 

rodent models of depression (Scheggi et al., 2018). Anhedonia is a negatively 

valenced affective state described as the inability to feel pleasure (Gorwood, 

2008) and is generated in rats through chronic exposure to stressors (Deussing, 

2007). In the sucrose preference test, anhedonia is expressed through reduced 

consumption of a low-concentration sucrose solution than controls and a 

decreased preference for sucrose over water (Papp et al., 1991; Willner, 1997; 

Willner et al., 1992). The reduced value placed on sucrose when animals are in 

a negative affective state results from functional and morphological changes to 

the mesolimbic reward pathway (Scheggi et al., 2018). Changes to this pathway 

are also seen in response to positively valenced experiences, such as mating 

and consumption of psychostimulants (Pitchers et al., 2010; Robinson and Kolb, 

1999). Considering this, it could be expected that the reward value of sucrose 

also changes in response to positive stimuli, such that the sucrose preference 

test could also be considered a test of hedonia, as well as anhedonia.  

As far as I am aware, the first use of the sucrose preference test for this 

purpose was in Chapter 2. After five days of the positive experience of playful 

handling, rats showed increased preference and consumption of a high 

concentration sucrose solution (20%) over water compared with control rats. As 

such, the sucrose preference test was applied in this study after five days as an 

additional method of assessing the impact of playback of acoustic stimuli on 

affective state. Specifically, I hypothesised that rats exposed to 50-kHz and 

White Noise acoustic stimuli would consume more sucrose than rats exposed to 

Background Noise as an expression of the positive affective state induced by 

these stimuli as evidenced in Chapter 4. In contrast to this hypothesis, there 

was no effect of acoustic stimuli treatment on sucrose consumption, with all rats 
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showing a preference for sucrose over water. This suggests that the sucrose 

preference test is not sensitive to changes in positive affective state through the 

playback of acoustic stimuli and requires further validation to be used as a 

method of assessing positive affect.  

The positive affective state induced by 50-kHz acoustic stimuli was expressed by 
an increase in social play during playback on day five  

Whilst play has long been proposed as a promising indicator of positive 

affective state in animals, investigations into the change in play in response to a 

positive experience are limited in number (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). As such, 

a secondary aim of this research was to investigate the sensitivity of play to the 

manipulation of affective state using the home cage playback paradigm. The 

production of 50-kHz USVs and approach behaviour indicates that rats exposed 

to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli were in a positive affective state on both days one 

and five. These measures also indicate that rats were in positive affective state 

in response to White Noise on day one. Accordingly, if play were sensitive to 

this induction of positive affective state, an increase in play during playback of 

these acoustic stimuli would be expected. 

In contrast with this hypothesis, on day one, the positive affective state induced 

by 50-kHz and White Noise stimuli was not matched with increased play; social 

play was reduced in response to 50-kHz stimuli, whilst social play during White 

Noise was similar to that during Background Noise. These results are similar to 

those found in Chapter 4, where social play was reduced when rats were 

exposed to 50-kHz acoustic stimuli compared to Background Noise yet induced 

when exposed to White Noise. In Chapter 4, I suggest that this lack of effect of 

50-kHz acoustic stimuli on play may be due to the absence of other sensory 

input associated with play behaviour other than USV production, i.e., olfactory, 

visual, and tactile stimulation (Pellis and Pellis, 2013). However, the increased 

expression of social play during playback on day five in response to the 50-kHz 

acoustic stimulus compared to White Noise and Background Noise observed in 

this chapter does not support this theory. Instead, these results suggest that 
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presentation of 50-kHz USV alone is sufficient to stimulate play after repeated 

presentations.  

The need for repeated presentations to induce social play, despite the presence 

of a consistent positive affective state, may be explained by a change in the 

motivational priorities of the rats from day one to five. Rats are highly motivated 

to explore their environment, forgoing rewards and increasing risk to explore 

(Franks et al., 2013). Exploration behaviour is one of the most basic but critical 

adaptive behaviours, as it allows animals to evaluate and adapt to their 

environment, increasing the chance of survival (Alvarez and Alvarez, 2008). In 

comparison, play is regarded as a 'luxury' behaviour in that is thought to only 

occur in the absence of threats to survival (Fraser and Duncan, 1998; 

Lawrence, 1987). Thus, on day one, when rats are first exposed to the playback 

stimuli for the first time, they are likely to place a high motivational priority on 

exploring this new stimulus. By day five, rats have had time to evaluate the risk-

value of the stimulus to survival and subsequently place less priority on 

exploration behaviour. This allows rats the low-risk opportunity to conduct social 

play as an expression of positive affective state. The decrease in approach 

behaviour towards the speaker and general locomotor behaviour on day one to 

day five supports this theory. Overall, this suggests that play can indicate the 

presence of positive affective state but given the sensitivity of play to the 

animals’ priorities it may be inhibited by higher priority motivations and 

behaviours (see Fraser and Duncan, 1998).  

The effect of a positive affective state induced by the 50-kHz and White Noise 

stimuli on play may also be expressed outwith the direct experience. All rats 

conducted more solitary and social play in the home cage before than after the 

playback experience. Previous work suggests that behaviour that occurs before 

an expected experience could be taken as a reflection of the value an animal 

places on a reward and the anticipation associated with receiving that reward 

(van der Harst and Spruijt, 2007). Thus, the amount of play expressed before 

the expected presentation of acoustic stimulus could potentially indicate the 

level of positive affect associated with that stimulus. However, the effects of 
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acoustic stimuli on home cage play were limited to the number of social play 

events; the highest increase in the number of social play events from baseline 

was seen in response to White Noise, with little change in social play before 

playback from day one to five in response to 50-kHz or Background Noise. This 

finding suggests that the positive affective state induced by acoustic stimuli is 

not reflected in a change in play in the home cage either before or after the 

experience.  

Conclusion 

Overall, this work provides further support for the application of playback in the 

home cage playback to induce a positive affective state in rats. In response to 

five consecutive days of presentation with 50-kHz USVs, rats were in a more 

positive affective state than when exposed to White Noise or Background 

Noise, as indicated by an increase in subject-produced 50-kHz USVs and 

approach behaviour towards the sound source. While the effect of 50-kHz 

acoustic stimuli on indicators of positive affective state remained consistent over 

repeated presentations, the effect of White Noise on these measures was short-

lived. The effect of positively perceived acoustic stimuli on play suggests that 

social play was sensitive to the playback of acoustic stimuli. However, further 

work is necessary to untangle the complex relationship between positive 

affective state and play as an indicator of PAW. 
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Chapter 6: General discussion  

The aims of this doctoral research were twofold; first, to develop methods of 

inducing a positive affective state in rats, and second, to investigate whether play is 

sensitive to the manipulation of affective state as an indicator of PAW. In this 

chapter, I will critically examine how my research has addressed these two aims 

and highlight potential areas for future research to expand our understanding of 

positive affective states to promote PAW.   

Thesis aims 

Aim 1: To develop methods of inducing a positive affective state in rats 

While there are well-established methods for inducing negative affective states in 

rats, there are fewer methods for inducing positive affective states (Makowska and 

Weary, 2013; Scheggi et al., 2018). As such, my primary aim was to further 

develop methods of inducing a positive affective state in rats under laboratory 

conditions. There are several stimuli that are perceived positively by rats, such as 

rewarding foodstuffs (Berridge, 2000), access to conspecifics for social and sexual 

interaction (Brudzynski and Pniak, 2002; van der Harst et al., 2003; Pfaus et al., 

2001), electrical stimulation of rewarding brain areas (Burgdorf et al., 2000) and 

addictive drugs, such as amphetamines and morphine (Burgdorf et al., 2001; 

Knutson et al., 1999). However, these methods typically require aversive steps, 

such as food and water deprivation, isolation, and surgical procedures to induce a 

positive affective state. Thus, the positive affective state induced by these methods 

may be relatively positive, i.e., more positive than a negative experience (Ahloy-

Dallaire et al., 2017). Given this, I selected two methods that did not require 

aversive procedures. Further, I also wanted to use methods that could later be 

developed to be used outside of applied research settings, by laboratory 

personnel, to improve rat welfare on a broader scale. As such, I also considered 
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the complexity, expense of equipment, and level of human involvement required 

when selecting my potential methods for inducing a positive affective state. 

Explicitly, the ideal methods for inducing PAW under practical conditions would be 

simple, inexpensive, and require a small investment once developed.  

Since heterospecific play or ‘rat tickling’ was first introduced in the early 2000s, 

over 70 scientific articles on rat tickling have been published (Bombail et al., 2018). 

As the majority of published experiments report positive responses during tickling, 

i.e., increased 50kHz USV production and increased approach behaviour towards 

the human hand (LaFollette et al., 2017), I identified tickling as a promising method 

to induce a positive affective state. Prior to the beginning of this doctoral research, 

I was involved in discussions on whether tickling is the best way to play with a rat 

based on our previous research (Bombail et al., 2019; Hammond et al., 2019). As a 

result, we determined that an alternative method of heterospecific play, termed 

‘playful handling’, might be enjoyable to a wider number of rats (Bombail et al., 

2021).  

The novelty of this method meant that there is no direct evidence that playful 

handling is an improved method of heterospecific play, with limited evidence to 

suggest that playful handling is a positive experience for rats. Thus, in order to 

provide further validation for playful handling as a positive experience, in Chapters 

2 and 3, I investigated whether playful handling induced a positive affective state in 

rats across two different environments; as individuals in an arena and as pairs in 

the home cage. Across both environments, rats showed an increase in positive 

affective state, suggesting that playful handling is a successful method of inducing 

a positive affective state, meeting the primary aim of this research.  

The second method I chose to induce a positive affective state was also relatively 

novel; the playback of ultrasonic vocalisations. In rats, the playback of 

vocalisations has primarily been used as a behavioural assay for animal methods 

of human neurodevelopmental disorders with socio-communicative deficits, such 
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as schizophrenia (e.g., Schwarting et al., 2018). Considering that the playback of 

contrastingly valenced USVs reliably induced behaviours indicative of a matched 

affective state in receivers in these studies (e.g., Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009), 

playback of specific acoustic stimuli seemed a promising method of inducing a 

positive affective state. As this work is the first time in which the playback of USVs 

has been used to promote PAW, I had to design a paradigm for this purpose. In 

Chapters 4 and 5, I report evidence that playback of 50-kHz USVs induced a 

positive affective state after a single exposure, having a more robust effect than 

White Noise after five days of consecutive presentation. This suggests that 

playback of 50 kHz USVs in the home cage is a successful method of inducing a 

positive affective state, meeting the primary aim of this research. 

Despite meeting the primary aim of inducing a positive affective state in rats there 

was evidence for individual variation in the level of positive affective state achieved 

through playful handling and playback of 50-kHz USVs. Individual variation in 50-

kHz USV production has been widely reported under different environmental 

conditions, such as in response to tickling (LaFollette et al., 2018a) and receipt of 

social (Seidisarouei et al., 2021) and non-social rewards (Mulvihill and Brudzynski, 

2018; Seidisarouei et al., 2021). Similarly, there is individual variation in approach 

behaviour (Elliot and Thrash, 2002; LaFollette et al., 2018b). To investigate 

individual variation in my experiments, I calculated the coefficient of variation, 

which is a descriptive measure of the relative dispersal of data points around the 

mean, with a higher percentage indicating a higher level of dispersal and, thus, 

higher individual variation. In response to both methods, the coefficient of variation 

in USV production was over 50% suggesting that while both methods induced a 

more positive affective state than controls, there was a high degree of individual 

variation. The coefficient of variation tentatively suggests that playful handling was 

a more successful method of inducing a positive affective state based on individual 

variation. This effect could be explained by the richer sensory experience of playful 

handling, in which rats receive tactile, olfactory, and visual stimulation, compared 
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to playback, in which rats only receive auditory stimulation. Overall, these results 

suggest that any form of treatment that aims to induce positive affective states 

must consider individual variation in the enjoyment of the experience (Bombail et 

al., 2021). 

The main limitation across both methods was the use of male rats of a particular 

strain, sex and age range. The choice to focus on one sex and strain was based on 

a trade-off between time available and the number of individuals required for 

statistical power, keeping the reduction of animals used in research in mind. The 

decision to use males was based on previous work on tickling and playback 

experiments, which are biased toward males (LaFollette et al., 2017; Olszyński et 

al., 2020; Seffer et al., 2014). For example, LaFollette et al. (2017) report that only 

28% of studies on tickling used female rats. Considering that my studies were 

somewhat novel, the consistency in using males would assist in providing  

comparison to previous work. I also chose to use Wistar rats rather than other 

strains for a similar reason; Wistar rats are a commonly used strain for tickling and 

are the predominant strain used in playback studies (LaFollette et al., 2017; Seffer 

et al., 2014). The experiments in this thesis also only used juveniles between 37 

and 43 days old, with rats reaching adulthood at around 60 days. This age range 

was chosen in light of previous work, which indicates that juveniles produce more 

robust responses to tickling and playback of acoustic stimuli than adults (Burgdorf 

and Panksepp, 2001; Wöhr and Schwarting, 2009, 2007, 2012). These age-

dependent effects can be attributed to higher levels of social motivation in juveniles 

compared to adults (Seffer et al., 2014). Further, this age range also aligns with the 

sensitive period of play in which juvenile males show higher frequencies of play 

fighting (Pellis and Pellis, 2013), allowing the investigation of my second aim. Thus, 

before playful handling and playback of 50-kHz USVs can be widely advocated as 

promoting PAW for all rats, further work would be necessary to establish the 

effects on females, adults, and rats of other strains.   
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Aim 2: To investigate whether play is sensitive to the manipulation of affective state 
as an indicator of PAW 

A secondary aim of this research was to investigate whether play is sensitive to the 

manipulation of affective state and can act as an indicator of PAW. While play has 

long been proposed as a promising indicator of positive emotions and welfare in 

domesticated animals (e.g., Boissy et al., 2007; Held and Špinka, 2011), there is 

insufficient evidence to support the use of play as a universal indicator of an 

animal’s welfare, particularly PAW (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). As such, this aim 

was included to address the lack of research into the expression of play when 

animals are experiencing positive affect. The investigation of this aim was reliant 

on the success of achieving the primary aim of playful handling and playback of 

acoustic stimuli inducing a positive affective state. As both methods effectively 

induced a positive affective state, I investigated the relationship between affective 

state and play during the experience and out with the experience in the home 

cage.  

The results in this thesis suggest there is complexity in whether play reflects the 

concurrent positive affective state of rats. While there was a relationship between 

positive affective state and play expressed during the presentation of acoustic 

stimuli, this was not seen in response to playful handling. There was no difference 

in play behaviour between rats who were playfully handled or control rats as 

individuals in an arena or as pairs in the home cage during handling. During the 

first day of playback, the positive affective state induced by the presentation of 

White Noise stimuli, but not 50-kHz USVs, was expressed by increased social play. 

On the fifth day of repeated playback, only 50-kHz USVs induced a positive 

affective state, with rats exposed to 50-kHz USVs conducting more social play. 

This effect of White Noise on positive affective state and play did not last until day 

five of repeated presentation. These results suggest that the increase in play as a 

reflection of a concurrent positive affective state is context-specific.  
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The discrepancy in the expression of play in response to playful handling and 

playback of acoustic stimuli can speculatively be explained by two factors. First, 

the positive affective state induced by playful handling may not induce rats to play 

as the experience involves a playful interaction with the experimenter. Playful 

handling was developed to include as many characteristics of rat-rat social play as 

can be achieved in a human-rat interaction. While we cannot currently state that 

rats perceive playful handling as a direct alternative to social play, there is the 

potential that the motivation to play during the experience is at least partly fulfilled 

through playful handling. Second, the assessment of changes in play in response 

to playful handling is hindered by the time available for these changes to be 

expressed. During playful handling, the rat only has a total of 1 minute to express 

play behaviour in the pauses between handling bouts. In comparison, during the 

playback of acoustic stimuli, rats have a total of 6 interrupted minutes to express 

changes in play behaviour. Overall, these results suggest that while play can 

reflect a concurrent positive affective state in some contexts, it is not universally 

expressed when rats are experiencing positive affect. As such, the simple 

presence or absence of play cannot comprehensively be used as an indicator of 

PAW.  

There were more consistent links between positive affective state and the 

expression of play in the home cage across my methods of inducing a positive 

affective state; after five days, there was an increase in play in the home cage prior 

to the experience in response to both playful handling (Chapter 2) and the 

playback of 50-kHz USVs (Chapter 5). While these results suggest an overall 

relationship between pre-existing positive affective state and play, there were 

nuanced differences in the type of play expressed in response to each method. In 

response to playful handling, the relationship between positive affect and play was 

specific to solitary play. In response to the playback of 50-kHz USVs, the effect 

was specific to social play. 
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It has long been theorised that that different types of play may have evolved 

independently, based on the observation that some species conduct only one type 

of play while others conduct multiple types (Burghardt, 2005). For example, while 

rats engage in solitary and social play, mice only conduct solitary play (Pellis and 

Pellis, 1991). As such, solitary and social play may represent distinct motivational 

systems (Melotti et al., 2014) controlled by different brain mechanisms (Papini, 

2020). The investigation into this question is further obstructed by the standard 

practice within animal research to focus on one type of play or aggregate subtypes 

of play together (Winder et al., 2017). This practice is particularly evident in studies 

on rat play, with the seminal works on play in rats having a narrow focus on social 

play (Panksepp, 1981; Pellis and Pellis, 2013; Vanderschuren and Trezza, 2013). 

In contrast, categorising play into sub-types is a basic standard in research on 

human play, with researchers often taking further steps to examine the nature of 

this play, e.g., by measuring different elements of play and their temporal 

expression (Ahloy-Dallaire et al., 2017). These detailed measurements have 

allowed for a comprehensive investigation into qualitative and quantitative aspects 

of play in children, revealing previously unfound links with well-being (Ahloy-

Dallaire et al., 2017). Considering this and the results in this thesis, further 

research should, at a minimum, include measurement of both types of play, with a 

preference to look at more qualitative aspects, such as the preference for different 

elements or using Qualitative Behavioural Assessment (as discussed later). 

As with my primary aim, the main limitation of this study in relation to the 

investigation of play as an indicator of PAW was using only males of one particular 

strain and age. Considering the known differences between males and females in 

the quantity and characteristics of play (Schwarting, 2018), the results found in this 

study on males play may not apply to females. However, the literature suggests 

that sexual dimorphism in play is limited to social play, with rats of both sexes 

expressing similar trends in solitary play (Pellis and Pellis, 1983). As such, if these 

experiments were repeated in females, I would expect the effects of positive 
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affective state on solitary play on females to be similar to males, with any 

differences seen in social play. I would  hypothesise  that females would show 

reduced effects of the positive affective state on playful handling and playback of 

50-kHz USV stimuli expressed by social play, given that they naturally play less 

than males (Pellis, 2002). Differences in social play may also be seen in more 

specific aspects of play than the overall duration. For example, as there is sexual 

dimorphism in pinning frequency, there may be differences in dorsal contacts and 

pinning during play in female playfully handled rats compared to controls, which 

were not seen here in males (Auger and Olesen, 2009). 

Overall, the results in this thesis contribute to filling the gap in the literature 

examining the relationship between positive affective state and play as identified by 

Ahloy-Dallaire et al. (2018). While there is a positive relationship between 

concurrent and pre-existing positive affective state and play, this relationship is not 

straightforward and is subject to certain complexities. First, the absence of play 

does not indicate the absence of positive affective state and PAW. Secondly, play 

is not a single behaviour: it includes sub-types with distinct qualitative 

characteristics that differ in their underlying motivation for expression.  

Future work 

There are many potential directions for the continuation of this research, for 

example, the investigation of the effectiveness of playful handling compared to the 

standard tickling protocol as outlined by Bombail et al. (2022). Here, I focus on 

promising areas for future work to assess the presence of positive affective state 

and the associated implication for PAW assessment. 

A deeper investigation into the meaning of USVs in rats  

In this study and within the wider literature, USVs have proved to be a promising 

tool for the measurement of affective state in rats (Burgdorf et al., 2005; Hinchcliffe 
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et al., 2020; LaFollette et al., 2018a; Panksepp and Burgdorf, 2000; Wöhr and 

Schwarting, 2013). In this thesis, I chose to use the total number of 50-kHz USVs 

as an indicator of positive affective state. However, the ‘50-kHz USVs’ category 

encompasses calls with significant variations in frequency, shape, and duration 

with as many as 14 subtypes of 50-kHz USVs (Wright et al., 2010). Thus, there is 

the potential that only certain types of 50-kHz USVs are associated with positive 

affect (Wöhr et al., 2008). Investigation into the distinction between subtypes of 50-

kHz USVs has been the subject of studies for over the past ten years (Wright et al., 

2010) yet there is still no clear consensus on the number of subtypes of 50-kHz 

USVs and the associated functions of these different subtypes.  

A detailed examination into the meaning of the subtypes of USV will aid the 

interpretation of rats’ affective responses. However, this investigation is currently 

limited by human capability in terms of capacity and level of detail. Manual coding 

of USVs is laborious and time-consuming, even when classifying USVs into the 

broad group of 50-kHz calls rather than according to subtype. As with all 

behavioural assessment using manual coding, the complexity of USVs means that 

there is always the risk of human error when categorising sub-types and a low 

degree of inter and intra-observer reliability (Martin and Bateson, 1993). Manual 

coding by a human also limits the complexity at which analysis of USV production 

can be conducted, e.g., we cannot look for patterns or relationships in the structure 

of USVs (Lawson et al., 2021). In light of these limitations, I strongly believe that 

the development of USVs as an indicator of not only positive affective states but rat 

subjective state overall relies on the optimisation of USV detection and analysis 

software solutions.  

In the last few years, there has been a rise in the development of different software 

packages for this purpose, such that there is demand across research fields, 

including pre-clinical neuroscience and animal welfare (Binder et al., 2021; Coffey 

et al., 2019; Goussha et al., 2022; Premoli et al., 2021). Using these software 

solutions will not only allow for more efficient, objective and accurate assessment, 
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but also allow us to examine complex relationships and patterns in the behavioural 

data which a human is simply incapable of. This capability was evidenced by 

Lawson et al. (2021), where the employment of DeepSqueak, a machine learning-

driven tool (Coffey et al., 2019), revealed hidden qualities in the data which were 

not seen during manual coding of USV categories. However, the novelty of such 

technologies means that they require validation before we can widely implement 

them in experimental conditions. Thus, while the future lies in these new 

technologies, it must be accompanied by the active participation of researchers 

experienced in the framework of behavioural assessment and well-designed 

validation experiments. 

The application of Qualitative Behavioural Assessment to rats  

The analysis of behaviour using quantitative approaches is central to the 

assessment of rodent welfare (Jirkof et al., 2019). However, the use of behaviour 

to investigate welfare is not restricted to a strict ethological approach, i.e., the 

measurement of specific behavioural elements. Qualitative Behavioural 

Assessment (QBA) is a unique approach to the assessment of animal welfare that 

bridges the gap that traditionally exists between subjective judgments and scientific 

approaches (Wemelsfelder et al., 2001, 2000). This approach is described as 

‘whole body approach’ in which the ‘expressive quality’ of an animal’s dynamic 

interaction with the environment is assessed. It is centred on the ability of humans 

to incorporate information of not only what animals are doing but how they are 

doing it (Wemelsfelder et al., 2001, 2000). Instead of measuring the frequency and 

duration of certain behaviours, human scorers are asked to describe the 

expression of the animal based on body language in self-generated terms such as 

‘content’ or ‘anxious’ (Wemelsfelder et al., 2001, 2000). In the 20 years and more 

since the first experimental paper on QBA was published (Wemelsfelder et al., 

2000), several studies have provided evidence for the validity of this method. QBA 

not only shows strong correlations with behavioural and physiological measures 
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(Ceballos et al., 2021; Hintze et al., 2017; Wickham et al., 2012) but has been 

validated using pharmacological manipulation (Rutherford et al., 2012). In relation 

to the assessment of PAW, QBA is particularly promising as it does not rely on the 

expression of a single marker behaviour to infer a positive affective state.  

Whilst QBA has been applied to a wide range of species (e.g., dogs; Shaw et al., 

2022, horses; Hintze et al., 2017, salmon; Jarvis et al., 2021, dairy cows; Ceballos 

et al., 2021 and giraffes; Patel et al., 2019), it is surprisingly yet to be applied to 

rats. In light of this novelty and its promise for the assessment of PAW, the 

development of QBA for rats was one of my initial directions for this thesis. I 

specifically aimed to investigate whether human-scored QBA judgements of 

behavioural expression change when viewing footage of juvenile laboratory rats 

whose affective state had been altered using playback of positively-valenced 50-

kHz USVs compared with the presentation of Background Noise. To do this I would 

compare the behavioural data, including USVs, with the QBA data to establish if 

QBA picks up the treatment effects. The aim of this initial investigation was specific 

to the playback of acoustic stimuli as there was a potential confound introduced by 

including a human-rat interaction. As the videos collected during the experiments in 

Chapter 4 were not of sufficient quality for QBA (due to the use of red light to 

reduce stress and maximise behavioural output of nocturnal animals), I would need 

to conduct another experiment and complete the steps in Chapter 4 to determine 

the affective state of the rats. As such, the aim to apply QBA for the first time to 

rats was out with the scope of this thesis, yet remains a promising direction for 

future work. 

Concluding remarks  

The two aims of this doctoral research were to develop methods of inducing 

positive affective state and to investigate whether play is sensitive to this positive 

affective state as a promising indicator of PAW. In relation to the first aim, this work 

provides support for the use of two innovative methods to induce a positive 
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affective state in rats, achieved through a total of six independent experiments. 

This work also contributes to the currently limited body of evidence that suggests 

that positive affect stimulates play. Of most significance is the fundamental 

evidence provided by this work for the capacity of rats to experience positive 

affective states and the relative ease in which positive affective states can be 

induced in this species. This further highlights our responsibility to incorporate 

PAW for rats as a prerequisite for their use.  
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